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BIS EXCELLENCY
NR LEONID ILYICli BP..EZh'NEV
GENERALSECRETARYOF TEE CENT.RJU,COMNITTI:EOF THE
COP.11Ul:IST PARTY OF THE SOVI:CT ONION

MOSCOW

o ..s ..s.R ..

OH TilE

OCCl-ill ION OF YOUR 7 5"1:'li BIRTHDAY r I

SHOULD Lll\B

~i'O EXTEND TO YOU HY 'WAR!~CONG?JVl'ULATIO~S TOCET-IiER WITE NY
SINCEID:

GOOD WISB..r.S FOP.. YOUR I1JTtP.E

H'.F.ALTE.Al:D

:WWP:nress.

i•t\Y I T1..KE THIS OPPORTu1·;?7Y TO EXFRES5 M.1>lffiipru;eIATION
FOR TliE IM:"''-'ORTAf
Pr CONTRIBti:t'ION'

WBIO'i YOUR com4TRY
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BJ1..S BEEN'

I ALSO WISH TO

TELL YOU HOW MUCH I HAVE VltLiJED THE S'i'RO:NG S'OPPORT YOU

WITH WARM REGARDS ~JID BEST WISHES
:KlI~T Wp..t0El1'.D1
SECEE-TARY->GENER1.L

UNITf.D NATIONS

!'..af eeuddin

J...hmed.. Chef

de

Cabinet

19 December

1981

Dear Mr • .Ambassador~

Enclosed for your inf.ortr~tion
is a copy of a
cable sent today by the Secretary-General
to His
Excellency
Mr. Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev.
Please accept,
.P,r. il.r.bassador,
the assura'llces
of my highest
consideration.

Rafeeuddin

Ahmed

C.1.ef de Cabinet

His Excellency
P..r. Oleg

A. Troyanovsky

Permam.ent Repnesentative
. the

Union

Republics
N'ew York

of Soviet

to.the

of
Socia.list

united

Nations
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TOGETHERWITH MY SINCERE
GOODWISHES FOR YOUR FUTURE HEALTHAND HAPPINESS.
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FOR
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HIS EXCELLENCY
HR LEONID ILYICH BREZHNEV
GENERALSECRETARYOF THE CENTRALCOMMITTEEOF THE
COMMTJNIST PJI.RTY OF' THE SOVIET

UNION

MOSCOW
U .. S., S.R.

ON THE OCCASION OF YOUR 75TH BIRTHDAY,
TO EXTEND TO YOU MY WARM CONGFATlJLATIONS

SINCERE

GOOD WISHES

I SHOULD Lih'"E

TOGETHER WITH

MY

FOR YOUR FUTURE HF.Ail.PH AND HAPPINESS.

DEEP
H~Y I TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION
FOR 'fHE IP.PORTA.NT CONTRIBtJTION

WHICH YOUR cotmTRY

t&_,_Z\.IING
TO TEE WORK OF THE UNI'l'ED

NATIONS.

HJ'~ BEEN

I ALSO WISll

TO

TELL YOU HOWMUCHI HAVE VALUEDTHE STRONG SUPPORT YOU
PERSONALLY

]!..J:-IDYOUR GOVERNMENT HAVE CONSISTENTLY

'l'O ME IN MY ENDEJNOURS

EXTENDED

ON BEHALF OF THE vJORLD ORC...ANIZATION.

WITH WARMREGARDS AND BEST WISHES
KlJRT W.ltLDHEIM

SECRETARY-GENERAL
UNITED NATIONS

Rafeeuddin

Ahmed, Chef de Ca,½inet
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19 December

1981

Dear Mr • .Ambassador~
Enclosed for your information
is a copy of a
cable sent today by the Secretary-General
to His
Excellency
Mr. Leonid Ilyich
Brezhnev.
Please accept,
Hr. Ambassador,
the assurances
of my highest
consideration.

Rafeeuddin
Ahmed
Chef de Cabinet

His Excellency
Mr. Oleg A. 'l'royanovsky
Permament Repeesentative
of
the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics
to.the
United Nations

New York
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Unofficial

translation

Report of the CPSU Central
Committee
to the 26-th Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union and the current
tasks of the Party in
_________
home and foreigp.,<...-_p~o_l_i_c=y
_______
_
Delivered

by the General Secretary
Comrade L.I.Brezhnev
23 February
1981

Mo-scow, February

2J,

of the

CC CPSU

TASS.

Comrades delegateB,
Esteemed

guests,

The statutory
begun. It is called
to determine
tasks

Twenty-Sixth
CongresB of our party has
upon, as usual,
to sum up the results
and
for the future.

Appraising
the traversed
path, we can say with agsurance
that the 25-th Congress correctly
defined
the basic trends and
lines of social
development.
The Party's
Leninist
general
line is being steadily
put into effect~
the tasks set at the
previous
congress
have, on the whole, been successfully
fulfilled.
The Tenth five-year
plan period saw a considerable
increase
in the country's
nationnl
wealth.
Its productive~
E£ientific
and
technical
potential
has grown. The defence capability
of the
Soviet state has become greater.
The wellbeing
and cultural
level of the Soviet people have gone up.
united

The family of Soviet peoples has become still
its bonds of friendship
are still
stronger.

more closely

5

The adoption
of the new Constitution
of the USSR was a
most auspicious
event.
It ushered
in a ·higher stage in the
development
of socialist
democracy.
Soviet people participate
more and more actively
in running
th~ affairs
of society
and
state.

2

The indissoluble
unity of party and people has
more solid in the past five years.
As before,
it is
of our society's
gigantic
strength.

grown still
the source

On the international
plane,
the period under review has
been rough· and complicated,
mar1ted above all by an intensive
struggle
of two lines
in world affairs:
the line of bridling
the arms race,
strengthening
ptr.,19.~eand detente,
andcefending
the sovereign
rights
and freedom of nations,
on the one hand,
and, on the other,
the line of disrupting
detente,
escalating
the arms race,
of threats
and interference
in other countries'
affairs,
and of m1ppressing
the liberation
struggle.
These years have seen a further
activity
and prestige
of the Soviet
of the socialist
community.

growth of the power,
Union and the other countries

The revolutionary
strqggle
of the peoplee has seen new
victories.
Among theoe are the revolutions
in Ethiopia,
Afghanistan5 and J'Ticaragua,
and the overthrow
of the anti-people
monarchic_ regime in Iran.
In effect,
the ~eventies
witnessed
the
final
colfapse
of the colonial
empires.
The sphere of imperialist
domination
has narrowed.
The
internal
contradictions
in capitalist
countries
and the rivalry
between them have grown sharper.
The aggressiveness
of imperialist
policy,
notably
that of US imperialism,
has increased
acutely.
\'Vhen thunderclouds
gathered
by the beginning
of the eighties,
to persevere
in efforts
to remove
preserve
and deepen detente,
and
beneficial
cooperation
with most

on the international
horizon
the Soviet Union continued
the threat
of war and to
acted to expand mutually
countries
of the world.

Jointly
with other peace-loving
countries
circles
in the West we continued
the struggle
race throughout
the period under review.

and with realistic
against
the arms

If you ask any Soviet person--whether
a member of the
Communist Party or not--what
has highlighted
our Party's
path
in recent years,
the answer will be: It was highlighted
above
all by the fact that we are managing to preserve
peace.
And for
this people of different
age and occnpation
give their
thanks
to the Party from the bottom of their
hearts.
its

It is
allies
......

absolutely
obvious
e.re more than ever

that today the Soviet Union and
the chief buttress
of world peace •

3
On the whole, comrades,
the pexioi
since the 25-th Congre-s
has not been a simple one. There have been no few difficulties
in the· co 11ntry's
economic· development,·
end in international
affairs.
·
_ Still,
evidence of
system, the
ness of the

the aims we set have been achieved.
This ia fresh
the tremendous
potentialities
of the socialist
dedication
of the Soviet people,
and the correctprihcipled'6lass
policy of our Leninist
Party.
I

The international

poiicy

of the· CPSU

- Oµr struggle
to strengthen
peace and deepen detente
is,
above all., designed
to secure the· requisite
external
condi tiona
for the Soviet· people to carry out its constructive
tasks.
Thereby we are also solving
a problem of a truly
global nature.
For at present
nothing
is more essential
an_d more important
for
any nation 'than to preserve
peace and ensure the paramount right
of every human being--~he
right
to life.
1. Developoent

the

of the ·world socialist
coo_Reration _of the socialist

system
co1intries

Comrades, all the~se years the Party,
its
and Political
Bureau have devoted unremitting
strengthening
friendship
and cooperation
with
socialist
countries.

and

--

Central
Co;::mittee
attention
to
the other

Hand in band with them we are building
a. new, socialist
world, and a type of truly
just,
equal, and fraternal
relations
between states
never seen in history
before.
_
This, indeed,
is the spirit
in which our r·elations
are
shaping with the other countries
of the socialist
comm.unity-Bulgaria,
Hungary, Vietnam,
the German Democratic
Republic,
Cuba, Laos, Mongolia,
Pola:r;id, Romania,_ and Czechoslovakia.
A f'1ndamental
unity of views has taken root among us on
all major aspects
of soGial and economic development,
and international
affairs.
This is a result
of the continuous
cooperation
of our f:raternal_communist
parties,
and our
common achievement.
It is very important
trust,
and accord prevail
parties.

·that_~eep
mutual understanding,
between the leaderships
of our

There have been thirty-seven
friendly
meetings
at
level in the Crimea during these five years.
Discarding
formalities
of protocol,
in a friendly
atmosphere,
we
discussed
the prospects
of our relations
and the key

summit
the

4
pr0blems of world politics~
and charted
our future
tasks.
Each
meeting yielded
something new and useful.
For this good
cooperation
we express
our heart~elt
gratitude
to the leade-rs
· of the fraterne.l
countries
and parties.
There wes a systematic
exchange of party-,a,nd-governm.ent
delegations.
Conferences
of Central
Committee secretaries
on
questions
of international
relations,
and ideological
and
organisational
party work have become a re~Alar fixture •.
The party organi~ations
of the Soviet Union and those·of
the other co·1ntr1es
of the socialist
commnni ty are linked
by many
threads.
They are linked at all levels--the
republican,
teTritorial
and regional,
down to districts
and large enterprises.
The cooperation
between state
bodies~ public
organisations,
and
prodn.ction
collectives
has grown lively
and fruit:ful.
Spirit 1 lal
contacts~
close links
in the fields
of ideology
and culture,
have become standard
practice.
Relations
between states
have been called
international
since olden days. But not nntil
our time, in the_socialist
world,
have they really
become relations
between nations.
Millions
upon millions
of people·take
an immediate part in them. That,
comrades,
is a f11ndamental gain of socialism,
and its great
service
to humanity.
The range of our cooperation
extends
to more and more
spheres.
One example is the Intercosmos
programme. Cosmonauts
of the fraternal
coi.i.ntries are not working for science
and the
national
economy alone.
They are also performing
a
tremendously
important
political
mission.
So allo"w me, from this rostrum,
to extend· cordial
greetings
to the space heroes~
those brave sons of the socialist·
countries.
The consti t .1tions of most fraternal
countries
emphasize
the
ideas of friendship
and cooperation
with the Soviet Union. This
is a token of deep confidence
in onr country,
and we reciprocate
in kind. The new Constitution
of the USSR.declares
friendship,
c0operatio11 1 and mut 1 1al assistance
with other socialist
cn,mtries
the· corne~stone
of Soviet foreign
policy •.
Tbe period irn.der review has convincingly
shown the highly
infl;J_ential
nnd beneficial
effect of the activity
of the Warsaw
Treaty ()rgani ?ation,
notably
its Politic~l
Cons11l tati ve Committee~ on European affairs
and~ for that matter,
on world affairs
as P. whole. ~1aving earlier
paved the way to the Ellropean
Conference 5 the highest
political
body of 011r Treaty has at its
sit tings in B~1.charest, I\foscow 5 and Warsaw come forward with a
n-.1mber of new initiatives
which attracted
wide attention
all
over the world.
Their ma.in p 1rpose is to defend detente ~ to
give it an energetic
rhythm or, as they say, its second wind.
1

1

- 5 A new body, the Foreign I,Qnistcrs CD:r.mrlttee,has been set up ¥1-ecent years
to further our cooperation • .Andit is already safe to say that this ms a completely justified move: the coordination of foreign policy actions has become
more prompt.
The development of the joint anned forces has proceeded without a hitch.
Here, as always, good work was done by the Crnmnittee of Defence 1·-1inisters.
The Central COJ!1!Jl.ittee
reports to the Congress that the defensive political
and :military alliance of the_socialist
cotmtries is faithfully serving the
cause of peace. It has all the requisites to dependably defend the socialist
gains of our peoples • .Andwe will do everything for this to be so in the future.
Far be it from us , comrades, to paint the picture of the present -day socialist world in exclusively radiant colours. Complications,too, occur in the development of our cotmtries. The passage to intensive economic development and
large-scale social programmes, and.the moulding of the connntinist consciousnessall this canno"t be achieved overnight. It talces time and tireless creative
search. And, of course, it i_s essential to learn from each other.
During the years of building socialism the fraternal countries gained
diverse positive experience in organ:iz ing production and mar.agement, and in
resolving economic problems.
For example, we know how skilfully the \\'Ork of agricultural
cooperatives
and enterprises is organized in 1-fi.mgary,and what valuable experience the GDR
has gained in rationalizing
production, and saving energy and raw and other
materials. There are many interesting and valuable points in the social maintenance system of Czechoslovakia, while Bulgaria and some other Europear..;socialist cotmtries have fotmd useful fo1111S
of agro-industrial
cooperation.
So, comrades, let us study the experience of the fraternal
closely and utilize it more broadly.
·

cmmtries,

more

As we lmow, the decisive sector of the competition with capitalism is
the economy and economic policy. At our·past Cbngress, we, like the other fraternal parties, set the task of further extending socialist
integration on the
basis of long-tetmspeeial-purpose
programmes as a top priority. These programme~
are to help us resolve the more acut~ vitally :iJTiport."Ult
econorri.c problems.

At present, they are being translated into concrete deeds. Integration is
gathering momentum.The fruits of specialization are visible in practically
all
brandies of economy, science, and technology. l1!e now have some 120 multilateral
and more that 1000 bilateral
agreements to this effect. Coordination of the
economic plans of the C·l!EA countries for 1981-1985 is nearing completion.

.

.

Speaking of the success of joint l10rk, we can with leP,itimate pride list
such large-scale projects as the nearly 3000-kilometre-lcng Soyuz gas pipeli.i7.e,
the Mir power grid, to which new transmission li.-ries have been adrled, the UstIlim pulp and paper plant, the Erdenet ore-dressL-ig -i,.,urksin MJngolia, the

- 6 -

nickel plants in Cuba, ~nd many other newly completed projects. And before
us are still greater tmdertakings for the good of all our commtntity.
l'/hat the socialist
cotmtries have. accomplished in the economic field and
,in raising the living standard of people amotmts to a whole era.
The past few years have not been among the most favourable for the national economies of some socialist states. Still, in the past ten years the
·--~,
economic growth rates of the Q-..ffiA countries
have been twice those o-!: the developed c1.pitaiist
cou.11tries. The neribcrs of C'El\ continued to he the most
dynamicallY..developi.na PTOt.11 of countries in the world. .
.
rne CP~u a'lct the other traternal parties have set their course on making
the cowing two five-year periods a time of intensive cooperation among the socialist cotmtries in production, science and technology.
Life is setting us the task of supnlemcnting coordination of our plans witt
with coordination of economic policy as· a whole. Also being put on the order of
the day are such issues as align.in£ the structures of economic mechanisms, further extending direct ties between ministries,
amalg2.mations, and enterprises
part~c~pating in cooperation, and establishing joint finns. Other ways of
combining our efforts a~d resources are also possible.
As you see, comrades, there arc many new far-reaching
ideas. Perhaps it
¼Duld be useful ~for the leaders of the fraternal countries to discuss them
collectively
in the near future.

It stands to reason that, like our socialist ~artners,
wants our ties to be mutually beneficial in all respects.

the Soviet Union

. The Soviet Union gets many types of machinery c1nd equipment, transport
vehicles, consumer goods, and certain raw materials from the fraternal countr~
es. For its part, it supplies the socialist market with oil, gas, ore, cotton,
timber, and, of course, a variety of industrial goods. In the past five years
we received 90000 million roubles' '1-\orthof goods from the O'-.rl.EA.
countries,
while our deliveries totalled 98,000 ~illion.
Nowadays, the steady development of any socialist
country, nnd successful
solution by it of such problems, say, as energy and raw materials, and utilization of the latest scientific
end technical achievements, is inconceivable
in the absence of ties with other fraternal countries.
The problems that arise in the process of our cooperation are being settled jointly, and we jointly seek the most correct -ways of hannonizing the interests of each fraternal cotmtry with the commoninterest.
This applies, among
other things, to fixing reduced prices of oil, gas, and other primary and manufactured goods supplied to each other by the cotmtries of OvlEA.

- 7 -

rJ:tere are special cases, too, when friends need urgent aid. This was the
cas~ with Vietnam, which became the target of a barbarian aggression by
Peking in 1979. The Soviet Union and other colmtries of the socialist connnunity promµtly ~ent it shipments of food, medical supplies, building materials,
and anns. This.was also the case with Kampuchea, which had been devastated by
the Pol Pot clique of Peking henchmen.. · ·
That, comrades, is socialist
internationalism
in action.Soviet people
understand and approve of such action. All of us have a stake in the soc:::ilist
market being able to meet the rising needs of the cotmtries of our commtniity.
And !he benefit of augmenting each other's economic potential is certainly not
confined to the purely commercial field. The task calls for a responsible apP:oach by economic executives and party workersi and for a profolilld tmderstan-.
ding of the·fratemal
cotmtries' indissolubled community of interests.
We are also in favour ofexpanding commercial :md economic relations with
the West. That, we may add, is a factor that stabili z.es international
relations.
But here we are compelled, among other things, to take account of the policy of
the capitalist
states. All too often they try to use economic ties with us as a
means of political
pressure. Is this not made clear by all sorts of bans and
di~criminatory restrictions
on ·trade with various socialist colllltries.
I! should be noted, in fact, that of late our colllltries are h~ving to
deal mth their constructive tasks in more complicated conditions. The deterioration of the world econrnny and spiralline prices are making themselves felt.
The slowing of the detente process and the arms race imnosed by the imperialist powers are no S11IB.ll
a burden for us .as well.
~
.Another thing is the visible sharpening of the ideological struggle.For
the West it is not confined to the battle of ideas. It employs a whole system
of methods designed to subvert or soften up the socialist world.
The imperialists
and their accomplices are systematica~ly condu~ting
hostile campaigns against the socialist countries. They malign and distort
everything that goes on in them. For them the main thin 6 is to turn_people
against socialism.
·
Recent events have shown again and again that our class opponents are le_arning from their defeat~. Their actions against the socialist countries are
increasingly refined and treacherous. And wherever imperialist,subversive
activity is compounded with mistakes and miscalculation in home policy, there arise
· conditions that stimulate elements hostile to socialism. This is what has
happened in fraternal Poland, where opponents of socialism supported by outside forces are, by stirring-up anarchy, seeking to channel events into a counter-revolutionary
course. As_was ~1oted at the latest ptenary meeting of the
CCPUWP,the
pillars
of· the socialist. . state
in Poland. are in jeopardy.
.
.
.
~ ~

.,

At present, the Polish comrades are engaged in redressing the critical
situation. They are striving to.heighten the party's action capacity and to
tighten links with the ,~urking class and the other working people, and are
working on a concrete programme to restore to health the Polish economy.
Last December's meeting of leaders of the Warsaw Treaty countries
Moscowhas rendered Poland· ilnportant !)olitical support.

in

- 8 -

It s:1.owed clearly

f~at the Polis:1 communists,
Le Polisi-, working class,
and
the working people of that country can firmly rely on r~eir friends and allies· we
will not abandon fraternal,
socialist
Poland in its hour of need, we will stick up
for it.
T11e eve=nts in Poland sLow once again '.1ow important it is for the party, for
t~:e strengtb.enirgof
its lcad-1:::.grole, to pay close heed to the voice of the masses, resolutely
to combat all signs of bureaucratic
routine and voluntarism,
actively to deve1op soclalist democmcy,
and to conduct a considered
and
realistic
policy in foreign e_cono;r!.ic relations.
T:e ~~istory of world socialism !1as seen all sorts of trials. T'.--ere were
difficult
tirnes, and critical
situations.
But communists
:,ave always courage1
ously faced t 1e attacks of the adversary,
and have invariably won. T>;at's ;,ow
it was, and tl-·at's ~,ow it will be. And let no one doubt our co '.'l::1ondetermination to secure our interests,·
and to defend th.e socialist
gains of f·e peoples.

Yle are fig ·ting for t:,e just cause of peace and the secur!ty of nations,
and
for Le interests of theworking people. V!e have on our side f ·e trut':_ of t' e
L:andst-Ieninist
teac·:-ing. Our strengf• is in unity and co Lesion.
T-e past Congress registered
f'.e process of convergence
off e soc-i.alist
states.
T}:at process is continuing.
But it does not obliterate
f e specific na tic
nal fee tures or foe historical
didinctions
of f1e socialist
countries.
vre s· ould
see t>.e variety of forms in f··eir social life and economic organization
for w·•at
it really is - for t~ie wealth of ways and >-nethods of establis"·ing
Le soci~list
way of lf.fe.

Cur relation:: with foe socialist
countries
or Ci-'IBA are also inaking good ~:eadway.

that are not in t'•_e V..7ar~aw.Treaty

Soviet-Yugofc;lav cooperation
is going a~-1ead in many fi~lds •· Agreed principles and understandings
are a good basis for its further expansion~
SovietYugoslav friend1:;~1ip },as deep roots, and we :1ave no doubts a~Jout its future.
•

.

.l

.

►•

r~e Soviet Union sup_ports n,_e Thrnocratic People's Repu:Jlic of Korea in its
struggle for the country's
peaceful dernocralic
nnifkmtlou
wltJ.10ut outside interference,
and strives to extend and enrich mutual ties with it.
Special mention must be made of China. The social and economic developn~ent of t:1e PRC over the past twenty years is a painful lesson s'.,owing w· at
any distortion
of the prinolples
and ocsence
of socialism
in ~ ome and foreign
policy leads to.
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T··e present Q'._:inese leaders r 1e 11selves descri')e t 1,e period of f ,e so-called
cultural revolution
in r~eir coun;:rj, as 11a · cruet" f~udal-fa sci st dicta tors',ip 11 • ,_Are
have nof.dng to add to f,is assess :1ent.
·
1

1

At present,
c:Janges are under way in C 1 '.ina' s internal nolicy. Ti:i1e will s··ow
w~,at t~ ey actually mean. It will ~:-ow tow· at extent t11e present c··inese
leaders:,ip manages to overcome fr.e Y ·aoist legacy. But, unfortunately,
t' ere are no
grounds yet to speak of any c·•anges for f,e better in Peking's foreign policy. l\s
before, it is aimed at aggravating
tii.e international
situation,
and is aligned
with the policy of foe imperialist
power!:;. T' 1at, of course, will not bring·CMna
back to fae sound road of development.
Imperialists
will never he friends of
socialism •.
The dmple reason behind the readiness
of the United States, Japan, and a
number of NATC· countries
to eXpand their military and political
ties with_ CMna
is to m::e its hostility
to the Soviet Union and the socialist
community,
in f1eir
own, imperialist
interests.
TLat is a hazardous game.
As far as fle people of CMna are concerned,
·we are deeply convinced
their
true interests
would be best served by a policy of peace and not,.1ing but a po lie_
of peace and normal relations
with other countries.
If Soviet-CMnese
relations
are· still frozen, tl1e reason for fcis has notMng
to do with our position.
The Oovici: Union lias never wanted,
nor does it now
·want, any confrontation
with t1,e People's Republic of CMna. -·,_._i-e
·follow fie
course set by t'i.1e 24e, and 25f Congresses
of t1~e CPSU, and would like to
build our ties wit', fiat country on a good-neig!11)our basts. Out proposals
for
1
normalizing relations
wit'• China remain open, and our feelingc .of friends 1ip and
respect for foe C 1.:inese people·'.'ave
not 1'.:arig•ect.
·

c

Con-,rades, as you see, on f:.e w~1.ole the Central Co'~,,nHtee · as bee:1 doing
a tremendous amount of work in order to develop ·and deenen 01'.irrela_tions wit',
fr1e soc.ialist countries.
In ecc:mo;-11"tc
and cultural develop·;ient,
and in f,,1proving
social relations
and socialist
de~·,1ociacy ·_ in literally
all fields - world socialism is advancing
steadily.
And we Soviet com nunists are proud of t'-ie role
played in e1is by t>e party of Lenin, by re country of tl-c Great Octo11er Revolution •. 1
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Comrades,
among the important results of t11e Party's intcrna tional activity
in t!1e period under review we can list f '.e visible expansion of cooperation wif,
countries t'·at have liberated themselves
from colonial oppression.
T:1ese countries
are very different.
After Ubera tion 1 so1ne of f ·e- 01 ,,ave been
following t'·e revolutionary-denocratic
path. In 0U1ers capitalist
relations '.iave
taken root. Porne of the,n are following a truly independent
policy, w·:ne o t··ers
are today taking t·1.eir lead from imperialist
policy.
In a nuts· ell, r ,e picture ts
a fairly motley one.
Let me first deal with t'-:.e socialist-oriented
states,
f_at is, states fat
have opted for socialist
developuent.
T:Ceir number has incrna sed. Development
along t~1c progressive
road is not, of course,
tl-!e same fro1i! country to country,
and proceeds in difficult conditions.
But foe main lines are sfriilar.
These
include gradual elimination of t::c positions of imperialist
monopoly, of the
local big 'r.iourgBofoie and foe feudal elements,
and restriction
of foreign capital.
They include efforts by Le people's
[:tate to secure cor.11-:.1anding'1ei~(!ts in r~e
economy and to go on to planned development
of the productive forces, and
encouragement
of t;1e cooperative
movement in the countryside.
T11-eyinclude
enhancing the role of t~1e working maGses in society,
and gradually reinforcing
the state apparatus
with national personnel
faithful to the people. They include
anti-imperialist
foreign policy·. Revolutionary
partiec expressing
t~1e interests
of the broad mass of the working people are growing stronger t>ere.

In the period under review, L.e Soviet Union has concluded
treaties of
friends· dp and cooperation
wifo Angola, Et::iopia, r.-.~ozambique I l\fg',anistan,
and the People's· Democratic Republic of Yemen. Recently,
a Treaty of FriendS~!ip and Cooperation
was signed with Syria. I am sure t\at it will serve well to
further t"!-ie Soviet:-Syrian
friend:::' •ip and t!,e achieveinent
of a just peace in f,e
i ·"fddle East.
-

Vte have· wide-ranging
·,nuti!ally beneficial
econo·7ic I scientific,
and tec'~nical cooperation wit:1 the newly-free countries•
E;11p~a sis in Ol!r rela l:ions wif1
them is on lJuilding large projects
in t?·ese countries wit 11 so:·,1e forn1 of noviet
participation.
Among the projects completed in recent years are many Ia;ge ones,
cmcial ones for the econo;·.,y ~f t:1e country concerned.
include
T~--:.av,,rra
hydropower coi,,plex in :;yria, whic'-:. accounts for •,1ore t>an 7'.)
of the electricity
generated in Lat country; t11e second stage of a steel
Algeria, wMch. r-as raised its capacity to tv.ro million tons I and a plant
Guinea producing 2. 5 million tons of bauxite a year.
·

T·,ese

even
t',e AI
per cent
: 1ill in
in
0

Our country does everyf1ing it can to ~-,elp many of t:1·e newly-free
countries
in training personnel
•- engineers,
technicians,
skilled workers,
doctors, and
teachers.

-IITens._ of• thousands
of Soviet specialists
are doing dedicatro.
work on building
cites in Asian and African coun-cries,
in in·
dus~ry and agriculture,
and in hospitals
and .educational
institutions.
They are worthy representatives
of their
great socialist motherland.
We are proud of tbem, and send tbem beartfelt
wish~s of success.
·
Together with tbe other socialist
countries,
we are also
helping to strengthen
the defensive
capability
of newly-free
statr:,s if they request
such aid. Tbis was ·the case with, say,
Angola and Ethiopia.
Attempts were made to- crush t_he p.eople 's
revolutions
in these countries_ by encouraging
domestic counterrevolution
or by outsicle aggression.
We are against
tbe export
of revolution,
and we cannot agree to any export of counterrevolution
either.
ImperialiSm
launchea_ a real undeclai"ed war ac;ainst the
Afghan revolution.
This also created. a direct
threat
to the
security
of our southern frontier.
In the oircumstances,
we
were compelled. to rencl.er the military
aid asked for by that
friendly
country.·
·
Tbe plans of Afghanistan's·
enemies have collapsed.
The
1
considered
policy o:f the People s D.emocratic Party and the
Government of Afghanistan
hee.a.ec1 by Comrade· Babrak Karmal,
which is f"aithfu"il to the national
interests,
, has strengthened
the people• s povver.
As for the Soviet military
contingent,
we will be prepared
to wi thc7-.rawit with the agreement of the Afghan Government.
Before this is done, the infiltration
of counter-revolutionary
gangs into Afghanistan
must be completely
stopped.
This must
be secured in accords between Afghanistan
and its neighbours.
Dependable guarantees
are required
that there will be no new
intervention.
Such is.the
fundamental
position
of the Soviet
Union, ana. we keep to it firm~y. _
The revolution
in Iran, wbich was a major event on the
international
scene of recent years,
is of a specific
nature.
However complex and contradictory,
it is essentially
an antiimperialist
revolution,
though reaction-at
home and abroad is
seeking to change this feature.
_
The people of Iran
freedom and prosperity.
are prepared to develop
principles
of- equ.ality

are looking for their
own road -to
We sincerely
wish tbem success,
and
good relations
with that country on the
.a__
na. of' c-ourse, rec1procity.

-12Of late,
Islamic slogans are being actively
promoted in
some countries
of the East. We communists have every respect
for the religious
convictions
of people professing
Islam or
any other religion..
The main thing is what aims are pursued
by the forces proclaiming
various
slogans.
The banner of
Islam may lead into battle
for liberation.
Tbis is borne out
by history,
including
very recent history.
But it also shovrn
that reaction,
too, manipulates
witb Islamic
slogans to in~ite
counter-revolutionary
mutinies.
Consequently,
the whole thing
hinges on the actual content
of any movement.
Comrades,·a
big place in the Soviet Union's relations
with the newly-free
countries
is, of course,
accorded to our
cooperation
with India.
We welcome the increasing
role played
that larce country in international
affairs.
Our ties with it
are continuing
to e~>-pand. In both our countries,
Soviet-Indian
friendship
bas become a c1eep-rooteo_ popular traL~i tion.

by

As a result
of the recent negotiations
in Delhi with
.
Prime r,tinister
Indira
Gandhi and other Indian leaders,
the entire range of Soviet-Indian
relations
has been taken substantially
further.
Joint action with peaceful
and independent
Incl.ia will
continue
to
be
one
of
the
imnortant
areas
of
Soviet
foreign
.
relations.
~

We see no obstacles
to frienc.1-ly cooperation
vd th Inc1onesia
and, for that matter,
with any other ASEJ,.Nmember country.
In Africa,
the Caribbean,
ano. Oceania ten new states
gained inctepenclence in the past five years,
ana_ were instantly
recognised
by the Soviet Union. The birth of the %public
of Zimbabwe, the mounting intensity
of the liberation
struggle
in Namibia, and now also in the Republic of South Africa,
are
graphic evi0_ence that the rule of "classie st colonialist;s
ana_
racists
is approaching
its end.
The imperialists
are d.ispleasec1 with the fact that the
newly-free
countries
are consolidating
their inc7.epenc1ence. In a
thousand ways, they are trying
to bitch these countries
to
their chariot
in ora.er to cleal In.ore freely with their natural
riches,
anG. to use their territory
for their
strategic
cl_esigns •.
In so doing, they make extensive
use of the old colonialist
metboa_ of Divide and. rule.
Inc1eec-:., thai:i is also the Western approach to the IranoIraqi war, which has been going on :for five months - an absolute:ly senseless
war from the viewpoint
of the two countries'

-I3fnt~rests.
But it is of great
advantage
to imperialism
wbich
anxious
ancl eager to somehow restore
its positions
in that
region.
We woulc"1-like to hope that both Iraq and Iran draw
the o_ue conclusions
from this.

is

The· Soviet
Union would definitely
like to see an early
encl. to that fratricidal
war
and a politic
al settlement
of the
conflict.
In practice,
too,' we are striving
to facilitate
_this.
Now about the Middle East problem.
Iri its bid for doIIl.ln-ance :in th8 Mic1clle ·East,
the United States
has taken the pa~b.
of the Crunp David policy,
dividing
the Arab world and organ~pl?:g
a s.ep..ar..at~ de.al betneen
Israel
and Egypt.
_
· 1G
US diplomacy
has· failed
to turn this
separate
-anti-Arab
<leal
into a broader
agreement -'of a defeatist
type.
But it has succe-ec1ea. in another
way: a ne'll°I,deterioration
of the situation
has
occurrea.
in the resion.
A· MiC.dle East; settle111ent
was cast back.
What now? As we see it,
it is biGh time to get matters
of:f
the ground.
It is high time to go back to honest collective
search
of an all-embracing
just
anc~_realistic
set;tlement~
In the
circumstances,
this coulc1 be clone, say, in the franework
of
a specially
convened international
conference.
The Soviet
Union is prepared
to participate
in such work
in a constructive
spirit
and with gooo. will.
Vle are· prepared
to do so jointly
vvi tb the other
interested
parties
- the Arabs
(naturally
including
the Palestine
Liberation
Organization)
and
Israel.·
We are prepare0.
for such search
jointly
,.,-;ith the United
States
- and I may remind you that we have hacl some eJ....rperience
in tbis regard
some years
ago. VJe are prepared
to cooperate
with the European
countries,
anc-:.with all tho•se who are showing
a sincere
striving
to secure
a just
anu durable
peace in the
Middle East.
.
role

The UN, too,
in all this.

could.

evidently

continue

to play

a use·ful

As for the substance
of the matter,
we are still
convinced
that if' there
is to be real peace in the- Micl.c1le East,
the
Israeli
occu!_)ation of all Arab territories
captured
in 1967
must be eridec1. The inalienaole
fights
of the Arab people
of'
Palestine
must be put into effect,
· not short
of establishing
their
own state.
It is essential
·to ensure the security
and
sovereign,ty
of all the states
of the region,
-incluc:ing
tbose of
Israel.
Those are the basic principles.
As for the uetail,
they
cou~d naturally
be taken up _at tbe negotiations.

-14The non-alignec1.. rr:ov2·:·:.s:'l~v",
1:Jhicb vJill have its twentieth
anniversary
this year,
has been and re:11ains an important
factor·
in international
relations.
Its ·strength
stems from its orientation against;
imperialism
and coloniali
m, and against
war and ·
aggression.
We are convinced.
tllat ti.1e l:ey to an.v further
heightening
of its role in world politics
- and this we·would welcome·-- is its cledication
to these basic principles.

In the mid-seventies

the former

colonial

countries

raised

the question
of a new international
economic orc]_er. Reconstruction of international
economic relations
on a democratic
foundation,
along lines
of equality,
is natural
from the point
of
view of history.
Much can and must be done in this resp~et.
And,
certainly,
the issue
must not lJe rec"i.uced, as this is sometimes
done, simply to 6.istiuctions
bet,aeen 11Rich North:' and trPoor ·
1
South' • We are prepared.
to contribute,
and are ind.eed contribu·bing,
to the establishment
of equitable
international
economic relations.
·
No one should have any doubts,
comrades,
that
tbe CPSU
will consistently
continue
the policy
of promoting
cooperation
between the USSR and the newly-free
countries,
and consolidating the alliance
of ~orld
socialism
and the national
liberation movement.
3.The

CPSU and the

Now about the line
working-class
movement.

World. Communist

of the

CPSU in the

Movement
world

comuti.nist

and

The international
v1or:dng clas·s and its political
vanguara.the cotlliuD.nist and workers•
parties
- approached
the eighties
with con£ic1ent
stride.
They approached
them as active
:fighters
for the rights
of the vrnrking people,
ancl. for -~Jeace and the
security
of nations.
The c0111Aunist movement continued
to win increasing
influence
among the
parties
are active
in 94 comrb·ies.
In
some 800,000
new fic:;hters
have J0ine(l
ten years.
Ts this
not eviC:.ence enongh
of attraction
of the com.rnunist ideas.

to e}-..rpand its ranks,
and.
masses.
Toc1ay, communist
r.rester:ri Europe alone,
the:i r rnnks in the past
of the inc1orni table
force

Our Party
ana. its Centra.l
Committee have workecl active.ly
for the :further
expan.sion
and c1.eepening of' all-roun(1_ cooperation
with the fraternal
parties.
During the periocl. unu.er review,
just the Members an6. Alternate
Mem1Jers of our Political
Bureau
ano. the Secretaries
of our Central
Cou.rnri.ttee !:ave receivecl.
'

-I5;:.:everal huncl.red delegations
from other parties.
In their
turn,
·
representatives
of the CPSU parti~ipated.
in the work of communist party.
congresses
and other party
functions
abroad.

Vvehave regularly
developments
and our
Com.racles from abroad
acquaint
themselves
local
level
- in the
and at enterprises.
them in their
v1orl::.
to

briefed
fraternal
parties
on our internal
actions
in the field
o:f foreign
policy.
have hacl. extensive
opportunities
to
with the practical
activity
of the CPSU at
republics
ancl regions
of the Soviet
Union,
All this,
as our friends
attest,
is helping

Contacts
vdth :foreign
coimnunists
e;et a better
idea of' the situation

enable
our par:ty,
. too,
in individual
countries.

As the influence
of the comuunist
parties
r;rmvs, the
ta.s:;::s :facing them are becoming more and more complex ana_ cliverse~
Ano. sometimes
that
gives rise
to cJ.ivergent
nppraisals
an.d c1ifferenc es in ap.)roa.ch to concrete
issues
of the class
struggle,
and
to cliscussio:1s
betvveen parties
•
.Af3 we see
it,
this is completely
natural.
Conrm.unist parties
have had c~issimilar
opinions
on some issues
in the past as well.
Tbe facts
have proved. convincingly
that
even in the preseuce
of
differences
o:f opinion
it is. possilJle
and necessary
to cooperate
politically
in the fight
against
the common class
enemy. The
supreme arbiter
in resolving
problems
is time and practice.
Lenin was absolutely
right
when he said that many c'l.ifferences
nca:i, and unfailingly
will,
vanish:
this will
result
from the
logic
of the joint
struggle
ae;ainst
the really
formic.able
enemy,
the bourgeoisiett
(Collected
worlS§_, Vol.30,
p .89).

Some time- ago the leaa.ersbips
b:f a few com11unist parties
put up an energetic
defence
of the fight
to specifically
rtational wa:ys and forms o:f st.1....uggle for socialism
and of ·
· ..,
building
sociali.•cfm.
But if you look at this with out· prejuc7ice,
you
will
see that no one is imposing
any stereotypes
of patterns
that ignore .the a.istinctions
o:f any country.
·
Lenin's
attitude
on this
score is vrnll known. "Ali nations
he wrote,
r:will arrive
at socialism
- this
is inevitable,
but
all vvill C:-w so in not exactly
the same way, each will
contrilJute
something
·of its
own to some form o:f c.lemocracy,
to ·som.e variety
of the dictatorship
of the proletariat,
to the varying
rate
of
socialist
tra:1sformations
in the different
aspects
of social
lifen
(Collected
VJorks, Vol.23,
pp.69-70).
.
·
Our Party
has· never departed
from
_!las ·?Y.
now been tborouc;hly
corroboratec't

Lenin's
by the

principle,
which
facts
of history.

11
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-I6Think about it,
co:o.rades~ In none of t~e now existing
socialist
countries
have the f'orms, methods~ anc1. vrn.:ys cf t~~:j sc,cialist
revolution
been 2. mechanical
reuc-ci tio:n of outside
e::perience.
Tak:e·the GDR or :?.-:--lanc1,Hungary-c:r- Cuba, Mongolia
or Yugoslavia - all the sor._\.alist
countries,
in fact,
carried
out the
revolution
in their
own way, using forms that were clictated
by the correlation
of class
forces
in each of these countries,
by the national
distinctions
and the external
situation.
There had been armed struggle
and peaceful
forms of passage
to the new social
system~ there
had. been rapid coming to power
of the labouring
classes
and processes
that bad aragged
out in
time. In some countries
the revolution
had to defend itself
against
foreign
intervention,
others
had been spared
any outside
invasionso
.
· The establishment
a.nd consolidat5.on
of socialist
foundations and the building
of socialist
society,
as I have alreaa.y
said,
also hac1. and now 1:0.ve C:.istinctive
features
in different
countries.
So, as I see it,
unless
one ignores
tbe actual
facts,
one
cannot speak of any auniformi tyn or contrast
communist parties
by the criterion
of recognizing
the ways they cboas e to reconstruct
society.
Critical
judseuents
of separate
concrete
aspects
of development in our country
are sometimes
voiced in some cmmnunist
parties.
Far be it from us to think that everything
we had was
icl.eal. In the USSR, sociali~m
was built
in incredibly
difficult
conditionsa
The Party
hewed its way through
virgin
land.
And
nobocly knows better
than we c1o what clif:ficul ties
and shortcomirg:;
,....,cc'rred
along
t>:e wt? y and whi c~1 0f t11em have still
to be
0verc0me,

.

We pay close heed to comradely,
constructive
criticizm.
But we are categorically
opposed to ucri ticis mn which distorts
the socialist
reality
and, wittingly
or unwittingly,
does a
gooc} turn thereby
to imperialist
propagana.n,
to our class
opponent~

As our farty
sees it,
c'Hf:fere_nces
of opinion
between
communists
can be overcomei. unless,
of course,
they are fund.mental
differences
between
revolutionaries
and reformists,
between
creative
Marxjnm
anc1 doc;matic
sectarianism
or ultra-left
adventuriBm.
In that case, of course,
there
c~n be no compromises - today just
as in Lenin's
lifetime.
But when COimnunists
fight
for the common revolutionary
cause,
we believe
that patient comradely
discussion
of cU:ffering
views and positions
serves
their
coi'nlion aims best of all,

--..
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The great
unifying
principle,
a powerful
factor
~urthering cohesion
ant enhancing
the prestige
of the world conununist
movement,
is the communis'ts'
un:cemittj_ng:stru.cgle
for
peace,
ae;ainst
imperiali~m
Is agc;ressi ve policy,
and the arms
race that
carries
with it the c.anger of a nuclear
disaster.
The main thing
is that
conununists,
armed with the
Marxist-Leninist
teaching,
see the essence
anc"i. perspective
of the processes
in the world more profoundly
and more correctly than anybody else,
and draw the rir:ht
conclusions
from
them for their
struggle
for the interests
of the working
class,
the working
people
of their
countries,
and for
.democi,ac,Y~
peace ar..c1 socialiem.
That is the founc3.o.tion on which the CPSU builcts
its relations
with the :fro.ternal
pa.1...ties.,
Vie have good
friendly
rela.tions
with the vact major:!.ty
of communist
parties
the French,
Portug1;.ese,
German, G.reek, Finnish,
Danish,
Austrian,
ana. other
com!11unist par·ties
of Europe.
The CPSU has the same good relations
with frat..e,rnQl
parties
in the Americ~_n, Asian~ and Afric.nn
countries,
and in Australia.
And vve r,rill continue
to strengthen
these
relations
in the name of our common cause
the
cause of peace and sociali~m.
The BerJ.j_n Corrference
of Communist and Workers'
Parties
of Europe in 1976 was a ·0ig event in the life
of
the world cor.m1unist m0vement., It set ·c"lependable guidelines
for the working. class
ancl. the broac-:. mass o:f working
people
in the :fight
against
the arms race,
and for·
consolidating
cletente,
for social
progress"'
The· '198·o·Paris
Meeting
of EuropeA.n Communist
Workers I partif!.c:: gnve new impetus
to the struggle

and
Rgainst

the

danger -0f war. It helped-to
invigorate
the battle
mass· of the people
on the continent
to avert
the
grave danger
to Europe implicit
in .the NATO decisio~
to deploy new US nuclear
missiles
in Western
Europe.

of the

CPSU cooperation
with_ other a.euocratic
forces
has
grown closer
during
the ·9eriod under revievJ.
Further
advances
were registered,
·in particular,
in our ties
with the socialist
and social..:.democratic
parties
of· .
Finland,
Bele;ium, · Svjeden, Japan,
Spain anc1 a number of
0th.er cquntries
- end this
chie:fly
on questions
of
struggle
against
the war danger.
Of -bic;h importance
here
were ·our contacts
with the' leacl.ership
of the Socialist
International,
our partici·9atiori
in· the Socialist
.
International's
Conference
on Disarmament,
the contacts
we had with its Study Group on Disarmament,
and the
reception
of its delegation
at the CC CPSU.
Present-day
social
c-:.emocracy has considerable
political
weight.
It could do more for the aefence
of
the vital
interests
of the peoples
anc1., above all,
for
the q_onsolid_ation
of peace,
for improving
the international
s~tuation,
repulsing
£ascism
and racism,
and the reactionary offensive
on the political
rights
of the ·working
people.
In practice;
however, ,-the social-democratic
leaders
a.o not n.lYJa_y_s
· act alone these
lines.
·
·
,.
a;fflicted
with the virus
of
anti-cornmunis,m.
Some·
allow themselves
to be drawn into
campaigns. or·gartj_z~d by imperialism
against
the socialist
countries,
and refer· to the so-cc1lle6_ Atlantic
solic" 1.ari ty
to justify
the arri1s i;~ice. Unterst-nndably
," this· ·policy
is contr&ry
to the interests
of the working ·p·eople.
We
dissapprove
of it most strongly.

Many·of

them

are
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But we will actively
support all steps useful
to pee.ce
and democracy.
In view of the present
complication
of the international
situation,
we attach
importance
to cooperation
with
social
democrats,
trade unions,
religious
circles,
and all
democratic
and peace-loving
forces
in the matter
of preventing
?~rand
strengthening
peace. Last year's
World Parliament
for
Peace in Sofia was a good example of such cooperation.
Soviet communists welcome the achievements
of the communist
parties
in expanding
their
ranks~ tightening
their
links with
the masses, defending
the interests
and democratic
rights
and
freedoms of the working class and all the working people,and
in
the strnggle
to curb the omnipotence
of monopoly, to hold back
the spread of militarism,
and for t>e socialist
persrective
in
their
countries.
Comrades, through terror
and persecution,
through prisons
and the barbed wire of concentration
camps, in selfless
and
often very difficult
everyday work for the good of the peoples,
commtmists in the capi tali at countries
ca.rry their
loyalty
to
the ideals
of :Marxism-Leninism
and proletarian
internationalism

..

We express
our deep-felt
solidarity
with our communist
brothers
languishing
in the dungeons of fascist
dictatorships,
with those persecuted
by the police
or fighting
their
hard
battles
underground.
We express our solidarity
with those subjected
to disrrimination
and deprived
of civil
and political
rights
merely for their
convictions,
for belonging
to the
party of the working class.
Hono11r and glory to the connnunists,
fi~~!ers
Ior -E§_~~peopieTecau_se.

4. Relations

those

with the capitalist
states.
the forces
of aggression.
The policy
cooJ2_eration

courageou~
Countering
of peace and

Comrades, in the period under review the USSR ~ontinued
follow Lenin's
policy
of.peaceful
coexistence
and mutually
beneficial
cooperation
with capitalist
states,
while firmly
repulsing
the aggressive
designs
of imperialism.
A further
aggravation
of the general
crisis
of capitalism
was witnessed
during these years.
To be sure, capitalism
has
not stopped developing~
But it is immersed in what is already
the third
economic recession
of the past ten years.

to

2o
Inflation
has grown to unheard-of
dimensions.
Since 1970
prices
in the developed
capitalist
countries
have risen
on
average by 130 per cent, and by 5o per cent since 1975. The
inflation
curve is getting
steeper.
Hot for nothing,
after
all,
did the new President
of the United St-ates admit in his
inaugural
address
that the United States
is suffering
from
"one of the worst sustained
inflations
in .,.,p national
history",
and that "it threatens
to shatter
the lives
of
millions"
of Americans ..
It is more than obvious that state regulation
of the
capitalist
economy is j_nef:fecti ve .. The measures that bourgeois
governments
take against
inflation
foster
stagnation
of
.
production
and growth of unemployment;
what they do to contain
the critical
drop in production
lends still
greater
momentum
to inflation.
·

more

The social
contradictions
have-~wn
visibly
a?ute~ .
In capitalist
society
use in production
of the latest
scientific
and technical
achievements
turns against-the
working people,
and throws millions
of factory
workers into the streets.
In the past ten years the army of unt'\mployed in the developed
capitalist
states
has doubled.
In 1980 it totalled.
19 million ..
.

Attempts to dampen the intensity
of the class struggle
by some sort of social
reform are having no success
either ..
The number of strikers
has risen by.more than one-third
in
the~e ten years,
and is even officially
admitted
to have reached
the quarter
billion
mark.
The inter-imperialist
contradictions.are
growing more
acute,
the scramble
f0r markets and for sources
of raw
materials
and energy is more frantic~
Japanese
and West European
monopolies
compete ever more su~cessfully
with US capital,
and
this 0.lso on the US domestic market.
In the seventies,
the
shBre of the United States
in worid exp·orts has declined
by nearly
2o per centD
The'.difficnltiesexperienced
by capitalism
also affect
its policy,
including
foreign
policy.
The struggle
over the
basic issue-s of the capitalist
con_ntries'
foreign-policy
course
has grown more bittero
Visibly
more active
of late are the
opponents of detente~
of limiting
arrnanents,
and of improving
relations
with the Soviet Union and other socialist
countries.
Adventurism
and readiness
to gamble with the vital
inter-ests of h 1.unani ty in the name of narrow and selfish
goals-·these are the elements
that have surfaced
in particularly
denuded form in the policy of the more aggressive
imperialist
groups. With infinite
contempt for the rights
and aspi~ations
of nations,
they are trying
to portray
the liberation
struggle
of the masses as "terrorism"~
Ir.deed,
they have set out to
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achieve
changes
peoples'

the unachie:vable---to
set up a barrier
in the world, and to again become the
destiny.

to the progressive
rulers
of the

Military
expendi turee are rising
unpreced·entedly.
In the
United States
they have climbed to an annual 150,000
million
dnllars.
But· even these astronomicalfigures
are not high
en0ugh for the US military-industrial
complex. It is clamouring
for more. The FATO,allie-s
of the United States,
too, yielding
to Washington's
demands, have undertaken--though
some with
great reluctance-to increase
military
allocations
automatically
1
J.ntil alm0st the end of the present
century.
·
A conBidera.ble
porlion
of these tremendous
sums is being
spent on crash development
of new typBS of strategic
nuclear
arms. Their appearanceis accompanied with the creation
of
military
doctrines
dangerous
to peace, like the notorious
Carter doctrine.
They want people to believe
that nuclear
war can be limited,
they want to reconcile
them with the idea
that such war is tolerable.
Bu-t that is out-and-out
deception
of the peoples!
A "limited"
nuclear
war· as conceived
by the Americans in, say, Europe
·
Would·f'rom the. outset
mean certain
destruction
of European·
civilisation.
And of course the United States,
too, would not
be able to escape the flames of war. Clearly,
such plans and
"doctrines,t
are a grave threat
to all nations,
including
the
people of the USA. They are being condemned all over the world.
The p-eoples say an. emphatic "no" to them.
Imperialist
circles
think in termB of domination
compulsion
in relatiop
to other states
and peoples.

and

The monopolies
need the oil, uranium and non-ferrous
metals
of other countries--·
lo and behold,
the :Middle East, Africa and
the Indian Ocean are proclaimed
spheres
of US "vital
interests"~
The US military
machine is actively
thrusting
into these regions,
and intends
to ensconce its-elf
there for a long time to come. ·
Diego Garcia in tbe Indian Ocoan, Oman, Kenya, Somalia,
Egypt-where next?
·
To split
the expenses with ·otheTs and at the same time to
tie its NATOpartners
closer
to itself,
the United States
is
seeking to extend the functions
of I'TATO.-Washington strategists
are obviously
eager to involve dozens of other
countries
in
their military
preparations,
and to e11me$h tbe world in a web
of US bases, e.irfields,
Hnd erms
depots.
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To j 1_rntify this,
Washington is spreading
the story of a
"Soviet
threat''
to the oil wealth of the Middle East or the oil
comm mications.
That is a deliberately
specio;_rn tale,
because
its authors
know perfectly
well that the Soviet Union has
no intention
of impinging
of either
the one or the other.
For
tha.t matter,
it is absurd to think that the oil interests
of the
We-st can ce "defended"
by turning
that region into a powder
keg.
1

Ho, we have completely
different
views on how peace can
really
be secured
in and around.the
Persian
Gulf .. Instead
of
deploying
more and more naval and air armadas,
troops and arms
there,
we propose that the military
threat
should be removed by
concluding
an international
agreement.
A state
of stability
and calm ca.~---:C.r-Ga't'. Qa:'1 n:::tn.11t:·Ttsg:to:u-·by··jnj n t effort,
with
due account for the legitimate
interests
of all sides.
The
snvereign
rights
of the countries
there,
and the security
of
maritime and other communications
connecting
the region with
the rest of the world,
can be gi.mranteed.
That is the sense
of the proposals
made recently
by the Soviet Union.
This initiative
gained broad support
in the world,
including
a number of Persian
Gulf countries.
To be sure,
there
were also opponents
of the Soviet proposal,
and it is easy
to guess in v.rhat camp. We would like to express
our hope
that the Governments- .of .the._ United.
States ___and other
FATO
co 11ntries
vVeigh the whole· thing calmly and without
prejudice,
so that w_e co J.ld jointly
look
for
a solution
acceptable
to all.
1

Reaching an agreement
on this issue could, moreover,
give a start
to the very important
process
of reducing
the
military
presence
in variuos
regions
of the world
ocean.
In onr relations
with the United
States
we have
all
these yenrs,
es before,
followed
a principled
and constructive
line.
It is only to be regretted
that the former
administration
in Washington
put its stakes
on something
other
than developing
relations
or on mntual
understandingo
Trying to ~ :exex:t::p:r.:e~~-·:u:rr-1~~-:i:-t- ·set-- to •- -d-e st ro y i ng th e
positive
elements
that had been achieved
with
no small
effort
in Soviet-American
relati.ons
over
the
preceding
years.
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As a resitl t, ou.r· bilateral
ties in a number of fields
flung back. The entry into force of the SALT-2 Treaty was
deferred.
And negotiations
with U$ on a number of arms
limitationissnes,
such as reducing
arms deliveries
to
third
countries)
were broken off unilaterally
by the
United States.

were

Unfortunately,
also since the change of leadership
in the
v'Vhite Ho11se candidly
bellicose
calls
and statements
have
re-so1J.nded from Washington,
specially
designed,
as it were, to
poison the atmosphere
of relations
between our countries.
We
wnnld like to hope, hmvever, that those who shape Fni ted
Sta~es poli·cy'""'t'ad~ ·w±T:t rlt±ma-tely
·manage--t-o-- see ..t.laing.s....;i..:u
..a
--morerealist
l C ligb."t.
!he milita-:ry- and- -st-ra-t-egi-c--eq.yi-1.i..hx.i.JJ.ID.__
__
prevailing
between the USSR and the USA, between the
·
Warsaw Treaty and l'IATOi is objectively
a safeguard
of
world peace. We have
not sought,
and do not now seek,
military
superiority
to the other side.
That is not our
policy.
But neither
will we allow to b 1.ild up such superiority
to us. Attempts of that kind, and talking
to us from
positions
of strength,
are absolutely
futile.
1

Hot trying
to upset the existing
balance
and not imposing
a new, still-- more~exp.ensiye .. and. _dange:rous _r(_)u_nq.
of the arms
race--that
and that alone would be evidence
of trt1ly · - ....,........
wise statesmanship.
And for this it is really
high time to
throw the threadbare
scarecrow of a "Soviet
threat"
out
of the
door of serious
politics.
Let's

look

at

the

true

state

of affairs.

Vfuether we take strategic
nuclear
arms or medium-range
nuclear
weapons in Europe,
in both
cases there
is
appro:r.:imate parity
between
the
sides.
In the
case of some
weapons the West -has a certain
advantage,
and we do in
the case of others.
This
parity
could be more enduring
if
pertinent
treaties
and egreements
were conclnded •
.,..,~----.._

.. ._~~:ai,.·.""'.i.,p.

------~~------
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There is also talk ;:ibout tanks. It is true that the Soviet Union has more of theJTt. l3'Jt the NATOcotmtries, too, have a large number. Besides, they
have considerably more anti-tank weaponso
The tale of Soviet superiority in troop strength does not match the facts
either. Cor.1bined.with the other NATOcmmtries, the United States has even . ·
slightly more troops ·that the Soviet Union and the other l'!arsaw Treaty cotmtries.

So, what talk can there be of any Soviet military

superiority?

A war danger does exist for the United States, as it does for all the
other cormtries of the ~urld. But it originates not from the Soviet Union,
not from any mythical Soviet superiority,
but from the anns race and from the
tension that still obtains in the world. We are prepared to combat this true
and not imaginary danger hand in hand with the United States, with the cormtries of Europe, ·with all countries in the world. To try and outstrip each
other in the arms race or to expect to win a nuclear war, is dangerous madness.
It is universally recognized that in many ways the international
situation depends on the policy of the USSRand the USA. As we see it, the state
of relations between them at present and the acuteness of the international
problems requiring a solution necessitate a dialcg·.1e, and an active dialogue
at all levels. We are prepared to have this dialogue.
Experience shows that the crucial link r.ere is meetings at Stiln!Ilitlevel.
This was true yesterday, and is still true today.
The USSRwants nornnl relations with the USA. There is simply no other
sensible way from the point of view of the interests of both our nations, and
humanity as a whole.
Comrades, for our Party and the Soviet state the past five years have been
years of purposeful_ struggle for European. peace and security.
Despite the efforts of enemies of detente, peaceful cooperation between
countries of the b,o systems is, by and Jarge, making good headway on the
Euro~ean continent. Political contacts have become broader and more meaning~
ful. Frequently, we manage to find a conm:0n language on some major problems
of foreign policy. Economic, scientific,
technical and cultural ties are expanding, and are taking on new qualities.
Multilateral
conferences have been
held on various aspects of Etrropean cooperation.
An extensive system of ties has shaped between us and France. A practically uninterrupted political
dialogue is being maintained at various levels,
first of all with President Valery Giscard d'Estaing. Soviet-French trade
had tripled. Our cooperation i..~ scieace, technology, and culture covers more
than 300 projects. And thoueh we do not agree with all that France is doing
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on the international
and we are for their

scene, o:ir :·'Jla-::ions reT!lain a major factor of detente,
further dynaraic deyelopment.

Our relations with the Federal Republic of Gennany, based on the 1970
Treaty and later agreements, have on the whole shaped favourably. The meetings
with C11ancellor fielmut Sch~idt in 1978 and 1980, like the earlier ones with
Vlilly Brandt, have contributed usefully to European detente, and hav~ extended the horizons of :mutually advantageous Sovie•t-West German ties. Our trade
with the FRGhas nearly doubled over the past five years. Large-scale prcJects
hold a prominent place in our economic re~ations, such as the shipments of
equipment to Atommash, ·to the Oskol electrcimetallurgical
\\orks and to chemical enterprises, and of µipes·arid equipment for gas pipelines, and so on.
Fut there are fields, and important ones, where the position of the USSR
substantially.
Suffice it to mention Bonn's occasional
attempts to circumvent the Quadripartite Agreement on West Berlin or in certain matters to disregard the sovereignty of the GDR.We are for rigorous and
complete observance of the accords reached in the seYenties. This is important
for-the mutual-understanding and cooperation of our two cotmtries, and for
European peace. ·
and the FRGdiverge

Definite progress has been achieved in our relations with Italy. There
are political contacts, econor.Jc cooperation is expanding, and so are the
cultural exchanges between our nati•ns.
Soviet-Finnish rela~ions ar~ making good headway on the dependable basis
of friendship ar,.d_goodne~ghbourlL1 ess. Wegive due credit to the contribution
made by Finland and President ·Kekkonenpersonally to the consolidation of ._
European security. Ne are also pleased tha~ our e~onornic_ties .:!Te stt::adily expanding, and that joint building of large mdustr11l pro]ects 1s 111.akmp;
p-ood
progress.
We are prepared to continue developing good relations· ~ith our neighbo~
Turkey and our traditional
ties with Greece. tre welcome the successful development of-relations
with Austria, Sweden, Belgium~ Cyprns, and a ntnnber of
other European conntries • .4..fter a break of 40 years, our relations ~~th Spain
have entered a nonnal course.
As for Soviet-British
relations, we regret to say that here there is stagnation, but not thro1~h any fault of ours. I think that this is contrary to
the interests of eitler the Soviet Union or Britain.
·

and

Speaking or' F,lropean affairs, we Im.1st n<?t ignore the new
serious ~gers that have a-Y.tsent? Europemi peace. Th~s refer~ first of all to the
..
NATOdecision c--.:deploying new ~S n1:1cl6-ar
m:ss1les 1n l'testern Europe. This
decision is n,.·'r~spoi:se'\, to any 1.magmei Soviet ch~llenge. Neither is it an
ordinary "rr~em1za!1ons. of t~e arsen:1, as the. We:5t\\,'Ouldhave us believe.
It speaks _rI m:,
obvious 1ntent1on to tilt the ex1st1ng military balance in
Europe ir NATOs favour.
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It must be clear: the denloyment of new US missiles, targeted against the
USSRand its allies,
in the FRG,Italy, Britain, the Netherland or Belgitnn is
bmmd to affect. our relations with these countries, to say noth:i11g of how
this will prejudice their own security. So, their goveTI1IDentsand parliaments
have reason to weigh the whole thing ·again and again.
The vital interests of the European nations require that Eur(fe should follow a different path_ - the path blazed in Helsinki.
.
Wehold that the process begt.Dlby the·Europeari confereric~ should be continuous. All forms of negotiation - nrultilateral
andbilateral - should be used
to settle the problews that are troubling Europe~About our relations with Japan. Gaining promine_1.cein its foreign policy
are. negative elements - playing up to the dangerous plans of Washington and
Peking, and the trend towards militarization.
}'!e do not think , however, that
this is, so to speak, Tokyo's last ~urd, and hope that far-sightendness
~d the
understanding of its own interests will prevail there. As before, the Soviet
Union is in favour of lasting and trnly good.~eighbourly relations with Japan.
The role in world affairs of Latin American cmmtries, such as Mexico,
Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, -and Peru, has grown considerably. We are pleased
to note the expansion of the Soviet Union's mutualiy beneficial ties with
La~in American cotmtrie?, and are prepared to continue expanding them.
There are also good potentialities
for develop:ing our relations with Canada. And the door for a further exnansion of cooneration with it rtIDain open, as
will for other canit~list
states: For the broadest of cooueration ~ ~Qth
governments, parl-iaf.lents, the business ¼Drld, in the cultund field, and with
public orqai1izations.
In sum, comrades, the policy of peacefui coexistence charted years ago by
V.I.Lenin is exercising an increasinely decisive L~fluence on present-day
international
relations.
The seventie~ have shown this convincingly.
_ Life requires fruitful cooperation of all cotmtries-in the name of
settling the ~eaceful, constrnctive problems facing every nation and all htnnanity.
.
And this cooperation is no futile utopia. Its. embryos ~ be they ever·
so modest so far - are in eviden~e already, in our time. They should be seen,
cherished, and developed.
Useful cooperation is now l.lllder way, and this also in the framework of
international
organizations,
between a considerable nUP.1berof states in such
fields as peaceful uses of atomic energy, the battle against epidemic disea~es,
elimination of illiteracy,
protection of historical
and a1l tural landmarks,
and weather forecasting.
And our country is taking an active .part on all this.
t
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In short, bere already is a basis that has proved its wort·-. for
extension of practical peaceful cooperation among states. l\nd t'.·e
increasfugiy
apparent. It is e~oug··, to mention such proble;·ns, for
discovery and use of new sources of energy, provision of food for
growing population,
prese1Vation of all t1"!eriches· of nature on our
exploration of fie heig~ts of outer space and f"!e deep of t: e world
0

t11e further
need for it is
exa:Y1ple, as
the world's
planet, and
ocean.

5. TO S'ffiENGTHEN PEACE, DEEPEN DETENTE, AND DRIDLE THE ARt

:s RACE

Comrades, f1e pivotal line in the foreign policy of our Party and Govem;'lent
is centred, as it ~1as always been, on relieving the danger·of war, and on bridling the arms race. At present, tl1is objective :1as gained specia I significance
.. ~n~~_!lcy
•. Because rap.id and profound changes are under way in f!e developi ···:"<:~-·: :·1ilitary technofogy 7 -0ua-l-ita-tively new types-of-weapons,
first of all
weapons of mass destruction,
are being developed.
Types foat may make control
over them,_ and therefore also their agreed limitation,
extremely difficult if not
impossible.
A new round of the arms race will upset intemational
stability,
and
greatly increase the danger of another war. The situation is made graver still by the fact that the policy of the aggressiye imperialist forces has already considerably
heightened international
tensions
with all the dangerous -consequences
that this entails.

~o:

There is probably
other-·couhfry that has in recent years addressed itself
· to the world like the Sovie-t Union with so wide a spectrum of concrete and realistic initiatives
on the most crucial problems of intema tional relations.
Let me. begin with the problem of limiting nuclear armaments, which are the
most dangerous to humanity. All these years, the Soviet Union has worked perseveringly to put an end to the race in such armaments·, and· to stop their further· spread across the world·. A tremendous amount of work was done, as you
know, ·tn preparing a treaty with the United States _on Limiting Strategic Arms.
j\fach was done during the negotiations
with f,e United States and Britain on
the complete prohibition of nuclear weapons tests.

-~-------.....
---

;------------~-··-_____
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Ne made an important move !Jy declaring
and reaffir:;1ing that we will not
use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear
countries
that do not permit r-eir
deployment on t''.1eir territory.
But we have also offered somef-:ing ':•ore: to stop
manufacturing
nuclear weapons
and to i)egin reducing t· eir stockpiles
until
tJ~ey are completely
eliminated.
·
The Goviet Union ~~as also actively
soug··t the pro~1ibition of all other types
of mass destruction
weapons.
And we Lave managed to achieve a few t'1ings in
foe
field during the period under review. Already operative
is a convention
banning modification
of f,e environment
for military purposes.
T'. e basic provision::; of a Treaty prohibiting
radiological
weapons have oeen tentatively
agreed
upon. Negotiations
on removing c~:emical weapons from t!·,e arsenals
of states
are under way, floug'·, at an intolerably
slow pace. Actions oy Le peace forces
have secured t:1e suspension
of plans for deploying neutron ar•11s in V.Testcm
Europe. /1.11t>e greater is t>.e outrage of nations over foe new Pentagon attempts
to t1ang e:e neutron sword of Da:!1ocles over the countrier. cif Europe. For our
part, we declare once more that we will not begin manufacturing
it if it cloes not
appear in other countries,
and f:.at we are prepared to conclude an agreement
banning the weapon once and for all.
The r:.eviet Union and the of1er °\''arsaw Treaty countries
1 ave come forward
wifo a number of concrete proposals
on military detente in Europe. In particular,
we would like tr-.,_atthe participants
in foe European Conference
s:1ould undertake
not to use e1t:1er nuclearc1· conventional
arms against eaci1 ofoer first, r~at
fr.e exi.sting military blocs in ·Europe and on other continents
should not admit
new members, and that no new blocs
s:_1ould be set up.
1

The f!oviet Union and its ·allies :1ave proposed convening
a ·European Conference to discuss
and settle questions
of military detente and disarr;1a:-nent in
Europe. T',e question is in t'·e cei1tre of attention
at Le J'-Fadrid Conference.
Neifer
';ave we slackened
our efforts to secure progress at r~eVienna negotiations on reducing an:ied forces and armaments
in Central Europe. :-rere f 1e
socialist
countries
· ave gone 1nore f-an ~1alf.:...-wayto meet foeir "'._trestem partners. But we 1 ve got to say bluntly f•at if t!·e ~trestern countries
continue- to
drag out f":ese talks wMle increasing
t'.ieir military potential
in Europe, we will
~1ave to take U,is fact into account.
I 1:rany of t'.;e important initiatives
that t:1e Soviet Union and its allies advanced during the past five years were 0acked up by resolutions
of f e UN, including t::e General Asse'.;1bly1 s Special session on Disarnament.
The Coviet proposals
for consolidating
international
security and limiting
the arins race remain in force. ::'ovief: diplo,,,ats and all ofoer officials
in t11e
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foreign relations
sector are continuing,
under
Comnittee,
to press for their imple,..:ientation.

of t 1~e Party'·s

the guidance

Centro

Our actions are consonant with t~1e aspirations
of of 1 er countries
and peonle
Suffice it to recall that r11any countries
vatious continents
';ave advanced
proposa_ls that won broad international
support - to make Africa and t':e : _iddle Easl
non-nuclear
zones like Latin 1',:'.,erica, to·set up peace zones in 8out:,east Asia,
the Indian Ocean,
and the L·editerranean
•. And the resolutions
of f1e European
Conference
are, in effect, ain"!ed at making all Europe a zone off at kir.B. as
well.

on

Comrades,
we are carrying on fie fig''.t for a radical improvement
of t1-!e
inte{national
siruation.
The trustvmrthy
compass here is, as it ·!as been, t'2e
Peace Programme or t~ie 24th and ·25th Congre:::ses of the CPSU.
Today f1e state of world affair:; requires
the threat of war, and huttresi:: international
Permit me to put before

the Congress

new I additional
security~

efforts

a .number of ideas

directed

to remove

to this end.

In rceent years, as you know, flashpoints
of military conflict,
often f 1reatenlng to grow into a major conflagration,
flared up now in one and now in anot}1er region of the world. Experience has sl ..own that it is not easy to extinguish
them. It would be far better to take 11reventive measures
to forestall
f•em.
In Europe, for example, t'!ls purpose is to-so~11e extent served - and fairly
well on the w~,ole - by f1e confidence-lJuilding
P~ea sures carried out in Le military field by decision of t:!e European Conference.
T·:ey include ·advance notification of military exercises
of groundtrocp~
· and.invitation
to' r:e"~ of observers
fro:-t! ot';er countries.
At present,
r1ese ,nea sure·s apply to f-:e territory of r~e
European states,
including f1e V.Testem regions of tl1e US::'R. i:_·re :1ave already
said that _we are prepared to go farther and to give notice of naval and air exercises. Vle '.:ave proposed - and propose again - f1at f,ere s' ould also he advance
notification
of large-scale.
troon ,-_,ovements.
0

.

And now we wani:•to propose f,at the zone for these n,easures
s'·ould 1Je substantially
extended.
yre are prepared
to apply t1,em to t· .e erit~re European part
of the USSR, provided Le V!estern states,
too, ext~nd t•:_e confidence
zone accordingly •.
"r1ere is a region where· elah~ratiori ~nd use or° ~onfidence-building
measures
- naturally, wifo due consideration
fo~ its specific features
- co~ld not only defu•
se the situation
locally, but also con_trlhute very usefully
to rte consolidation
of
: · tl1e pillars of universal
peac'e. Ti1at region is foe Far East,. w:;ere such powers as
·-· the Goviet Union,C-hina,anct'Ja'na~
horde~
eac:'l other. T~:ere are.also UG 1:1ilitary bases f~ere. TI{eSoviet U1i.t;nwould be prepared
hold concrete negotiations on confidence-buildina
;np,a.Gures in t:1e Far Ea::;t ,yJth all intere.<:t0d
countri-

on

.~

es.

•

•

•

·r

•

.•

~

•

.·,: .·.

to

•

I

-30We make these far-reachint
proposals
ing in the belief
that their
implementation
progress
in the field
of disarmament.

for confidence
will facilitate

build-

Further.
It is sometimes
saicl. about our Persian
Gulf'
proposals
that they should not be divorced
from the question
of the Soviet
military·contingent
in Afghanistan.
~hat could be
saicl. on this
score? The Soviet
Union is prepared
to ner.5otiate
the Persian
Gu1:f as an inc1epeno.ent problem.
It is also
prepared.,
of course,
as I have already
saio., to participate
in a separate
:::ettlement
of the situation
around Afghanistan.
But ~-o
not gbj__f§!_~;_t
in the questions
cq~teo.
with
.A.fp~h,2-:qj_S122J.]-.J25~::~L.Lb_sc,v;ised.
together
with the questions
of
~ 3 i_an Gulf, ..£.~~?..ll.t
'.·."s'l•Naturally,
this
applies
only to the
international
aspc.,:ts of the Afghan problem,
EJnd not to
internal
Af'ghen a:Cf3.irs.
A:fe;hanistan's
sovereignty,
like
its non-aligneD.
m;atus,
must be fully
protected.
Once again,
we insistently
call :for restraint
in the
field
of strai:Bgic armaments.
It should not be tolerate0.
that the nations
of the worlcl live in the sbadow of a
nuclear
war threat.

/

Limitation
and reduction
of strategic
armaments is
a paramount
problem.
Fo.£_ our nart,
we are prepared
to
continue
the relevant
negotiations
with the United States
·v.ritbout
6.ela.y, preserving
all tbe positive
elements
that
have so far been achieved
in this
area.
It goes without
saying that the negotiations
can be conducted
only on the
basis
of equality
anC. equal security.
We vdll not consent
.to any agreement
that gives a unilateral
advantage
to the
USA. There must be m:illusions
on this
score.
In our opinion,
..9--ll the other nuclear
poYJers should join these nesotiations
,at the appropriate
time.

-31-

· The USSR is prepared
to negotiate
lim.i tation
of any
type of weapon. At one time we offered
to ban the development
of the naval
··rident
inissile
system iri the United
States
and of a corresponding
system in our country.
The_ proposal
was not accepted.
As a result
the United States
has built
the nevi1 Ohio submarine
armec1 with Triclent-i
·missil~
while
an analogous
system,
the Typhoon, was built
in our
country.
So, who has stood to gain?
We are prepared
to·come
to terms on limitinr:;
cleployYi.1ent of the new submarines
- the Otiio tyge
USA_, and similar
ones by the USSR. We c oil.ld also
bannini:; modernization
of existing
arid a.evelopment
ballistic
missiles
for tbese
submarines.

theb7 the
agree to
of new

N"ovi1about the nuclear-missile
weapons in Europe.
An ever more dangerous
stockpiling
of them is in train.
A kincl.
of vicious
circle
has arisen,
with the actions
of one side
precipitating
counter-measures
by the other.
How to
break this
chain?
We sugcest
coming to terms
morat oriuill · sn ould o e se-c; on the
V J.

U.J.

ill-•

'

l

•

that
already
now a
aep loyt•1.ent in J~ur6pe

of

-Ii

countries
ancl.. the Soviet
nion,
that- is,
-o :t'reeze
e
existinp.;
auantitative
and qualitative
level
of these
weapons,
naturally
including
the US forward-based
nuclear
vveapons in this
regiono
'l'ne moratorium.
coulcl. enter into
force
at once, the moment negotiations
begin on this
score,
anc:i could operate
until
a permanent
treaty
is
concluc1-ec1. on limiting
or, still
better,
recl.ucing such
nuclear
weapons in Europe.
In making this proposal,
vJe
e::;.:pect the two sic.es to stop all preparations
for the
deployment
of corresponclinc;
acldi tional
weapons,
including
US Pershing-2
missiles
and landbased
strategic
cruise
missiles.

-32The people-s
must know the truth
about
the destructive
conseq11ences
for h11mankind of a nuclear
wnr. We suggest
that
fl. competent
international
committee
should
be set np, which
would demonstrate
the vital
necessity
of preventing
a
nuclear
catastrophe.
The corn.mi -ttee co11ld be composed
of the
most eminent
scientists
of different
countries.
The whole
world
should
be informed
of the conclusions
they draw.
There are,
of cour-se,
many other
pres-sing
international
problems
in the world
today.
Their
sensible
solution
would
enable
us to slacken
the intensity
of the international
sit 1 1ation,
and let
the nations
breathe
with relief.
Bnt what
is needed
here
is a far-sighted
approach,
political
will
and co 1rage,
prestige
and influence.
That is why it seems
to us that
it wonld be useful
to call
a Special
session
of the
Security
Council
with the participation
of the top leaders
of its memberstates
in order
to look for keys to improving
the international
situation,
and preventing
war.
If they
so wish,
leaders
of other
states
could
evidently
also
take part
in the session.
Certainly,
thorough
preparations
would be needed
for such a session
to achieve
positive
results.
1

In S•lID, comrades,
the new measures
we are proposing
embrace
a wide range
of issues.
They concern
conventional
as
well as nuclear-missile
armaments,
land forces,
and naval
Dnd air forces.
They touch
on the situation
in Ei.1rope, in
the Near East,
tbe
Middle
East,
and the Far East.
They
deal with measures
of a military
es well as a political
ne.ture.
All of them p1lrs 1e a single
aim,
our one common
aspirRtion--to
do everything
possible
to relieve
the
peoples
of the danger
of a nuclear
war, to preserve
wnrld peBce.
1

This~
if you like,
is an organic
continuation
development
of O'lr Peace Programme
in reference
to
bnrning~
topical
problems
of present-day
international
the
for

To saf~g_uard
international
that
matte~

and
the

most
life.

peace--no
task
is more im2.9rtant
now on
plane
for our Part_y..J for our~o_p_le
and,
for _all _the __peo~ples. of the -~prld.

By safeguarding
peace we are working
not only
wbo are living
today,
and not only for our children
and grandchildren~
we are working
for the
happiness
dozens
of future
generations.

for

people
of

-33-

If there is peace, the creative
energy of the peoples
backed by theachievements
of science
and technology
is
certain
to solve the problims
that are
now troubling
people.
To be sure, new, still
loftier
tasks will then arise
before
0 1 lr descendants.·
B11t ·that is the dialectic
of progress,
the
dialectic
of lifea

a

~Tot wa._!~.E_r_e~_!'atip_IJ.~
__j;hat doom th_e~ples
to
senseless
l3_&~n~e_F_-:!_1?;_g
of __th_e_ir materj_?,_l_?..!!._d
sJ?_iri_t~}- weal_!h, but
~~s_olj
de.ti_2E..._9_(p_eI3-_ce-~_1;hat is tl1e cl Je _t~he
future.
1

The end nf the

first

part

of the report.
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CONFIDENTIAL
NOTES ON A MEETING BETWEEN THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
AND PRESIDENT LEONID ILYICH BREZHNEV ON 5 MAY 1981
AT 5:30
Present:

PM IN MOSCOW

The Secretary-General
H.E.

Mr. Leonid
Ily:i::h Brezhnev,
President
of the Soviet
Union

H.E.

Mr. Andrei
A. Gromyko,
Foreign
Minister
of the

H.E.

Soviet

Union

Mr. Oleg A. Troyanovsky
Permanent
Representative
of the
Soviet
Union to the United
Nations

An Aide

to

the

President

An Interpreter
Mr. Mikhail
Mr.

The President

Javier

Perez

stated

that

Secretary-General

again

the

situation

international

peace

had

become

more

since

the

United

States

the

world.

Soviet
equality,
dead

The talks

Union

had

but
people.

Europe.

The

nuclear

missiles

expansion
both

of

However,

NATO. The Soviet
was only
itary
security.

asking

superiority.
Nobody

proposed

the

now stated

did

not

She was concerned
gain

initiated

anything

arms

and

existed

of

of
as
of

this
forces

peace-

race

in

on medium-range
to

avoid

Secretary

further

Haig

had

in

this

not

suit

an equilibrium
the

of

The

agreements

talks

grown

corners

basis

a moratorium

understand

an equilibrium

on the

continuing

that

had

many hopes

Schmidt

there

all

and

stopped.

the~e

had

West

been

SALT II

the

Chancellor

into

had

was

that

would

tension

example

recently

for

Military

frustrated

arms.

over

of war

considered

and had

the

question

had

Europe

see

concern

troops

limitation

attitude

Union

the

before.

States

to

He expressed

SALT I and

Union
in

pleased

dispatched

on arms

Soviet
such

than

had

Another

recognized

field.

acute

This

he was

in which

United

and buried.

de Cuellar

in Moscow.

approved

the

loving

D. Sytenko

proposal

did

attitude

since

and was not

it

seeking

with

the

protection

of

from

the

continuing

arms

.

-

..

mil-

her
race,

- -· --------- --- --

-

..-.-- ___.

...

and

it

was

therefore

equilibrium,

not

the
only

in

The Secretary-General
for

the
all

2 -

goal

of

Europe

in

this

leaders

and was not

of

Union

including

with

the

problems

made

world,

was,

be prepared

could

not

be taken

however,

talk

The implementation

was blocked

China.

The Security

task to preserve
had come up with
summit

level.

initiative
principle

General

fully

would

to

on equal

he stated,

of

Afghanistan,
General

could

start
of

the

the

do to

other

the

tense

propose

problem

of

East,

which

footing
time

China,
left
Pakistan

of

its

of

Secretary-

a solution
In

the

An agreement

stated

that

of

problem.

the

proposed,

the

ago,

there

were

PLO
On

signals

that

Afghanistan

with

representative.

Pakistan

had

changed

the

open,

All

the

conference

the

international

participants.

with

This

a meeting.

other

to

Union
at the
Charter.

it.

with

door

important

pursue
the

and

will.

Brezhnev

he had

negotiations

this

NATO countries

such

President
necessary.

in

ending

Organization's

for

Secretary-General's

lead

were

political

influence

the

they

is why the Soviet
Council
meeting

further

about

of

that
not

deprived

World

preparing

was

had

did

the

demanded

brought

direct

USA and

however,

and

some

talks,

who said

was

feet

negotiation.
of most

Union

been

to

East,

not

part

presence

pressure

had
Middle

would

with

in

Middle

settlement

Afghanistan,
the

help

of

its

constructive

security.
That
for a Security

prestige

on the

take

Pakistan

the

process

A comprehensive
should

the

thus

necessary

greatly

Turning

conference

had

line

communicated

situations

States,

East.

Soviet

of many resolutions

situation

in

were

and

Camp David

Council

The current
was

problem

United

peace and
a proposal

Time and patience
in

serious

by the

as

The Soviet

the

been

table

those

long

the

was dragging

for

and

as

seriously.

of

had
West

and Far

and he was grateful

The complexity

urgent

The most

regard

the

to maintain
Near

assessment

States.

to

the

attitude

prepared

preconditions.
race.

in

down on the

negotiations

not

also

this

but

sit

United

would

arms

but

Union

These-proposals

to

the

Soviet

correct

regard.

prepared

The Soviet

the

knew about

Secretary-General's

proposals
to

-

Under
its
the

the

position.
Secretary-

table

----·----

_ ._

.

-

would

....
.

-

.

·---

be

..

--· _____. __....
.....
- . .

-

useful.

The Soviet

of

the

to

remain

international
a member

however,
the
of

Union

wanted

Indian

of

to

their

Ocean

opposed

for

should

peace

could

preyent

and

the

the

non-aligned

movement.

a situation

of

As far

Brezhnev
could

proposals

as

the

in

continue

as

him that

interests
path of
by the
oping
need

the

one

and
justice
United
more

international

group

of

In
active

the

States
another

role

in

do so.

that

of
part

to
and

the

problems

in

South-

when

the

present

The Soviet

Union

countries

the

process

of

in

United

decolon-

States

the

had

racist

inter-

government
should

be

it

clear

world.

was

concerned,

seeking

to

colonial
everything

the

rights

Breznev

measures

to

was

protect

policy.
should

legitimate

President

effective

the

self-determination

was

conclusion,

the
with

dialogue

preserve

that

The United

of

countries

view

was concerned,

privileges
by continuing
wa~ followed,
however,

their
If the
be done
of

devel-

emphasized

the

maintain

peace

and

security.
expressed

opportunity

to meet

again

and helpful

e·xchange

of

shared

Africa

complicity

North-South

The Secretary-General

and

be normalized

to
in

in

Nations

countries.
for

also

created

only

The principles

preserved
As far

to

Africa

had

Indo-Chinese

had

fully

that

create

the

three

and

Africa.

be masters

United

expressed

the

ization
South

in

Secretary-General

of

an important

of

the

organization.

played

Southern

to

would

world

had
in

it

the

Nations
vened

the

States,

also

believed

to

situation
to

area

If

Ocean,

USA and China

was admitted

supported
the
this
regard.

The United

strongly

that

Afghanistan

happening.

The situation

government

and wanted

the

peace.

hope

solution

confrontation,

in

Union

of

a political

problem

Indian

President
the

of

peoples

he would

from

from

Asia.

of

on the

On Kampuchea,
East

aspects

be a zone

this

intervention

favour

The Soviet

a conference

danger

in

prevent

own affairs.

Indian

was

create

Ocean,and

3 -

the

President's

with
views.

his

appreciation

President

Brezhnev

He well

remembered

opinion

that

the

for
for
their

international

the

a most
last

useful
meeting

situation

-

was

incre~singly

the

situation

the

great

had not
whose
to

deteriorating.
and

powers

sequences.
the United

felt

detente

necessary

talks
in

different

areas

gesture

had

tension

in

express

had

expansionism

with

the

the

foreign

of

to

the

asked

to

policy

regions,
convey

underlined
the

letter

only

say

very

Council

important

tribution
to

refer

to

in which

which

play

to

he himself

had

Western

European

the

role.

President

of

message

just

was
in
to

need

were

as

to

Asia

lessen

and Africa.
Brezhnev.

a dialogue.
from

President

by the

proposal
Both

fail

President
for

proposals

to make

concerned

were

his

con-

he would
solution

would

interested

in

an international

ago.

wish

was

necessary

be restored
the

idea

It

interested

and
put

conference,

some time

a

proposals.

A comprehensive

also

in

President

level.

Palestinians

of

many reservations.

the

these

ready

some

order

proposal

not

were

that

for

too

the

summit

were

Union

received

as well

suggested

countries

Soviet

in

the

there

He was

hold

the

this

of

East.

of

its

signs

particular

problems

Middle

rights

about

He would

concrete

the

the

PLO could
by the

as

was worried

in

a realization

Reagan
is

Union

the

initiatives.

towards

As far

at

President

Soviet

summit

meeting

to

of
he

States

welcomed

a bilateral

con-

in the Charter
to Washington

message

that

between

unforeseeable

Their

he had

with

The United

again

The Secretary-General
concerning

concern

USSR, but

world.

him to

he could

Security

avoid

follows:

be made by the

different

regard

as

concerned

and co-operation

to

this

been

The President
Reagan

that

were

to

reaction

resume

With

He was deeply

This need was already
enshrined
Nations.
During
his recent
visit

failed

They had

4 -

forward

an idea

seemed
in

the

that

such

an

approach.
Concerning
President

for

Afghanistan
his

by Pakistan

after

He had been

pleased

participation

of

the

analysis.
the
the

He referred

meeting
that

Secretary-General

the

of

the

President

Secretary-General's

to
Islamic
had

thanked

.the

change

the

of

Conference
mentioned

personal

position
in

Taif.

the
representative

-=?.~~
-~--'!::.

. ,:'·--·---~-~_:_·-~~<-~
•.

1-,,,.~-

-,

·--~~-

...

"·_-~~"'"'::,..!.

.,

..

-

in

talks

between

Pakistan
their

had

Pakistan

assured

non-aligned

5 -

and

him that
status.

they

Hammer who had

the

President

reacted

jokingly:

Foreign

Minister

Gromyko

be signed
agree

would
between

to

tried

to

depend
the

in

the

remarked

on the

bases,

not

to

to

the

efforts

situation,

to

that

kind

of

Pakistan.

If

how could

they

that

intend

referred

assist

USA and

US-military

He added

did

He also

Mr.

non-alignment

Afghanistan.

the

give

up
of
which

question

of

agreement

which

Pakistan

were

still

claim

would
to

to

be

non-aligned?
The Secretary-General
had

told

him that

with

the

United

Pakistan

used

would

Minister

to

any assurance

told

Pakistan
not

to

him that

a military

to

as

at

ident's

Soviet

Shahi

alliance

in

Foreign

help

Union

had

Had they

bases

that

were

but

given

their

country?

Minister

Shahi

would

not

Ocean

he stated

that

the
was

concerned
Minister
upon

accept

the

given

him
success.

should

by the

discussed

great

this

for

his

his

best

dialogue

conditions
and

Secretary-General

He added
further

supported

North-South

dependencies

the

Ocean

Gromyko.

free

from

Indian

he had

economic

he had
and

Indian

establish

organization.
health

the

which

Foreign

concluding

support

was

touched
to

of

position

a position

with

need

which

Before
world

any

position.

wanted

problem

the

briefly

the

countries

the

replied

Kampuchea

length

He also

the

Minister

into

the

military

country

shared

As far

for

its

establish

the

be a zone of peace,
majority
of countries.

stressed

enter

that

changing

his

regard

he fully

problem

Foreign

alliance.

With
that

not

replied

The Secretary-Genera1
had

that

States.

The Foreign
become

stated

for

and

wishes

developing

inequalities.

thanked
work

and

the
for

the

President

work
the

of

Pres-

-

The President
serious

exchange

a good

atmosphere.

said
of views

that

r

6 -

he was glad

with

the

Georg

to

have

Secretary-General

Mautner-Markho

15 May 1981

had

a
in

such

25 February

1981

SUMMARYOF MAJOR FOREIGN POLICY POINTS IN PRESIDENT :BREZHNEV'S
STATEMENT TO THE 26TH CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET

President
Communist
means

Party

of

this

Brezhnev

!.

issues

he dealt

with

all

summit

of Mr

meeting

with
of

immediate

expressed

US without

have

so far

time,

said

ment

of

part,
of

relations

of

the

Soviet

on dialogue

international

as

importance.

a
In

issues:-

remarks
the

need

in

Reagan
between

dealing

with

for

this

dialogue,

with

a view

the

to

strategic

willingness

to

"continue

the

relevant

that

achieved
the

US-"Ohio"

in

all
this

of

area".

USSR was

ready

class

of

advanced

class

submarinesJand

submarine

launched

the

to

he suggested

a

submarines

with

the

that

for

the

the

and of

and the

he

elements

limiting
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Comrades delegate-s,
Esteemed

guests,

The statutory
Twenty-Sixth
Congres-s of our party has
begun. It is called upon, as usual,
to sum up the reBults
and
to determine
tasks for the future.
Appraising
the traverBed
path, we can say with assurance
that the 25-th Congress correctly
defined
the basic trends and
lines
of social
development.
The Party's
Leninist
general
line is being steadily
put into effect~
the tasks set at the
previous
congress have, on the whole, been successfully
fulfilled.
The Tenth five-year
plan period saw a considerable
increase
in the country's
nationnl
wealth.
Its productive,
reientific
and
technical
potential
has grown. The defence capability
of the
Soviet state
has become greater.
The wellbeing
and cultural
level of the Soviet people have gone up.
The family of Soviet peoples has become still
united5
its bonds of friendship
are still
stronger.

more closely

The adoption
of the new Constitution
of the USSR was a
most auspicious
event. It ushered in a higher stage in the
development
of socialist
democracy.
Soviet people participate
more and more actively
in running the affairs
of society
and
state.

.z;??;
"t

_.

The indissoluble
unity of party and people has grown still
more solid in the past five years.
As before,
it is the source
of our society's
gigantic
strength.
On the international
plane,
the period under review has
been rough and complicated,
ma.rlted above e.11 by an intensive
struggle
of two linea in world affairs:
the line of bridling
the arms race,
strengthening
~e
and detente,
andrefending
the sovereign
rights
and freedom of nations,
on the one hand,
and, on the other,
the line of disrupting
detente,
escalating
the arms race,
of threats
and interference
in other countries'
affairs,
and of suppressing
the liberation
struggle.
These years have seen a further
activity
and prestige
of-the
Soviet
of the socialist
community.

growth of the power,
Uniqn and the other countries

The revolutionary
strnggle
of the peoplee
has seen new
victories.
Among the □ e are the revolutions
in Ethiopia,
Afghanistan, and 1Ticaragu.a, e.nd the overthrow
of the anti-people
monarchic regime in Iran. In effect,
the ~eventies
witnessed
the
final
collapse
of the colonial
empires.
':---...

The sphere of imperialist
domination
has narrowed.
The
internal
contradictions
in capitalist
countries
and the rivalry
between them have grown sharper.
The aggressiveness
of imperialist
policy,
notably
that of US imperialism,
has increased
acutely.
\l\7hen thunderclouds
gathered
by the beginning
of the eighties,
to persevere
in efforts
to remove
preserve
and deepen detente,
and
beneficial
co"operation
with most

on the international
horizon
the Soviet Union continued
the threat
of war and to
acted to expand mutually
countries
of the world.

Jointly
with other peace-loving
countries
circles
in the West we continued
the struggle
race throughout
the period under review.

and with realistic
against
the arms

If you ask any Soviet person--whether
a member of the
Communist Party or not--what
has highlighted
our Party's
path
in recent years~ the answer will be: It was highlighted
above
all by the fact that we are managing to preserve
peace. And for
this people of different
age and occu.pation
give their
thanks
to the Party from the bottom of their
hearts.
its

....

It is absolutely
obvious
~llies
a.re more than ever

that today the Soviet Union and
the chief buttress_
of world peace •

3
On the whole, comrades,
the perioi. since the 25-th Congre-s.
l_ias not been a simple one. There have been no few difficulties
in the country's
economic development
and in international
affairs.
'
Still,
evidence
of
system, the
ness of the

the aims we set have been achieved.
This is fresh
the tremendous
poten.tiali
ties of the socialist
dedication
of the Soviet people,
and the correctprincipled
class policy
of our Leninist
Party.
I

. Th_E:_
i~ternational

policy

of the

CPSU

Our struggle
to strengthen
peace and deepen detente
is,
above all,
designed
to secure the requisite
external
conditions
for the Soviet people to carry out its constructive
tasks.
There by we are al so solving
a pro.bl em of a truly
global nature.
For at present
nothing
is more essential
and more important
for
any nation
than to preserve
peace and ensure .the paramount right
of every human being--the
right
to life.
.
.1. Developnent

of the world soci~list:
;y-st em and
j;he co__gperation _of the_ socialist
countries
__
.

.

Comrades, all these years the Party,
its
and Political
Bureau have devoted unremitting
strengthening
friendship
and cooperation
with
socialist
countries.

Central
Cor.m.ittee
attention
to
the other

Hand in band with them we are building
a new, socialist
world, and a type of truly
just,
equal,
and fraternal
relations
between states
never seen in history
before.
·
This, indeed,· is the spirit
in which our r·elations
are
shaping with the other countries
of the socialist
community-Bulgaria,
Hungary, Vietnam,
the German D_emocratic Republic,
Cuba, Lao·s, Mongolia,
Poland,
Romania, and Czechoslovakia.
A f 11ndamental unity of views has taken root among us on
all major aspects
of social
and economic development,
and inte:rnational
affairs.
This· is a result
of the continuous.
cooperation
of our fraternal
communist parties,
and our
common achievement.
It is very important
trust,
and accord prevail
parties.

that deep mutual understanding,
between the leaderships
of our

There have been thirty-seven
friendly
meetings
at
level in the Crimea during these five years.
Discarding
formalities
of protocol,
in a friendly
atmosphere,
we
discussed
the prospects
of our relations
and the key

summit
the

4

pr0blems of world politics,
and charted
our future.tasks.
Each
meeting yielded
something new and useful.
For this good
cooperation
we express
our heart:felt
gratitude
to the leaders
of the fraternal
countries
and parties.
There wes a systematic
exchange of party--and-government
delegations.
Conferences
of Central
Committee secretaries
on
q11estions of international
relations,
and ideological
and
organisati0na.l
party work have.become
a regular
fixture.
The party_ organizations
of the Soviet Union and those of
the other co--mtrj_es of tbe socialist
comm.-1.nity are linked by many
threads.
They are linked at all levele--the
republican,
territorial
and regional,
dovm to districts
and large
enterprises.
The cooperation
between state
bodies~ public
organisations,
and
prod1J_ction collectives
has grovm lively
and fruit:ful.
Spirit 1ml
contacts~
close links
in the fields
of ideology
and culture,
have become standard
practice.
Relations
between states
have been called
international
since olden days. But not until
our time, in the socialist
world ..
have they really
become relations
between nations.
Hillions
upon millions
of people take an immediate part in them. That,
comrades,
is a f11ndamental gain of socialism,
and its great
service
to.humanity
..·
·
The range .of our cooperation
extends
to more and more
spheres.
One example is the Intercosmos
programme.
Cosmonauts
of the fraternal
co1-1.ntries are not working for science
and the
national
economy alone.
They are also performing
a
tremendously
important
political
mission.
So allow me, from this rostrum)
to extend cordial
greetings
to the space heroes 1 -those brave sons of the socialist
countries.
The consti t"!.1tions of most :fraternal
conntries
empha-si,z e the
ideas of friendship
and cooperation
with the_ Soviet Union. This
is a token of deep confidence
in onr country,
and we reciprocate
in kind. The ·new Constitution
of the USSR declares·friendship,
c0operation~,
and m..1.t11.a1assistance
with other socialist
C<Y•mtries t~e corn~rstone
of $oviet· foreign
policy.
The period 1rn.der review has convincingly
shown the highly
infl1J_ential
rmd" .benefj cial e:f:fect of the activity
of the Warsaw
Treaty 0:rganization~
notably
its PoJjtj_cal
Cons'i.ltative
Committee~ on Enropean affairs
and; for that mat,·l,er, on world affairs
HS P. whole.
Hav/ng- earlier
paved the way to the E1ropeE1_n
Conference~
the highest
political
body of 011r Treaty has at its
si ttil1gs in B'wharest,
Idoscow, and Warsaw come :forward ·with a
11,1mber o:f new initiatives
which attracted
wide attention
all
over the world. Their main p 1rpose is to defend detente)
to
give it an energetic
rhythm or, as they say, its second wind.
1

1

1

-sA new body, the Foreign Ministers C:Ommittee,has been set up lfecent years
to further our cooperation • .Andit is already safe to say that this was a completely justified w.ove: the coordination of foreign policy actions has become
more prompt.
·

Thedevelopment of -the joint anned forces has proceeded without a hitch.
Here, as always, good work was done by the Committee of Defence Ministers.
The Central CoJ!1111ittee
reports to the Congress that the defensive political
and military alliance of the socialist countries is faithfully serving the
cause of peace. It has all the requisites to dependably defend the socialist
gains of our peoples. And we will do everything for this to be so in the future.
Far beit from us, comrades, to paint the picture of the present-day socialist world in exclusively radiant colours. C:Ornplications,too, occur in the deve·
lopment of our countries. The passage to intensive economic de~lopment and
large-scale social prograrrmes, and the moulding of the communist consciousnessall this cannot be achieved overni~ht. It takes time and tireless creative
search • .And, of course, it is essential to learn from each other.
During the years of building socialism the fraternal countries gained
diverse positive experience in organ:iz.ing production and mar~agement,and in
resolving economic problems.
For example, we know how skilfully the work of agricultural cooperatives
and ent~rprises is organized in l1mgary, and what valuable experience the GDR
has gained in rationalizing production, and saving energy and raw and other
materials. There are many interesting and valuable points in the social maintenance system of Czechoslovakia, while Eulgaria and some other Europear:isocialist cotmtries have folilld useful fonns of agro-industrial
cooperation.
So, comrades, let us study the·experience
closely and utilize it more broadly.

of the fraternal

cormtries,

more

As we know, the decisive sector of the competition with capitalism is
the economyand economic policy. At our past Cbngress, we, like the other fraternal parties, set the task of further extendinz socialist integration on the
basis of long-termspeeial-purpose programmes as a top priority. These progrrurnne~
are -i::ohelp us resolve the more acute, vitally important econortlc problems.

At present, they are being translated. into concrete deeds. Integration is
gathering momentum.The fruits of specialization are visible in practically all
brand,es of economy, science, nnd technology. l"!e now have some 120 multilateral
and more that 1000 bilateral agreements to this effect.·Coordination
of the
economic plans of the C·,ffiA cormtries for 1981-1985 is nearing completion,
Speaking of the success of joint N:>rk, we.can with leRitimate pride list
such large-scale projects as the nearly 3000-k1lo~~tre-long Soyuz gas pipeline
the I-.fi.rpower grid, to which new transmission lines have been adried, the UstIlim pulp and paper plant, the Erdenet ore-dressing '\-1.0rksin M:mgolia, the

s

I

-
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nickel plants in Cuba, c1ndmany other newly completed projects • .Andbefore
us are still greater undertakings for the good of all our cormm.ntity.
What the socialist
countries have.accomplished in the economic field
,in raising the living standard of people amotmts to a whole era.

and

The past few years have not been among the most favourable for the national economies of some socialist
states. Still, in the past ten years the
·.:•
economic growth rates of the O"JEAcountries
have been twice those o:': the developed c1pitaiist
cou.Tl.tries. The meqbers of C"EAcontinued to be the most
dvnamically_developin<I. arouo. of countries. in the world. .
.
· · The CP~u anct the btfier ~raternal parties have set their course on making
the cowing two five-year periods a time of intensive cooperation among the socialist countries in production, science and technology.
Life is setting us the task of supplementing coordination of our plans with
with coordination of economic policy as a whole. Also being put on the order of
the day are such issues as alignine the structures of economic mechanisms! further extending direct ties between ministries,
amalgamations, and enterprises
participating
in cooperation, and establishing
joint finns. Other ways of
combining our efforts and resources are also possible •
. As you see, conrrades, there are many new far-reaching
ideas. Perhaps it
would be useful .,for the leaders of the fraternal countries to discuss them
collectively
in the near future.

It stands to reason that, like our socialist ~artners,
wants our ties to be mutually beneficial in all re~ects.

the Soviet Un.ion

The Soviet Union gets many types of machinery and equipment, transport
vehicles, consumer goods, and certain raw materials from the fratern81 cotmtri
es. For its part, it supplies the s_ocialist market with oil, gas, ore, cotton,
timber, and, of course, a variety of industrial
goods. In the past five years
we received 90000 million roubles' "horth of goods from the 0-'lliA cotmtries,
while our deliveries totalled 98,000 nillion.
Nowadays, the steady development of any socialist
country, and successful
solution by it of such problems, say, as energy and raw materials, and utilization of.the latest scientific
and technical achievements, is inconceivable
in the absence of ties with other fraternal countries.
The problems that arise in the process of our cooperation are being settled jointly, and we jointly seek the most correct ways of harmonizing the interests of each fraternal cotmtry with the commoninterest.
This applies, among
other things, ·to fixing reduced prices of oil,. gas, and ot~er primary and manufactured goods supplied to each other by the countries of Qv1EA.
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There are special cases, too, when friends need urgent aid. This l\135 the
cas 7 wi!h Vietnam, which became the target of a barbarian aggressi~n by
.
Peking in 1979. The Soviet Union and other cotmtries of the socialist corrrrmmity promptly sent it shipments of food, medical supplies, building materials,
and anns. This.was also the case with Kampuchea, which had been devastated by
the Pol Pot clique of Peking henchmen..
·
That, comrades, is socialist internationalism
in action.Soviet people
understand and approve of such action. All of us have a stake in the soc:~list
market·being able to meet the rising needs of the cotmtries of our co~unity.
And the benefit of augmenting -each other 1 s economic potential is certainly not
confined to the purely corrnnercial field. The task calls for a responsible apP!oach by economic exe01tives and party workers, and for a profound understan-.
dmg of the fraternal cotmtriesi indissolubled cor.untmity of interests.
We are also in favour of expanding commercial and economic relations with
the West. That, we may add, is a factor that stabilizes
international
rel':tions.
But here we are compelled, among other things, to take account of the policy of
the capitalist
states. All too often they try to use economic ties with us as a
means of political pressure.· Is this not made clear by all sorts of bans and
discriminatory restrictions
on trade with various socialist cormtries.
It should be noted, in fact, that of late our cotmtries are having to
deal with their constructive tasks in more complicated conditions. The deteri·oration of the world economy and spiralling prices are making themselves felt.
The slowing of the detente process and the arms race imposed by the imper ia list powers are no SJllall a burden for us as well.
Another thing is the visible sharpening of the ideological struggle.For
the West it is not confined to the battle of ideas. It employs a whole system
of methods designed to subvert or soften up the socialist world.
The imperialists
and their accomplices are systematica;ly condu~ting
hostile campaigns against the socialist cotmtries. They malign and distort
everything that goes on in them. For them the main thin 6 is to turn people
against socialism.
Recent events have shown again and again that our class opponents are learning from their defeats. Their actions against the socialist colffitries are
increasingly refined.and treacherous • .Andwherever imperialist subversive activity is compounded with mistakes and miscalculation in home policy, there arise
conditions that stimulate elements hostile to socialism. This is what has
happened in fraternal Poland, where opponents of socialism supported by outside forces are, by_stirring up anarchy, seeking to channel events into a counter.:.revolutionary course. As was noted at the latest p;tenary meeting of the
~ PU\\IP,the pillars
of the socialist state in Poland are in_jeopardy.
At present, the Polish comrades are engaged in redressing the critical
situation. They are striving to heighten the party's action capacity and to
tighten links with the working class and the other working people, and are
working on a concrete progranrrne to restore to health the Polish economy.
Last December's meeting of leaders of the l11arsaw Treaty cotm.tries in
Moscowhas rendered Poland° important political
support.
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It st1owed clearly hat t;:;e Poli3 , communists,
f.e Polis·- working class, and
the working people of that country can firmly rely on t'..~eir friends and allies· we
will not aba'ndon fraternal,
socialist
Poland in its hour of need, we will stick up
for it.
The events in Poland show once again ~1ow important it is for the party, for
t}:e s trengthenirg of its leading role, to pay close heed to the voice of foe mas..· ses, resolutely
to combat all ,signs of bureaucratic
routine and voluntarism,
acP.-rely to develop socialist
democracy,
and to conduct a considered
and
realL:1tic policy in foreign econ01nic relations.
'I'•-,e ~1i.story of Wo1:"1d ·socl::ilisrn !1as seen all sorts of trials.
T":·ere were
dt'"-f>~:.:.ltt!rnes, ,md c-; i.~Jcal :-;itua tions. But cornrr>unists :·,ave always ·courageou: ~:; fac2d t~1e .1ttac:c;-; of n:8 adversary,
and have invariably
won. T:.,at's :-.ow
it "i.\Y.~s, cffd fra~'r.: :,c~..-;!twI;J be. And let
one doubt our co··::·.10n determinati011 to :::;e,:.;ureot:.~· intL1·::::~rts, end to defend t 1~e socialist
gains of r ,e peoples.

no

i_·.reare fig ·ting fo,:- t>e just canse of peace and the security of nations,
and
for t\e interests
of the-;•~orkil'ry peou!e. V!e have on our side f e truf: of t' e
·L~arxist-Ieninist
teac'-ing.
Our si:rc:ngf· is in unity and coLesion.
T e pa st Con?,"ress registered
f •_eprocess of convergence
of f e soda list
states.
T~-:at p::-:i:.·Bss is cont:.nuing.
But H does not obliterate
t' e specific
na tio
nal Jrsatures or t>e hii~L>:rica.l di.l::Uw:tions of t'1e ~ocfolist
coun!:ries. V'e s· oHld
see t>e variety·o.z forms in f-ei.r srJclal life and economic organization
for w· at
it really is - for t:,e wealti1 of ways and· ...,..,ethods -o:f establis·· ing f:e socialist
way of lHe.
0

Our re~ation:: with foe sodalist
countries
or CIAEA are also maJ:ing good·h.eadway.

tl1at are not in t''e YTarsaw Treaty

· Soviet-Yugodav
cooperation
is going a·1ead in many fields.
Agreed principles and understandings
are a good basis for its further expansion.
SovietYugoslav friend[;hip has deep roots, and we ~1ave no doubts a~)o1it its future.
T~,e Soviet Union supports the lli1nocrattc
People's
Republic of Korea in its
sLvuggle for t1~c country's
peaceful democrallc
nni-ftcc1lloll
wllh011t'
outside
interference,
and strives to extend and enrlc11 mutual ties with it.
Special mention must be made of China. The social and economic develop,,~ent of t:1e PRC over the past twenty years is a painful lesson s· owing w· at
any distortion
of the prlnclpl0s
and essence
of sociallsm
in : o:,1e and foreign
policy leads to.
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T>e present c::inese
leaders t' 1e nselves descri')e
t 1-:e period of f ,e so-called
cultural revolution
in f:eir country as
cruel feudal-fascist
dictators·,tp".
i_•re
have nof~ing to add to t',is assess
1ent.
1

"a

1

At present,
c::anges are under way in C''.ina• s internal nolicy. Tb1e will s··ow
w\at t:·ey actually
mean. It will s·-ow tow· at extent tl:e present c· iDese Ieaders::-ip manages to overcome u-,_e;· aoist legacy.
But, unfortunately,
t' ere are no
grounds yet to speak of any c·•anges for f,e better in Peking• .s foreign policy. A~
before, it is aimed at aggravating
foe international
situation,
and is aligned
with the policy of t:1e imperialist
powers. T'•at, of course, will not bring C 7,fna
back to t:1e sound road of development.
Imperialists
will never he friends of
socialism.
The dmple reason behind the readiness
of the United States, Japan, and a
number of NATC countries
to expand their military and political
ties with C~1ina
is to use its hostility
to foe Soviet Union and the socialist
conrnunity,
in f~eir
own, imperialist
interests.
TLat ts a imzardous game.
As far as f!e people of C:dna are concerned,
we are deeply convinced
their
true interests
would be best served by a policy of peace and not:1ing but a polic:
of peace and normal relations
wifo ofrer countries.

If Soviet-C:Hnese

relation::. are still frozen,
tile reason for Lis has notMng
The Goviet Union 1Jas never wanted,
nor does it now
want, any confrontation
with H'-e People's Republic of CMna. ;_•.refollow f,.e
course set by the 24f1 and 25f Congresses
of t>e CPSU, and would like to
build our ties wit'~ t'1at country on a good-neig11 1:iour 1)asis. Our proposals
for
norina lizing relations
wit', C~1ina rerna tn open, and our fee Un(] c of friends'1ip and
respect for fi1e C':.inese people · ave not cT~,anged.
to do wifa our position.

Comrades,
as you see, on t~:e w'.ole the Centra I Co-·,'!:11ittee · as bee:1 doing
a tre:·nendous anount of work in order to develop and deenen our relations
wit
foe socialist
countries.
In econo;·,1ic and cultural develop·_ ent, and in t·1proving
social relations
and sodalist
de, 1ocracy - in literally all fields - world socialism is advancing
steadily.
And we Soviet conFrmnis ts are proud of t'1e role
played ill: t}ds by t>e party of Lenin, by tLe country of f·e G:reat Octo1,er Revolution.
1

- 10 2. DEVELCPt"ENT OF REIATICNS VIJTH THE NEV-TLY-FREBCCUNTRIES
Comrades,
among e,e important results of tl1e Party's intcma tional activity
in the period under review we can list t':e visible expansion
of cooperation
wifcountries
t'·at have liberated
theT!1Selves from colonial oppression.

T:,ese countries
are very different.
After liberation,
so1ne of f,e-'"! ',ave been
following r,e revolutionary-denocratic
path. In otLers capitalist
relations
'.,ave
taken root. P.oroe of them are following a truly independent
policy, w·,ne of,ers
are today taking t·~eir lead from imperialist
policy.
a nuts· ell, f ,e picture is
a fairly motley one.

rn:

Let me first deal with t'-:.e socialist-oriented
states,
t' at is, states t" at
have opted for socialist
develop1,1ent.
T~-eir numb~r has increased.
Development
along foe progressive
road is not, of course,
the same fron, country to country,
and proceeds in difficult conditions.
But foe main lines are sfr1ilar. These
include gradual elimination of t:~e positions of imperialist
ri10nopoly, of the
local big 0ourgeoir,ie
and the feudal elements,
and restriction
of foreign capital.
They include efforts by Le people's
~tate to :::;ccure cor.n:1anding '1eig'.._ts in t:-e
economy and to go on to planned development
of the productive
forces,
and
enconragement
of the cooperative
movement in the countiyside.
Tl1-ey include
enr..ancing the role of f1e working masses in society,
and gradually reinforcing
the state apparatus
with national personnel
faithful to the people. T'hey include
anti-imperialist
foreign policy. Revolutionaiy
parties expressing
f1e interests
of the broad_ mass of foe working people are growing stronger t>ere.
In the period under review,
Le Soviet Union has concluded
treaties of
7
frtends dp and cooperation
with Angola, Et>.iopia, r-.·.-ozambique I i\fg 1Janistan,
1
and tbe People s·Democratic
Republic of Yemen. Recently,
a Treaty of Friends'"!.ip and Cooperation
was signed with Syria. I am sure f·!at it will serve well to
further the Soviet-Syrian
friend::;',ip and the achievernent
of a just peace in f)e
j •'iddle East.

Vle have wide-rangi~g
mutually beneficial
econo·7ic,
scientific,
and tec'.nical cooperation
wifo the newly".'"free countries.
E,,,p~ ·a sis in onr relations
wif1
them is on 1Juilding large projects in t:·ese _countries wit'I so:·,1e forin of f':oviet
participation.
,.
Among the prci°jects· complet;d
i~ recent years are many large ones,
cnicial ones for the econo:•~y of t:!e country concerned.
T:1 ese include
1
1
T ~av-.rra 1ydropower co:!,plex in ;'.::yrla, whic\ accounts
for ·~10re fan 7:)
of the electricity
generated
in f:a t co{intiy; t~1e second stage of a steel
Algeria, whic1~ 'l--:asraised its capacity to tvm million tons, and a plant
Guinea producing 2. 5 million tons of bauxite a year.
Our country does
in training personnel
teachers.

even
t',e AI
per cent
::1ill in
in

everyt',ing
it can to '.-,elp many of t'.fe newly-free
countries
•- engineers,
technicians,
skilled workers,
doctors,
and

,
l

,· ..

. -IITens of thousands
of Soviet specialists·
are doing dedicatai
work on building
cites in Asian and African countries,
in indus~ry and agriculture,
and in hospitals
and .educational
institutions.
They. are worthy representatives
of their great social~st_motherland.
We are proud of them, and send tbem heartfelt
wishes o~ success.
·
Together with the other socialist
countries,
wear$
also
helping to.strengthen
the .defensive
capability
of newly-free
stat'7s if they request
such aid. Tbis was· the case with, say,
Angola and Ethiopia.
Attempts were made to crusb the p.eople I s
revolutions
in these countries
by encouraging
domestic counterrevolution
or by out.sicle age;ression.
We are against
tbe export
of revolution,
and we cannot _agree to any export of counterrevolution
either~.·
.
·
·
·
Imperialism
launched a real undecl~ed
war acainst
the
Afghan revolution.·
This also created
a airect
threat
to the
security
of our southern frontier.
In the circumstances,
we
were -compelled. to rencl.er tbe tnili tary aid aslcecl for by that
friendly
country..
,
':·
· '
. The pians of·. Afghanistan's
enemies have collapsed.
The
consia_ered policy,. o:f the People 1 s D.emocratic Party BJ?-1
the
Government of Afghanistan
bended by Comrade· J3abrak Karmal,
which is faithfu'll
to the national
interests,.
has strengthened
the people 1 s power.
As for the Soviet military
contingent~
we will be preparea_
to witbc_raw it with the agreement of·tbe Afghan .Government.
Before tbis is done, the infiltration
of counter-revolutionary
gangs into Afghanistan
must be completely
stopped.
This must
be secured in accorrJ.s between Afghanistan
anc1 its neighbours.
Dependable guarantees
are required
that there will be no new
intervention.
Such is the fundamental
position
of the Soviet
Union, ano. we keep to it firmly_. _
The revolution
in Iran,· 11vhich·was, a major event on. the
international
scene of recent years,
is of a specific
nature.
However complex·and·contradictory,.
it is essentially
an antiimperia_list
revolution,
though re·action at home and abroad is
seeldng to change· this feature.
The people of Iran are looking for their
own road to
freedom and prosperity.
We sincerely
wish ti1em success,
ana_
are prepared to develop good relations
with that country on the
principles
of equality
and, of course, reciprocity.

-12Of late,
Islamic sloso.ns are being actively
promoted in
some countries
of the East. We communists have every respect
for the religious
convictions
of people professing
Islam or
any other religion.
The main thing is vvhat aims are pursued
by the forces proclaiming
various
slogans.
The banner of
· ,Islam may lead into battle
for liberation.
This is borne out
by history,
incluaing
very recent
history.
But it also shows
that reaction,
too, manipulates
witb Islamic
slogans to incite
counter-revolutionary
mutinies.
Consequently,
the whole tbing
binges on the actual content
of any movement.
Comrades,·a
big place in the Soviet Union's relations
with the newly-free
countries
is, of course,
accorded to our
cooperation
with India.
We welcome the increasing
role played
that larce country in international
affairs.
Our ties with it
are continuing
to expand. In both our countries,
Soviet-Indian
frieudsbip
has become a a_eep-rooteC:_ }?opular traL~ition.

by

As a result
of the recent
negotiations
in Delhi with
.
Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi and other Indian leaders,
the entire range of Soviet-Indian
relations
has been taken substantially
further.
Joint action with peaceful
and indepenftent
Incl.ia will
continue to be one of the important
areas of Soviet foreign
relations.
and,

We see no ol)stacles
to friendly
for that matter,
with any other

cooperation
with Indonesia
ASE..AN member country.

In Africa,
the Caribbean,
and Oceania ten new states
gained inc:1-epenclence in the past five years,
ancl were instantly
recognised
by the Soviet Union. The birth
of the %public
of Zimbabwe, the mounting intensity
of the liberation
struggle
in Namibia,.and
now also in the Republic of South Africa,
are
graphic evic3..ence -t;hat the rule of "classicrr
colonialists
and
racists
is approaching
its end.
The imperialists··
are displeasec1 with the fact -that the
newly-free
countries
are consolidating
tbeir
inc 1.epenc1ence. In a
thousand ways, they are trying
to bitch these countries
to
their chariot
in orcl.er to cleal more freely
with their
natural
riches,
and. to use their
territory
for their
strategic
cl esigns •.
In so doing, they make extensive
use of the old colonialist
met boa. of Di vic1e ana. rule.
IndeeQ, that.is
also tbe Western approach to the Irano.
Iraqi war, which has been going on :for five months - an absolute:ly senseless
·war from the viewpoint
of the two countries'

: .. ·

-I3interests.
But it is of great
advanta·ge
to imperialism
which is
amdous
and eager to somehow restore
its positions
in that
region.
We would like to hope that both Iraq and Iran draw
the QUe conclusions
from this •
.
The Soviet
Union would definitely
like to see an early
ena. to that fratricicl.al
war, and a political
settlement
of the
conflict.
In practice,
too, we are striving
to facilitate
this.
Now about the Middle East problem. In its bid for dominance :in the Middle ·East, ·the United .states
has take·n· the path
· of the Camp David policy~
dividing
the Arab world. and prgani_sirg
a s.ep..ar.at~ de.al b~tween Israet
and Egypt.
· _
· 1G
US diplomacy
has failed
to turn this
separate
anti-ArruJ
tleal
into a broader
agreement
of a defeatist
type.
But it has succE-eded in another
way: a hew deterioration
of the.situation
bas
occurrea. in the · r~B;ion. A Mici.dle · East settle1i1ent
was cast back.
What now? :As we see it~- it is high time to e;et matters
off
the c;round. It iff high time to go back to honest collective
search of an. a3=1-embracing
just
anoc realistic_
settlement.
In the
circumstances,'
this
could be clone, say, in -the frmrrework o:f
a_ specially
convened intei~national
conference.
·
The Soviet
Upion is.prepared_
to participate
in such work
in a constructive·.
spirit
an.c7.
:with good will.
We are· prep area.
to do so jointly
with the other interested
parties
- the Arabs
(naturally
including
the Palestine
Liberation
Organization)
and
Israel.·
We are prepared
for such search
jointly
wi tb the United
States
- and I may remind you that we have hacl. some. e:i,,.rperience
in this regard
some years
ago. Vie are prepare(~_ to cooperate
vd th the European
countries,
anc;_ with all those wbo are showing
a sincere
striving
to secure.a
just and durable
peace in the
Middle East.
.
role

The UN, too,
in all this.

could

evidently

continue

to play

a use:ful

As :for the substance
of the matter,
we are still
convinced
that if there
is to be. real peace in the Micl.c-:le East,
the
Israeii
occu;::>ation of all -Arab territories
captured
in 1967
must be ·endec1'. The inalienable
fights
of the Arab people
of
Palestine
must be put into effect,
not short
of est_ablishing
their
own state.
It is -essential
to ensure the security
and
sovereig-.c1,ty of all the states
of the region,
incluCing
those of
Israel.
Those are the basic
P.rinciples.
As for the detail,
they
could naturally
be taken up at the negotia~ions
•

.

.,
.•.

-14The non-alisnec1
movernent, which \1ill
have its twentieth
anniversary
this
year,
has been.and
remains
an important
factor·
in internat;ional
relations.
Its strength
stems from its
orientation against
imperialism
and coloniali
m, and against
war and ·
aggression.
We are convinced
tllat ti.1e l:ey to an;-r further
heightening
of its role in worlo. politics
- and this we· would. vvelcome - is its cleaication
to these basic principles.
In the mid-seventies
the :former colonial
countries
raised
the question
of' a new international
economic
order.
Reconstruction of international
economic
relations
on a democratic
foundation,
along lines
of equality,
is natural
from the point
of
view of history.
Much can and must be done in this
respeet.
And,
certainly,
the issue
must not be rec"1.uced, as this
is sometimes
done, simply to 6.istinctions
between
nRicb Northa
ancl. "Poor
South';.
We are prepared.
to contribute,
and are indeed
contributing,
to the establishment
of' equitable
international
economic relations.

No one should have any doubts, comrades,
that
the CPSU
will consistentl~
continue
th~ policy
of promoting
cooperation
bet~Jeen the USSR.and the newly-f'ree
countries,
and consolidating the alliance
of ~orltl
socialism
and the national
liberation movement.
3.The

CPSU ·and tbe

Now about the line
working-class
movement.

World. Communist

of the

CPSU in the

Movement
worlc1 comm:i.nist

and

The international
~Jor::ing class
and its
political
vanguardthe communist
and workers 1 parties
- approached
the eighties
with confident
stride.
They approached
them as active
~ighters
for the rights
of the working
people,
ancl. for ·;_)eace and the
security
of nations.
The cour ..mnist
movenient continued
to \·Jin increasing
influence
among the
parties
are active
in 94 countries.
In
some 800,000
new ficbters
have joinecl
ten years.
Is this
hot eviC:.ence enough
of attraction
of the co1m1mnist id.eas.

to eJ....'"Pandits ranks,
a.ncl
masses.
Today, comr,mnist
Western
Europe a.lone,
their
ranks in the past
of the ina_omitable
force

· Our Party
ancl its ·central
Co1.amittee have workec1. actively
:for the further
e:x"1)ansion ancl. c1.eepening of all-rounc1.
cooperation
with the fraternal
parties.
During the period
uncier.review,
just the Members ancl. Alternate
Me1!1bers of' our ·Poli tic al Bureau,
and the Secretaries
of our Central
Committee tave received

-I5:::everal huncl.red delegations
from other parties.
In their
turn,
·
representatives
of the CPSU participated
in the work of communist party
congresses
and other party
functions
abroad.
We have regularly
briefed
fraternal
parties
on our internal
developments
and our actions
in the field
of foreign
policy.
Comrades from alJroad have hacl. extensive
opportunities
to
acquaint
themselves
with the practical
activity
of the CPSU at
local
level
- in the republics
ana. regions
of the Soviet
Union,
and at enterprises·.
All this,
as our friends
attest,
is helping
them in their
work.
to

Contacts
vd th foreign
co-u1,nunists
e;et a better
idea of the situation

enable
our par:ty,
. too,
in individual
countries.

As the influence
of' the com1.mnist parties
grows, the
tasl~s :facing them are becoming
more anc1 more complex and. c"liverse;,
Ana. sometimes
that
gives rise
to divergent
approisals
and c1iff erences in ap;jroa.ch to concrete
issues
of the class
struggle,
and
to o.iscussim.1s
between
parties.
As we see it,
this
is completely
natural.
Communist parties
have baa. (:;.issimilar
opinions
on some issues
in the past as well.
Tbe. facts
have proved. convincingly
that
even in the presence
of
differences
of opinion
it is possible
and necessary
to cooperate
politically
in the :fight
against
the common class
enemy. The
·
suprern.e arbiter
in resolving
problems
is time and practice.
Lenin was absolutely
right
vvhen he· said that many c'l.if'f'erences
ncan, and unfailingly
will,
vanish:
this will
result
from the
logic
of the joint
struggle
ae;ainst
the really
formic.able
enemy,
the bourgeoisien
(Collected
worls.§., Vol.30,
p .89).

Some time ago the leaderships
of a few comiimnist
parties
put up an energetic
defence
of the fight
to specifically
national ways anc1 forms of ·st.:cuggle for socialism
ancl. of ·
·
building
socialis-n1.
But if you look at this
with out preju(lice,
you
will
see that no one is imposing
any stereotypes
of patterns
that ignore
the clistinctions
of any country.

Lenin's attitude

on this
score is vrnl'l known. 0 All nations",·
he v;rote,
will
arrive
at socialism
- this
is inevituble,
but
all will 6.o so in not exactly
the same way, each will
contribute
something
of its
own to some form of cJ.emocracy, to some variety
of the dictatorship
of the proletariat,
to, the varying
rate
of
socialist
transformations
in the diff'erent
aspects
of social
liferr
(Collected
works,
Yol.23,
pp.69-70).
11

Our Party
has never
has by now been thoroughly

a.epartec.1 from
corroborated

Lenin's
by the

principle,
which
facts
of history.

-16Think about it,
comradeso
In none of the now existing
socialist
countries
have the forms,
methods,
and 7Jays of t~~.o socialist
revolution
been a mechanical
re1)eti tio:1 of outsiC::.,· 8:i,:perience.
Take· the GDR or I-0lanc1, Hungary- o.r Cuba, Mongolia
or Yugoslavia - all the soc:i.alist
countries,
in fact,
carried
out the
revolution
in their
own way, using forms that were dictated
by the correlation
of class
forces
in each of these
countries,
by the national
distinctions
and the external
situation.
There had been armeo. struggle
and peaceful
forms of passage
to the new social
system~ there
had been rapic.7. coming to pmver
of the labouring
classes
ancl processes
that
had a.ragged out in
time. In some countries
the revolution
had to defend itself
against
foreign
intervention,
others
had been spared
any outsic.e
invasionso
The establishment
a.nd consolia_ation
of socialist
foundations- and the building
of socialist
soc::..ety,
as I have already
said,
also hacl_ an6. nov, have 0.istincti
ve features
in different
countrieso
So, as I see it,
u~less
one icnores
the actual
facts,
one
cannot speak of any nuniformi ty" or contrast
c01mnunist pa.Tties
by the criterion
of recognizing
the ways ti1ey choro e to reconstruct
society.
Critical
judcements
of separate
concrete
aspects
of development in our country
are sometimes
voiced
in some cmnmunist
parties.
Far be it from us ·i:;o think
that
everything
we had was
ideal a In the USSR, socialir:
m was built
in incredibly
difficul·;~
conditionsa
The Party
hewed its way through
virgin
land.
And
noboc1.y };::nows better
than we cl.o what difficulties
and shortcomiJ:E'.':i
·"'CC'rred
along
t~-e w~y
e.nd whic11 nf tbem have still
to be
.,verc0me.

Yve pay close ·heed to comraclely,
constructive
criticizm.
But we are categorically
opposed. to ncri ticis m11 vvhich distorts
the socialist
reality
and, wittingly
or unwittingly,
does a
gooc1. turn thereby
to imperialist
propagancl.n,
to our class
opponent.
As our }?arty sees it,
aifferences
of opim.on between
communists
can be overcome 1 unless,
of course,
they are fundmental
aifferences
betvrnen revolutiona.ries
and. reformists,
between
creative
MarxfrJm and cloc;matic sectarianism
or ultra-left
ac1venturigmo
In that case,
of course,
there
can be no compromises - today just
as in Lenin's
lifetime.
But when communists
fight
for the common revolutionary
cause,
we believe
that patient comradely
discussion
of differing
views and. positions
serves
their
common aims best of all.
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The great unifying principle,
a powerful factor
furthering cohesion
and enhancing the prestige
_-of·the worla. conmmnist movement, is the corn.munists' unremitting
struGgle for
peace, ac;ainst imperiali~m'
s agc:ressi ve policy,
and the arms
race that carries
with it the a.anger of .a nuclear
disaster.
The main thing is that communists,
armed with the
l\riarxist-Leninist
teaching,
see the essence anc"i.perspective
of the processes
in the world more profoundly
and more correctly than anybody else, and draw the right conclusions
:from
them :for their
struggle
for the interests
of the working
class,
the working people
of their countries,
and for
democracy~
peace aD.d sociali£1m.
That is the fou116.o.tion on which the CPSU builds
its relations
Hith the fraternal
parties.,
We have good
friena_ly relations
with the vast majority
of comm.unist
parties
the French, Portuguese,
German, Greek, Finnish,
Danish, Austrian,
ana other coriNmnist par·ties
of" Europe.
The CPSU has the same good relations
vvith fraternal
parties
in the AmericE~, Asian, and Africnn countries,
and in Australia.
And we will continue
to strengthen
these relations
in the name of our common cause
the
cause o:f peace and sociali~m.
The Berlin Conference of Communist and Workers'
Parties
of Europe in 1976 was a -big event in the life of
the world communist movement. It set 6epenc1able guidelines
for the worldng. class ancl. the broao. mass of v10rking
people in the fight -against the arms race, and for
·consolidating
c1etente, for social progress~
The 1980 Paris Meeting of European Communist and
Workers 1 parties
gave new impetus to the struggle
against

the danger of war. It helped to invigorate
the battle
of the mass of the people on the.continent
to avert the
grave danger to Europe implicit
in the NATO decision
to deploy new US nuclear missiles
in Western Europe.
CPSU cooperation
with other cl.ei:1.oc.ratic .:forces bas
grown closer
during the IJeriocl un{:.er revievv. Further
·
advances were registered,
in particular,
in our ties
with the socialist
and social-democratic
pa~ties
of
Finland,
Belsium,·SwedBn,
Japan, Spain and a number of
other countries
- and this chiefly
on questions
of
strugcle
against
the war danger. Of hieh importance
here
were our contacts
with the leadership
of the Socialist
International,
our participation
in the Socialist
International's
Conference
on Disarmament,
the contacts
we hacl. 1aith its· Study Group on Disarmament,
and the
reception
of its delegation
at the CC CPSU.
Present-clay
social c~_emocracy has consiclerable
political
weight.
It could do more for the ~efence of
the vital
interests
of the peoples and, above all, for
the consolidation
of peace, for improving the international
situation,
repulsing
fascism and racism,
and the reactionary offensive
on. the political
rights
of the v.Jorking
people.
In practice,
however, the social-democratic
leaders
d.o not alY1ays act along these lines.
Many of them· are afflicted
with the virus of .·
anti-corrnnunis,m. Some allow themselves 'to be drawn into
campaigns organized by imperialism
against
the socialist
countries,
and- refer to the so-calle6.
Atlantic
solic 7.ari ty
to justify
ti1e arms ·race. Unterst·andably,
-this policy
is contrary
to ·the interests
of the working people. Vle
dissapprove
of it ·most strongly.
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But we will actively
support all steps useful
to peace
and democracy.
In view of the present
complication
of the international
situation,
we attach
importance
to cooperation
with
social
democrats,
trade unions,
religious
circles,
and all
democratic
and peace-loving
forces
in the matter
of preventing
?~rand
strengthening
peace. Last year's
World Parliament
for
Peace in Sofia was a good example of such cooperation.
Soviet communists welcome the achievements
of the communist
parties
in expanding
their
ranks
tightening
their
links with
the masses,
defending
the interests-and
democratic
rights
and
freedoms of the working class and all the working people,and
in
the strnggle
to curb the omnipotence
of monopoly, to hold back
the spread of militarism,
and for t1'e socialist
persrective
in
their
countries.
5

Comrades, through terror
and persecut1on,
through prisons
and the barbed wire of concentration
camps, in selfless
and
often very difficult
everyday work for the good of the peoples,
comm1111ists in the capitalist
countries
carry their
loyalty
to
the ideals
of Marxism-Leninism
and proletarian
internationalism

..

We express
our deep-felt
solidarity
with our communist
brothers
languishing
in the dungeons of fascist
dictatorships,
with those persecuted
by the police
or fighting
their
hard
battles
tmdergrou.nd.
We express
our solidarity
with those subjected
to dis,rimination
and deprived
of civil
and political
rights
merely for their
convictions,
for belonging
to the
party of the working class.
Hono11r and glory
fighters
f°o~e-peopTe"

-·----------------------"'--~

to the colililllJ.nists,
1 s cause.

those

courageouf!._

------·-

4. Relations
with the capitalist
states.
the forces
of aggression.
The policy
cooperation

Countering
of peace and

·_Comrades,
in the period under review the USSR f'.ontinued
follow Lenin's
policy of peaceful
coexistence
and mutually
beneficial
cooperation
with capitalist
states,
while firmly
repulsing
the aggressive
designs
of imperialism.
A further
aggravation
of the general
crisis
of capitalism
was witnessed
during these years.
To be sure,
capitalism
has
not stopped developing.
But it is immersed in what is already
the third
economic recession
of the past ten years.

to

2o

Inflation
has grown to unhea·rc-,of dimensions .. Since 1970
prices
in the dev2loped
capitalist
countries
have risen
on
average by 1Jo per cent, and by 50 per cent since 1975. The
inflation
curve is getting
steeper.
not for nothing,
after
all,
did the new President
o~ the United States
admit in his
inaugural
addres·s that the United Sts.te-s is suf:fering
from
"one of the worst Sllstained
inflations
in ... o national
history",
and that "it threatens
to shatter
the lives
of
millions"
of Americans.
It is more than obvious that state
regulation
of the
capitalist
economy is ineffective~
The mzasure-s that bourgeois
governments
take against
inflation
fost&r stagnation
of
Production
and growth of une:rrmloyment; 0hat they do to contain
the critical
dTop in production
lends still
greater
momentum
to inflation
•

. · The social
cont::radi!'" tio'.ns have grown visibly
more acute.
In capitalist
society
u.:..c in_ production
of the latest
scientific
and technical
achievemenJcs
turns agains·t
the working people,
and throws mill_ions of factory
worlczra into the str~ets.
In the past ten years the army of u::~mployed in the developed_
capitalist
states
has doubled.
In 1980 it totalled.
19 million.
Attempts
to daru.pen the intensity
of the class struggle
by some sort of social
ref'orm are having no success
either ..
The number of str~_k2rs has risen by more than one-third
in
these ten years,
and is even officially
admitted
to have reached
the quarter
billion
mark •
. The inter-imperialist
contradict
ions are growing more
acute,
the scramble
for markets and f'or sources
of raw
materials
s.nd energy is ;JJore i"rantic .. Japanese
and West European
monopolie-s cr:>mpete ever rr:ore snccessfnlly
with US capital,
and
this e.lso on t-be US domestic market.
In the -seventies,
-the
sbHre of the United States
in world exports
has declined.by
nearly
2o per cent~

-The difficnlties
experienced
by capitalism.also
affect
its policy,
including.foreign
policy.
The st~1ggle
over the
basic issues
of the capitalist
countries'
:foreign-policy-course
has grown more bitter .. Visibly
more active
of late are the
opponents of detente,
of limiting
armanents,
and of improving
relations
with the Soviet Union and other socialist
countries.
Adventurism
and readiness
to gamble with the vital
interests of h 1 unanity in tbe name of narrow and selfish
goals-. these are the elements
that have surfaced
in particularly
denuded form in the policy
of the more aggressive
imperialist
groups. With infinite
contempt for the rights
and asp1rations
of nations,
they are trying
to portray
the liberation
str1J.ggle
of tbe masses as "terrorism".
Indeed,
they have set out to
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achieve
changes
peoples'

the unachievable--to
set up a barrier
to the
in the world, and to again become the rulers
destiny.

progre-s-sive
of the

Military
expendi turee are rising
unpreced-entedly.
In the
United State-a they have climbed to an annual 150,000
million
dollars .. But even these astronomical
figures
are not high
1
enough for the US mili tary-ind .1strial
complex. It is clamouring
for more. The NATO allies
of the United States,
too, yielding
to Washington's
demands, have undertaken--thou.gh
some with
great reluctance-to increase
military
allocations
automatically
11ntil
almost the end of the present
century.
portion
of these tremendous
sums ia being
on crash development
of new typ-es of strategic
nuclear
arms. Their appearance
is accompanied
with the creation
of
militarydoctrines
dangerous
to peace,
like the notorious
Carter doctrine.
They want people to believe
that nuclear
war can be limited,
they want to reconcile
them with the idea
that such war is tolerable.
spent

A considerable

But that is ou.t-and-out
deception
of the people-a! A "limited"
nuclear
war as conceived
by the Americans in, say, Europe
Would from the outset
mean certain
destruction
of European
civilisation.
And of course the United States,
too, would not
be able to escape the flames of war. Clearly,
such plans and
"doctrines"
are a grave threat
to all nations,
·including
the
people of the USA. They are being condemned all over the world.
The peoples say an. emphatic
"no" to them.
.
Imperialist
circles
think in terms of domination
compulsion
in relation
to other states
and peoples.

and

The monopolies
need the oil, uranium and non-ferrous
metals
of other countri€s-lo and behold,
the Midqle East, Africa and
the Indian Ocean are proclaimed
spheres
of US "vital.interests".
The US military
machine is actively
thrusting
into these regions,
and intends
to ensconce
itself
there for a long time to come.
Diego Garcia in the Ind1an Oc~an, Oman, Kenya, Somalia,
Egypt-where next?
·
To split
the expenses
with others
and at the same time to
tie its NATOpartners
closer
to itself,
the United States
is
seeking to extend the functions
of HATO. ·washington
strategiats
are 0bviously
eager to involve
dozens of other countries
in
their military
preparations,
and to enme-sh the world in a web
of US base-s.~ e.ir:fields~ and arms depots.
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To j 1.rntify this,
Washington
is spreading
the story of a
"Soviet
threat"
to the oil wealth of the Middle East or the oil
?Ommmications.
That is a deliberately
specioas
tale,
because
its authors
know perfectly
well that the Soviet Union has
no jntention
of impinging
of either
the one or the other.
For
that matter,
it is absurd to think that the oil interests
of the
West can ce "defended"
by turning
that region into a powder
keg.
1

Ho 1 we have.completeiy
di:ffererit
views on how peace can
really
be secured
in and around the Persian
Gulf. Instead
of
deploying
more and more naval and air armadas,
troops and arms
there,
we propose that the military
threat
should be removed by
concluding- an --internat-i·o-nal~--agreemen-t ..--A-state
of stability
and calm can Be created" J.n that region by joint
effort,
with
due account for the legitimate
interests
of all sides.
The
s0vereign
rights
of the countries
there~ and the security
of
maritime and other communications
connecting
the region with
the rest of the world,
can be guaranteed.
That is the sense
of the proposals
made recently
by the Soviet Union.
This initiative
gained broad support
in the world,
including
a number of Persian
Gulf countries.
To be sure,
there
were also opponents
of the Soviet proposal,
and it is easy
to guess in ·v,hat -camp.- ·We---would-like to. express
our hope
that the Gov-E/rllmen·ts·-or,~tn'Er·uni ted ·- st·ates "·and other
l 1ATO
co 1J.ntries
weigh the whole thing calmly and without
prejudice,
so that we co 1ld jointly
look
for
a solution
acceptable
to all.
1

Reaching an agreement
on this is-sue could, moreover,
give El. start
to the very important
process
of reducing
the
military
presence
in variuos
regions
bf the world
oceanc
rn·onr relations
with the United
States
we have
all
these years,
as before,
followed
a principled
and constructive
line.
It is only to be regretted·
that the former
administration
in Washington
put its stakes
on something
other
than developing ..re.lat.ions.. ... or ..._.on. mutual .. understanding
..
Trying to·--ere'!"t"-p-:rt:i'B'StlTe~'U-ns;-- --n---sei--ltO'---d-e-s·troying the
positive
elements
that had been
achieved
with
no small
effort
in Soviet-American
relations
over
the
preceding
years.

As a res11l t, our bilateral
ties
in a number of fields
flung
back.
The entry
into
force
of the SALT-2 Treaty
was
deferred.
And negotiations
with US on a number of arms
limitation
issnes,
such as reducing
arms deliveries
to
third
countries)
were broken
off unilaterally
by the
United
States.

were

Unfortunately,
also
since
the change
of leadership
in the
White H01..1.Secandidly
bellicose
calls
and statements
have
re-so 1J.nded from Washington,
specially
designed,
as it were,
to
poison
the atmosphere
of relations
between
our countries.
We
,,.,on.Id like
.to hop.e, __h.oxrey_~:r,,
___tlJ_at :those who shape United
"'" S'ta--Xes po~!J)~-~gy_wi~~-~-!_~ly
~~~e:--=~~~-tll~~
~b A
more realistic
light:-The
military
and strategic
equilibrium
prevailing
between
the USSR and the USA, between
the
Vlarsaw Treaty
and NAT0 1 is objectively
a safeguard
of
world peace.
We have
not sought,
and do not now seek,
military
superiority
to the other
side.
That is not our
policy.
But neither
will
we allow
to b 1 dld
up such superiority
to us .. Attempts
of that
kind~ and talking
to us from
positions
of strength,
are absolutely_futile.
Not trying
to--·upset·
the ·existing
balance
and not imposing
a new, still·more-·
..expensive-.anddangerous
round of the anns
race--that
and that
alone
would be evidence
of truly
wise statesmanship.
And for this
it is really
high time to
throw the threadbare
scE£1'.'ecrow of a "Soviet
threat"
out
of the
door of serious
politics.
Let's

look

at

the

true

state

of

affairs.

Whether
we take
strategic
nuclear
arms or medium-range
nuclear
weapons
in Europe,
in both
cases
there
is
approximate
parity
between
the
sides.
In the
case of some
weapons
the West hes
a ce~tain
advantage,
and
we do
in
the case of
others.
This
parity
could be more
enduring
if
pertinent
treaties
and agreements
were conclnded.
--··-··-•·-.
------·--.....,.-

~ -----~------·-•·
n:a•
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···-
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There is also talk about t'.:~;:.ks.It is true that the Soviet Union has more of theJTt. But the NATOcour..tries, tno, have a large nl.Ililber. Besides, they
have considerably more anti-tank weapons:
The tale of Soviet superiority in troop strength does not match the facts
either. Co~bined with the other NATOcountries, the United States has even. ·
slightly more troops that the Soviet Union and the other Warsaw Treaty colIDtries.
So, what talk can there be of any Soviet military
'

superiority?

'

for

A war danger does exist
the United Stat.es, as it does for all the
other countries of the world. Bnt it originates not from the Soviet Union,
not from any mythical Soviet superiority,
but from ~he anns race and from the
tension that still obtains in 'the world. vre are prepared to combat this trne
and not imaeinary danger hand in hand with the United States, with the countries of Europe, ~~th all countries in the "urld. To try and outstrip each
other in the anns race or to expect to win a nuclear war, is dangerous madness.
It is universally recognized that in many ways the international
situation depends on the policy of the USSRand the USA. As we see it, the state
of relations between them at present and the acuteness of the international
problems requiring a solution necessitate a dialog~e, and an active dialogue
at all levels. We are prepared to have this dialogue.

Experience shows that the crucial link r.ere is meetings at summit level.
This was true yesterday, and is still true today.
The USSRwants norni.al _·relations 'with the USA. There. is simply no other
sensible way from the point of view of the interests of both our nations, and
humanity as a whole.
·
Comrades, for our Party and the Soviet state the pas! five .years have been
-years· of purposeful struggle for European peace and security.
·
.

.

·'

.

Despite the efforts'of
enemies of detente, peaceful cooperation between
cotmtries of the t"o systems· is, by and Jarge, making good headway on the
European continent. Political
contacts have become broader and more meaningful. Frequently, we manage to _-find a commonlanguage on some major problems
of foreign policy.- Economic~ scientific 7 technical and.cultural
ties are expanding, and are taking on new qualities.
:Multilateral conferences have been
held on various aspects of European cooperation.
An extensive sys.tern of ties has shaped between ~s and F~ance. A practically uninterrupted political
dialogue is being maintained at various levels
first of all with President Valery Giscard d'Estaing. Soviet-French trade
'
had tripled. Our cooperation in ·science, technology,- and culture covers more
than 300 projects. And though
we do not agree with all that France is doing
....
...
'

'

...·zs -

on the international
and we are for their
...

.•·

scene, our relations
rernaiI1 a major factor
further dyn~ic development.

-

..

.

of detente,
·,·.

Our ;~lations'with
the Federal Republic of Genriany, based on the 1970
Treaty and later agreements, have on the whole shaped favourably. The meetings
with Chancellor rielmut Schmidt i.q 1978 and 1980, like the earlier ones with
Willy Bran4t, have contributed usefully to European detente, and have extended the horizons
mutually advantageous Soviet-West German ties. Our trade
with the.FRG has nearly doubled over the.past five years. Large-scale prc-j"ects
hole}.a prominent place in our econqmtc relations,
such as the shipments of
equipment to Atommash, to the Oskol electrometallurgical
l\orks and to chemical enterpri~es,
and of pipes·and equipment for gas pipelines,
and so on.

of

fut there are fields, and important ones, where the position of the USSR
ancl. ·.::1eFF~~dbrc--;-:;:-ge
substantially.
Suffice it to mention funn' s occasional
atter:pts ~: cir:~··1.\r.rent the Quadripartite
Agreement on West Berlin or in certain matt€_ :; to ~;_srefq_rd the sovereignty of the GDR. We are for rigorous and
complete observance of the accords reached in the seventies. This is important
for the nrutual nnderstanding and cooperation .of our t,-,o cotmtries, and. for
Eµropean p(.;ace.

Definite P~'-'•>~ess 1-.as been achieved in our :relations with Italy. There
are pplitical
coin:acts, economic cooperation
is expanding, and so are the
cultural exchanges between our nati•ns. , ,
Soviet-Finnish
relations
are making good headway on the dependable basis
of friendship and goodne~ghoourlL-iess. W~give due credit to, -the contribution
made by Finland and President Kekkonen personally to the consolidation of·
European security.
We are also pleased tha~ our ec;onomic.ties qre st~adily e..xpanding, and. that_ joint building of large mdustn.31 rroJ ects 1:~JT1akm~rood
progress.
,· ·
·· ·
· /
. .. . .
..

,·

..
We are prep:1red to continue developing good relations with our neighbour
. Turkeyand our traditional
ties ~th Greece. V!e w~lcome the. !,;uccessful de- ..velopment of relations
with Austria, Sweden, Belg1um,_ Cyprus·, and a mnnber- of
· other European cotm.tries. After a break of 40 years, our relations
with Spain
·have ente:red a normal cou.:-se. ·
As· f0r Soviet-Brit1.sh
rel2tiori.s, we· re~et to say that h:-:::e·the·!."e is stagnation, but not thrmgh any fault of ours~ I think that this is co;1trary to
the interests
of eit\er the Sovie~ Union o:.'."
Britain.
.

· Speaking of FJropean af~~irs., :we mu$: not ignore the ne~ and serfous dangers that have a"'.tsen to European-, peace This refers first of all t6 .the·
NATOdecision c--..:'deploying new US..riu!=I,ar. missiles in l'!estern Europe. This
decision is nr 'response" to any imagin{<l Soviet ch~llenge. Neither is it an
ordinary "rr.cuernizationsffl of the arserul, as the West would have us believe.
.
It speaks ,..i an obvious intention to ·ilt the existing military balance in
Europe ir AATO's favour.
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It must be clear: the deployment of new US missiles, targeted aeainst the
USSRand its allies,
in the FRG, Italy, Britain, the Netherland or Belgium is
bmmd to affect
our relations with these countries, to say nothd11g of how
this will prejudice their own sernrity.
So, their goveTI1IT1ents
and parliaments
have reason to weigh the ~hole thing.again and again.
.
Th~ vital interests of the European nations require
low a different path - the path blazed in Helsinki.

that Eurtpe should fol·

. Wehold that the process begtm by the European conference should be continuous. All fonns of negotiation - Ilillltilateral
and bilateral
- should be used
to settle the problems that are troubling Europe.
About our relations with Japan. Gainincr promine.:ice in its foreign policy
are. negative elements - playing up to the ~gerous
plans of Washinf(ton and
Peking, and the trend tov.rards militarization.
Ne do not think , however, that
this is, so to speak, Tokyo's last vurd 1 and hope that far-sightendness
and the
tm~ers!an~ing of its own interests will prevail there. As bef?re, t~e Soviet
Union is in favour of lasting and truly goodneighbourly relations with Japan.
The role in world affairs of Latin American countries, such as t4exico,
Brazil, Argentina,. Venezuela, and Peru, has grown considerahlv. We are pleased
to note the expansion of the Soviet Union's mutualiy beneficial ties ,rith
Latin American cotmtries, and are prepared to continue expanding them.
There are also good potentialities
for developing our relations_ ~~th Canaexnansion of cooneration with it remain open, as
will for other canit?..list states: For the broadest of cooperation .;. with
governments, parfianents,
the business IDrld, in the cultural field, and "-~th
public orgai1izations.
In sum, comrades, the policy of peaceful coexistence charted years ago by
y.I.Lenin is exercising an increasinely decisive influence on present-day
international
relations.
The seventies have shown this convincingly.
da. And the door for a further

Life requires fruitful cooperation of all countries in the name of
settling the peaceful, constructive problems facing every nation and all humanity.
And this cooperation is no futile utopia. Its. embryos - be they ever·
so modest so far - are in evidence already~ in our time. They should be seen,
cherished, and developed.
Useful cooperation is now tmder way, and this also in the framework of
international
organizations,
between a considerable nUMberof states in such
fields as peaceful uses of atomic energy, the battle against epidemic disea~es,
elimination of illiteracy,
protection of historical
and cultural landmarks,
and weather forecasting.
And our country is taking an active .part on all this.

- 27 In short, t>ere already is a basis that has proved its worf for
extension of practical
peaceful cooperation among states . .l\nd f-e
increasingly
apparent.
It is enoug··; to mention ·suc11 proble;·ns, for
discovery and use of new sources of energy, provision of food for
-growing population,
preservation
of all foe rlcI1es of nature on our
exploration of foe beights of outer space and f1e ·aeep of f)e world
1

t 11e further
need for it is
exa·-:1ple, as
tr,e world's
planet, and
ocean.

S. TC STRENGTHEN PEACE, DEEPEN DETENTE, AND DRIDLE THE ARt:S RACE

·-

Comrades,
t\e pivotal line in the foreign policy of our Party and Govern;7ent
is centred, as it ~"as always been, on relieving the danger of war, and on bridling the arms race. At present,
t:1is objective
:1as gained special
significance
and urgency. Because rapid and profound cbanges are under way in f ,e develop1.
_tilitary techn61ogy;:Qua"Htatively
new types of weapons,
first of all
weapons of mass destruction~
are being developea:-·Ty--p·es that ,·,my make control
over them, and therefore also foeir agreed limitation,
extremely difficult if not
impossible.
A new round of the arms race will upset international
stability,
and
greatly increase the danger of another war.

~:-=

The situation is made graver still by the fact that the policy of the aggressive imperialist forces has already considerably
heightened international
tensions
with all the dangerous consequences
that this entails.
· -- ··'There is probably no other country that has in recei:it years addressed
itself
to the world like the Soviet Union with so wide a spectrum of concrete and realistic initiatives
on the most crucial problems of international
relations.
Let me begin with the problem of limiting nuclear armaments,
which are the
most dangerous to humanity. All these years, the Soviet Union has worked perseveringly to put an end to the race in such armaments·, and· to stop t 11eir furt11er·spread across the world·. A tremendous amount of work was done, as you
know, in preparing a treaty with the United States on Limiting Gtra tegic Arms.
tfJ:uch was done during the negotiations
with foe United States and Britain on
the complete prohibition of nuclear weapons tests.
t·
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- 28 Yle made an important move -~y declaring
and reaffir:;1ing that we will not
use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear
countries
tliat do not permit t· eir
deployment on f1eir territory.
But we have also offered somet·~ing " ore: to stop
manufacturing
nuclear weapons
and to begin reducing f eir stockpiles
until
t1~ey are completely
eliminated.
1

The Soviet Union >as also actively
soug·:t the pro7!ibition of all other types
of mass destruction
weapons.
And we Lave managed to acMeve a few t':ings i.n
f1e
field during the period under review. Already operative
is a convention
banning modification
of t"~e environment
for military purposes.
T' e i__)a
sic provision::; of a Treaty pro),fbiting·radiological
weapons
I~ave been tentatively
agreed
upon. Negotiations
on removing c~:emical weapons from the arsenals
of states
are under way, fooug'·, at an intolerably
slow pace. Actions by f e peace forces
:iave secured foe suspension
of plans for deploying
neutron ar•ns in ·v.restcm
Europe. 1\11 t:.,e greater is f-..e outrage o.f nations over f1e new Pentagon attemptn
to :1ang t:1e neutron sword of Da:nocles over the countrier. cf Europe. For our
part, we declare once more 'that we wiH not begin manufacturing
it if it does not
appear in other countries,
and r~at we are prepared to conclude ai:i agreement
banning the weapon once and for all.
·
·
The Soviet Union and the of,er Y'arsaw Treaty countries
~-ave come forward
wit~1 a number· of concrete
proposals
on military detente in Europe. In particular,
we would like t>.at the participants
in foe European Conference
s~1ould undertake
not to use eif1er nuclear er conventional
arms against
each ofoer first, f-:a t
fr.e exi::,ting military blocs in ·Europe and on other continents
should not admit
new niembers, and that no new blocs
s'.!ould be set up.
T'.:e Soviet Union and its -allies :1ave proposed convening
a European Conference to discuss
and settle questions
of military detente and disarr,1a;-:1ent in
Europe. T'1e question
is in t'·e centre of attention
at Le :r-.r-adrid Conference.
Neit:C.er. ,ave we slackened
our efforts to secure progress at f~e Vienna negotiations on reducing armed forces and arma1rents
in C.entral E•.1ro;1e. I{ere t·•e
socialist
countries
· ave gone 1:10re f,an ~!alf-way to n1eet f1efr -._.•restem part. ners. But we've got to say bluntly r,at if t~ e ,'.restem countries
continue- to
drag out these talks w~1ile increasing
Leir military potential
i.n Europe, we will
~iave. to take this fact into account.
I:!any of f:e important initiatives
that t~,e Soviet Union and its_.allies advanced during the past five_years were backed up by resolutions
of f e UN, including t::e General Asse~11bly1 s Speci~i session o·n Disarmament.
•

I

~•

~

•

;

TI1e Coviet proposals .for'consolidating
international
security and li niting
the arms race remain _in force. ca'~iet diplo-:1c1ts and all ·ofrer officials
in 1:~ie
1
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foreign relations
sector are continuing,
under t~..,_e
guidance
Committe_e, to press for their imple:!1entatlon.

of t1~e Party'-s Central

Our actions are consonant with t:1e aspirations
of of,er countries
and peonle-r
Suffice it to recall that many countries ·on various continents
',ave advanced proposals that won broad international
support - to make Afrii:::m and t'1e 1·'.:tddle East
non-nuclear
zones like Latin A:'.,erica, to set up peace zones in 8ouF-1east -Asia,
the Indian Ocean, and the J'.Tediterranean.
And foe resolutions
of the European
Conference are, in effect, aimed at making all Europe-a zone of fat "kina as
· well.
·
Comrades, we are carrying on fie fig'.~t for a radical improvement of t!1e
international
siruation.
The·trustworthy
compass here,is,
as it '.!as been, t:!e
Peace Programme of t!1e 24th and 25th Congresses
of the CPSU.
Today the state of world affairn requires
the threat of war, and huttresc international
Permit me to put before

the Congress

new, ,additional
security.

a number of ideas

efforts

directed

to remove

to this end.

In recent years, as you know, flashpoints
of military conflict,
often fireatening to grow into a major conflagration,
flared up now in one and now in another region of the world. -Experience has shown that it is not easy to extinguish
them. It would be far better to take preventive
measures
to forestall
t'1em.
In Europe, for example, this purpose is to some ~xtent served - and fairly
well on the W 1'!ole - by foe confidence-building
measures carried out in Le military field by decision of foe European Conference.
T:~ey include advance notifi_catlon of military exercises
of groundtroops,
and invitation
to f·e ,1 of observers
from oti1er countries.
At present,
t?1ese measures apply to f:e territory of f-:e
European states,
including f:i.~ _'\-'/estem regions of the US;~. "l._·rehave already
said that we are prepared to go farther and to give notice of naval and air exercises. V!e '.-:.ave proposed - and propose again - f1at f 1 ere s',ould also he advance
notification
of large-scale troop l01Q_Vements.
1

·-

And now we want to propose fiat the zone for these 111easures s'·ould be substantially extended.
v.re are prepared to apply them to t· .e entire European part
of the USSR, provided fie V!estem states,
too, extend f,e confidence
zone accordingly.
T'.1ere is a region where elaboration
and use of confidence-building
measures
- naturally ,wifo due consideration
for its specificf eatures - could not only defu•
se the situation locally ,but also contribute very usefully to t~ie consolidation
of
the pillars of universal peace. That region is the Far East, W::ere such powers as
the Soviet Union,China ,and Japan border
each other. T!--:ere are also US milita-:ry bases t1:ere. The Soviet Union would be prepared to hold concrete negotiations on confidence-buiL:Hna
mea cur:0.s: irt t:1e Pat" East with alt intere.c:: t0d countries.

,on

-30We make these fa.r-reachinB
proposals
for confidence
ing in the belief
that their
implement a-ti on will facilitate
progress
in the :fielc1 of disarmament.

build-

Further.
It is sometimes
saicl. about our Persian
Gulf'
proposals
that they should not be divorced
:from· the questiqn
o:f the Soviet
military
contingent
in Afghanistan.
Wpat could
saio. on this
score?
The Soviet
Union is prepared
to neriotiate
the Persian
GuJ.f as an ind.epen0.ent
problem.
It is also
prepared,
of course,
as I have already
said,
to participate
in a separate
settlement
of the situation
around Afghanistan~
But we a.o not ~~bje_0_t to tJ1e questions
co™tec.
with
Afghanistan
b5~:-"ll5_.~lt§.£.~_§~edtogether
with the questions
of
Persian
Gulf 13,_,em.1.ty.
Naturall:/,
this
applies
only
to
the
J.
.
international
aspcGts
o:f the Afghan problem, c:md not to
internal
Afghc111 a:.f:'fairs. Afghanistan's
sovereignty,
like
its non-alignei1.
status,
must be fully
protected.
0

:

•

•

~IE'.4•-.

.....

,.• ..

Once again,
we insistently
call for restraint
in the
field
of strategic
armaments.
It should not be tolerated
that the nations
of the world. live in the shadow of a
nuclear
war threat.

/

Limitation
and reduction
o:f strategic
armaments is
a paramount problem.
For our part,
we are prepared
to
continue
the relevant
negotiations
with the United States
~out
uel~y,
preserving
all the positive
elements
that
have-so far been achieved
in this
area.
It goes without
saying that the negotiations
can be conducted
only on the
basis
of equality
an0. equal security.
We will not consent
to any agreement
that gives a unilateral
advantage
to the
USA. There must be noll1usions
on this
score.
In our opinion,
..9-ll the other nuclear
powers should join these nesotiations
..at the appropriate
time.

be
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The USSR is prepared
to negotiate
limitation
of any
type,of
~eapon.
At one time we offered
to ban the develoument
of the naval
· rident
missile
system in the United. Statesand of a corresponding
system in our country.
The proposal·
was not accepted.
As a result
the- United States
has built
the new Ohio submarine
armea_ with Triclent-1
•missil~
while
an analogous
system,
the Typhoon, was built
in otn:' country.
So, who has stood to gain?
~are
prepared
to~§.
to terms on limi tinp;
deployment
of' the new submarines
- the Oh_io type
USA, apd sir.'lilar
ones by the USSR. We could also
bannin5. moa.ernization
of existing
and development
ballistic
missiles
for these
submarines.

the
b7 the
agree to
of new

Now about the nuclear-missile
weapons in Europe.
more cl.angerous stockpiling
of them is in train.
A kinc
of vicious
circle
bas arisen,
with the ac.tions
of one side·
precipitating
counter-measures
by the other.
How to
break this
chain?
An ever

We sugcest
coming·to
terms
morai:;orium snould
be sei:; on the
J.

\J.J_

iil-l

l

.

that
already
now a
a.eployn1ent in Eu::,ope of

-H

countries
and the Soviet
nion,
t at is,
-o :i..'reeze
e
existinp;
auantitative
and qualitative
level
of these
weapons,
naturally
including
the US forward-based
nuclear
weapons in this regiono
The moratorium
could enter
1n1Jo .
force at once, the moment negotiations
begin on this
score,
a.n.d could
operate
until
a permanent
treaty
is
concluc1ec1 on lirili ting
or, still
better,
reducing
such
nuclear
weapons in Europe.
In making this proposal,
we
expect the two sic.es to stop all preparations
for the
deployment
of corresponfling
ac1Llitional
weapons,
including
US Pershing-2
missiles
and lanc1based
strategic
cruise
missiles.

7

-32The people-a
must know the truth
about
the destructive
conseq 1lences
for h11mankind of a ni1Clear war. We suggest
that
B. competent
international
committee
should
be set np, which
viould demonstrate
the vital
necessity
of preventing
a
nuclear
catastrophe.
The committee
co11ld be composed
of the
·most eminent
scientists
of different
countries.
The whole
world
should
be informed
of the conclusions
they draw •.
There are,
of course,
many other
pressing
international
problems
in the world
today.
Their
sensible
solution
would
enable
us to slacken
the intensity
of the international
sit11ation,
and let
the nations
breathe
with relief.
But what
is needed
here
is a far-sighted
approach,
political
will
and co 1rage,
prestige
and influence.
That is why it seems
to us that
it wonld be useful
to call
a Special
session
of the
Security
Council
with the participation
·of the top leaders
of its memberstates
in order
to look for keys to improving
the international
situation,
and preventing
war.
If they
so wish,
leaders
of other
states
could
evidently
also
take part
in the session.
Certainly,
thorough
preparations
would be needed
for such a session
to achieve
positive
resuJts.
1

In sqm, comrades~
the new measures
we are proposing
embrace a wide range
of issues.
They concern
conventional
as
well as nuclear-missile
armaments,
land forces,
and naval
Pnd air forces.
They touch
on the situation
in ~1rope,
in
the Hear East,
the
Middle
East,
and the Far East.
They
deal with mearn1res
of a military
as well as a political
n8.ture.
All of them pnrs ,1_ea single
aim,
our one common
aspirRtion--to
do everything
possible
to relieve
the
peoples
of the danger
of a nuclear
war, to preserve
wnrld pee ce.
1

This,
if you like,
is an organic
development
of O'tr Peace Programme
in
b 1lrning~
topical
problems
o·f present-day
the
for
--

To saf~ard
international
that- -- matter
-----·

=::J.._

continuation
reference
to
international

and
the

most
life.

r>eace--no
task
is more im_]22rtant :DOW Oll
plane_ for our Part_yd. for our~o_Rle
and,
for
all
the
peoples
of
the
world.
-·---·--·- ---- -- - -·-·-- ---·------------

By safeguarding
peace we are working
not only
who are living
today,
and not only for our children
and grandchildren~
we are working
for the
happiness
dozens
of future
generations.

for

people
of

-33-

If there is peace, the creative
energy of the peoples
backed by theachievements
of science and technology
is
certain
to solve the problims
that are
now troubling
people.
To be sure, new, still
loftier
tasks will then arise
before
0 1 tr descendants.
B11t that
is the dialectic
of progress,
the
dialectic
of life.

The end of the

first

part

of the

report.
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MEMORANDUM

at the 26th Congress

ot\cPSU

According to TASS, President
Leonid Brezhnev, in his
address to the 26th Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, put forward the following proposals:
(1)

to apply confidence-building
measures in the
military
sphere to the entire
European part of
the USSR, provided the Western countries
also
extend the confidence
zone accordingly:

(2)

to negotiate
on confidence-building
in the Far East with all interested

(3)

to negotiate
an international
agreement barring
a foreign military
presence in the Persian Gulf,
separately
or together
with the international
aspects of the question
of Afghanistan;

(4)

to continue the SALT negotiations
with the United
States without delay, preserving
all the positive
elements that have so far been achieved in this
area:

(5)

to limit the deployment of new submarines:
modernization
of existing
and development
ballistic
missiles
for such submarines:

(6)

to set a moratorium on the deployment in Europe
of new medium-range nuclear-missile
weapons of the
NATOcountries
and the Soviet Union, including
the
US forward-based
nuclear weapons in this region~

(7)

to set up a competent international
conunittee, which
would demonstrate
the vital necessity
of preventing
a nuclear catastrophe:

(8)

to call a special
session of the Security
Council
with the participation
of the top leaders of its
member States in order to look for keys to improving
the international
situation
and preventing
war.

measures
countriesr

to ban
of new

_
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Office of Public Information
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United Nations, New York

Press Release

SG/SH/3O69
24 Febr.uary

SECRETARY-GENERAL
SECUiUTY

Would be

made

'Pleased'

VIEIJS

r.l

1981

PRES ID ENT' S PROPOSAL FOR HIGH-LEVEL

SOVIET

COUNCIL dEETING

WITH 'PARTICULAR

By Sov.iet-United

States

The following
statement
on behalf
of
today by a United
Nations
Spokesman~

Efforts

Secretary-General

INTEREST'

to

Reduce

Kurt

Tension

Waldheim

was

The Secretary-General
has read ,-,ith particular
interest
the proposal
by
President
Brezhnev
concerning
a special
session
of the Security
Council
with
participation
of the top leaders
of its membership.
This proposal
is
consistent
with the United
Nations
Charter
which provides
in Article
28 that
11
The Security
Council
shall
hold periodic
meetings
at Hhich each of its
Plembers may, if it so desires,
be represented
by a member of the Government.
•• "
Ohviously
if such a meeting
co-operation
of all
the members

were to succeed,
it would require
the full
of the Council
and a thorough
preparation.

The Secretary-General
has also noted
with interest
President
Brezhnev's
proposal
for a summit meeting
between
the Soviet
Union and the United
States.
He would,
of course,
be pleased
to see any development
which would help to
decrease
tension
and lead to better
international
understanding.

which

There are,
of course~
a number
deserve
careful
study.

of

other

interesting

points

in

the

speech

* *** *
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SECRETA..llY-GENERAL VIEHS SOVIET
SECURITY

Would be

'Pleased'

PRESIDENT'S

PROPOSAL FOR HIGH-LEVEL

COUNCIL l'IEETING WITH 'PARTICULAR
By Soviet-United

States

The following
statement
on behalf
of
m.::ide. taday by a United
Nat ians Spokesman;

1981

Efforts

Secretary-General

INTEREST'

to Reduce

Kurt

Tens ion

Waldheim

was

The Secretary-General
has read with particular
interest
the proposal
by
President
Brezhnev
concerning
a special
session
of the Security
Council
\vith
participatian
of the top leaaers
of its membership.
This proposal
is
consistent
with the United
Nations
Charter
which provides
in Article
28 that
"The Security
Council
shall
hold periodic
meetings
at which each of its
I'lembers may, if it so desires,
be represented
by a member of the Government.
•• "
Obviously
if such a meeting
co-operation
of all the members

were to succeed,
it would require
the full
of the Council
and a thorough
preparation.

The Secretary-General
has also noted with interest
President
Brezhnev's
proposal
for a summit meefing
between
the Soviet
Union and the United
States.
He would,
of course,
be pleased
to see any development
which would help to
decrease
tension
and lead to better
international
understanding.

which

There are,
of course,
a number
deserve
careful
study.

of .other

i~teresting

points

in

the

speech

* *** *
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Dear Mr. P.rnbassador,
Enclosed
for your information,
please
find a copy
of a cable which the Secretary-General
has sent to
His Excellency
Mr. Leonid I. Brezhnev,
General
Secretary
of the Central
CoI!llnittee of the Communist Party of the
Soviet
Union and Chairman of the Presidium
of the
Supreme Soviet
of the USSR, concerning
the death of
the former Chairman of the Council
of Ministers
of the
Union of Soviet
Socialist
Republics,
Mr. Aleksei
Nikolaevich
Kosygin.
May I take this opportunity
to express
my own
feelings
of sympathy-on
this mournful
occasion.
Please

my highest

Mr. Ambassador,
consideration.
accept,

the

assurances

of

Mautner-Markhof
Special
Assistant
to the Secretary-General
Georg

His Excellency
Mr. Oleg A. Troyanovsky
PerrnanentnRepresentative
of the
Union of Soviet
Socialist
Republics
to the United Nations
New York
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13 October

Dear

Mr.

A.~bassador,

Enclosed
of

a cable

Hr.

Leonid

Party

the

find,

for

your

Sccr~tary-General

Brezhnev,

Soviet

of

the

GE:neral

has

information,
sent

Secretary

to

of

a copy
His

the

Excellency

Communist

UniQ), in connexion
with the
mission
of Lmeut. Col. Leonid

successful
Popov

and

Ryumin.
Please

highest

please

the

of

conclusion
Valery

1980

accept,

Mr •. Ambassador,

the

assurances

consideration.

Albert
Rohan
Director

His Excellency
Hr. Oleg.A.
Troyanovsky
Permanent
Representative
Union of Soviet
Socialist
to b~e United
Nations
136 East
67 Street
new York,
H.Y. 10021

of
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Republics
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REPORT BY GEHERAL SECRETARY OF THE CPSU
CEH"TRALCOl!:iH
ITTEE LEONID BREZI-iirnV

~O~COTT.June, ~3. TASS. Follows the full text of Leonid
Brezhnev's
Report at the Plenary r~etinIT of the CPSU Central
Committee:
"The tine for conveninr; the next Congressj
determined
by the
Party rules,
falls
due next year. In this connection
the Political
Dureau of the CPSU Central
Comnittee proposes to convene the
26th Congress of the CoBmunist Party of the Soviet Union on
February 23, 1981.
·,

Eac~ Coneres~ opened new horisons
before our Party and
country.
I an convinced
that this will i:-ully apply to the forthcominp Con~ress which is called unon to deternine
the strategy
antl tactics
of struerrle
at the new stage of cor..r,mnist construction.
The complexity
and scope of tasks in domestic policy
increase
with tae country's
development.
Every step forward towards an
improvei-J1ent of the international
situation
requires
much effort.
The ..acgressive
irnperiali~t
circles
are trying to put pressure
on the Sovi_et union, on the positions
of socialism
as a whole.
_
They are pressing
almost for an isolation
of the Soviet union. But
their actio11s in this- direction
to misfire
froI:'l the outset.
- beg-an
...,
This is decisively
due to the immeasurable
USSR's economic potential
and d.e:fe:ase might, to
strenethening
of our society's
socio-political
unity. A tremendo~s role was played also by the
displayed
restraint
and consistency~
and resisted
push us off the course defined by the 24th and

growth of the
the still
further
and-ideological
fact that we
attempts
to
25th CPSU Congr~ses

Our course has for~ed,
its correctness
has been tried out
by practice.
It has yielded
its positive
results
in the field
of both dooestic
and foreign
policy.
At the same time life is
setting
before us new tasks and it will be at the Congress that
will have to rleterEine
the roads of solving then.
agenda

In accordance
with the existine
of tne Conzress is suz2ested:

traditions,

the

following

we

- 2 -

1. The Report of the CP.SU Central
Com,1ittee and further
tas~cs
of the Party in the sphere of the hone and foreign policy.
The
Political
:Uureau of the CPSU Central Cor.,mittee reco:amends to
approve General Secretary
of the CPSU Central Co:rilf.'littee Brezhnev
as the speaker.

2. The report
of the Central·Au<liting
Comr.1ission of the CPSU.
The speaker is Chairman of ti1e Central Audi ting Comraission of the
CPSU Oennady Sizov.

3. The main directions
of the economic and social
development
of the CPSU in 1931 - 1985. The speaker is Chairnan of the
USSR Council of ;1inisters
Alexei Kosygin.
4. Election

of the nain

bodies

of the Party.

As to the quota of representation,
it is sueeested
that one
delegate
fron 3,350 party members should be noEinated
for the
26th Conrress.
Tbus, every delezate
will represent
asomevhat lareer
number
of conu:mnists than at the 25th Conzress,
This is connected with
the increase
of the membership of our Party.
Its mewbership as
of April 1 was 17 193 376.
In accordance
with the Rules, delegates
to the 26th Congress
will be elected
by secret
ballot
at regional
and territorial
party
conferences
and at Congresses
of the Communist Parties
of the
Union Republics~

The Political
Bureau of the CPSU Central Comraittee deems it
expedient
to elect
at rerional
party conferences
the delegates
from the CoDiil.unist Parties
of the Ukraine,
Byelorussia,
Usbekistan
and I<azakhstan,
ti.1at is from organisations
with a great nuIT:ber of
cot1.t1mnists.

On the whole, there
procedure of the election

is no need to chanee the traditional
of the delegates
to the Congress.

·How concerning.the
tine sheclule
Political
Bureau of the CPSU Central

of the election
canpaien.
The
Cornnittee regards
it possible:

- to hold neetines
of primary party organisations
in
ber - IJove:ober of this year;
- to hold district,
city and area party conferences
Novenber - Decenber 0£ the sar.ie ·year;
- to hold regional
and territorial
party conferences
December 19&0 - January 1931;
-:: to hold congresses
of the Conrmnist Parties
of the
Republics in January
- early February 1931.

Septemin
in
Union

election
caspai~~
on the eve
in the party's
llfe,
a time that

·The

time
one.

of a Conuress is a suecial
is an extrenely
resp~nsible

In the past years
we have accur,mlated
valuable
ex"?erience
of conmunist
construction.
':-le must now approach
with care everything that is positive
in our work, be it in tm·m or· countrysi&e.

At t~e sane ti~e it is necessarv
to ta~e a critical
look at
omissions
and shortcomings
which, uniortunately,
exist
in the
practice
o:E econo:cdc rnana~ement and in r,arty work. ne spoke about
this at Plenary
r.1eeti:r:zs of the Central
Co:r:nt1i
ttee.
But the election
campaign oblires
us a2ain and again to ~ake an all-round
analysis
of the 25th Party Congress.
Preparations
for a new ~onsress
are a
mighty lever to raise
the nolitical
and labour
actitity
both of
comiuunists and 0£ non-::;iarty mer:1bers.
I assune that proper
attention
will be ui ven at Party
and conferences
to all asrects
of party work
political,
oreanisational
and ideological.

rn.eeting;

It should be stressed
that the rnaxinurn of enerey must be
exerted
to fulfil
and ovetfulfil
the plan of the final
year of the
Tenth Five-year
Plan ~eriod,
to launch projects
on schedule,
to
ensure the steady
functionin£
of the national
ecoilor:w in 1931,
the first
year of the Eleventh
Five-year
Plan. The socialist
emulation
dedicated
to the Congress Must, naturally,
play a cert~n
role in this.

In the nemoran<la to the Central
CoITt.mittee of which the partici1Jants in the Plenary
i·1eetine
are aware,
I touched upon some key
problens
o~ the Jevclonrient
nf o~r eco~onv.Thc
~u~l nnt ene~ny nroblcrn,the
tr~~s~ort
rroble~,
t~e use of far~ Rachi~ery 1 t]1e i~~ort o~
equipment were, specifically,
analysed.
I know that considerable
work is beinz done in this connection,
but even more still
renains
tq be done.
We set ourselves
such a cardinal
task of enhancing
the
efficiency
of production
and im~roving
the quality
of work. This
task must be constantly
in the sphere of our attention.
Thou~ht
should be given further,
too. as to how to speed u, the scientific
and technological
progress,
to strenethen
labour and.state
discipline,
to ensure a steady
increase
of the productivity
of
labour.'
The international
activity
of the Party will,
undoubtedly,
also be discussed
durine; the election
campai.,r:.. The Soviet
peo.ple
fully
approves
of the priT1cipled
::_::,eaceful course of the CPSU and
the Soviet state,
the neasures
for protection
and ensurance
of
the security
of our i'iotherland.
Fe shall
coatinue
sparing
no
effort
to preserve
detente,
all the eood _things t~at the Seventies
brought
to us, to achieve
the turn toward
tlisarrnanent,
to uphold
the right
of peoples
to free and independent
~evelo?nent,
to
~afeguard
and consolidate
peace.

..
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It will not be easy to solve these tasks.
clearly
set itself
the ain to try the will of
our eood will an~ resolve
to advance along the
and goodnei£hbourliness,
conrades.
Not a day passes without Tia~ington
trying
spirit
of ti.1e cold war, to stir _up raili taristic
pretext,
existinc
or non-existent,
is used for

IQperialism
peoples
for peace,
road of detente
to revive
the
passions •. Any
the purpose.

An exa:sple of this
is Afghanistan.
The ruling
circles
of the
United States,
as well as China, stopped at nothine,
not even
at armed aggression,
to nrevent
the Afg~ans fron buildine
new
life in accordance
with ihe i<leals of the liberatory
Revoluti6n
of April 1970. And when we helped our neighbour
Afghanistan
at
the request
of its Government to rebuf~ the aggression,
to
repulse
the rc1.ids of bantlit units operatin.i::; nainly
from the
territory
of Pakistan,
an unprecedented.
!-iue and cry was raised
by Hashinzton
and Pekin2.

,-r:ilat accusations
were not made arainst
the Soviet Union:
the desire
to reach the warm seas, the intention
to get hold of
oil of ot:1ers,
etc. And the
point
is that the plans to draw
Af2hanistan
in t.he in;:,erialist
policy and to create
a threat
to
our country
fron tl1e South h2.ve failed.
The Soviet act of assistance
to Afghanistan
is not at all
motivated
by self rs ee~dnz. interests.
~!e had no choice but to
send troops.
And events have confirmed
that this was the only
correct
decision.
Life in Afe~anistan
is now gradually
coming back to normal.
Large sanes of counter-revolutionaries
uere routed.
The interventionists
have suffered
a serious
defeat.
In these conditions
we decided to withdraw fro:r:1 .Af,:;hanistan so:rr;.eunits of our military contingent
from Afghanistin.
Ue are doing this
on ap;reeP.ent
and its Eead conrade Babrak Karmal.
help Afghanistan
build the new life
the A?ril Revolutiono

the A£ehan Government
we will further
and preserve
the gains of

with

Of course,

Peace is an undiminishing
value for mankind. Lenin raised
the banner of peace and cooperatidn
between peoples.
We will be
true to this banner.
fu conclusion
I would like to express fir~ confidence
that preparations
for the 26th CPSU C~nsress will again demonstrate
the cohesion
of Party ranks 1 the unshakable
unity of the
Party and the people in the strujgle
for the triue2h
of
corilnunism.

t
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LEONID BREZHNEV'S ANS\ 1VERS TO QUESTIONS
CORRESPONDENT

MOSCOW,
January 12, TASS. Follow
questions
by a "Pravda II correspondent:

situation,

BY A

11

11

PRAVDA

Leonid Brezhnev's

answers

to

QUESTION· Leonid Ilyich,
how do you evaluate
the present international
especially
in the light of the American administration•
s latest steps?

ANSVvER: The consistent
and creative pursuance by our party of the
course of peace,
detente and disarmament,
of implementing
the Peace progra ·"!1me, set forth by 24th and 25th Congresses
of the CPSU, has made it possible
to achieve much. Broadly speaking,
the main accomplishment
is that we have
s11s:·.,::,ed.edin breaking the tragic cycle: world war -- brief spell of peace -world war again. Vre, the Soviet people,
our friends -- the peoples of fraternal socialist
countries,
all those who have struggled and continue to struggle
for peace, for detente,
for the peaceful
coexistence
of states with different
social; systems have a right to be proud of this historic result.
The situation,
unfortunately,
has noticeably
deteriorated
at the
junction of the seventies
and the eighties.
And the peoples must know the
truth about who is responsible
for this.
I will answer without any reservationsthe imperialist
forces,
and first of all definite circles in the United States,
are
to blame for this. The blame is on all those who see in rolaxation
of tension
an obstacle to their aggressive
plans,
to whipping up militaristic
psychosis,
to interference
in the internal affairs of other peoples.
The blame is on those
who have a deeply ingrained habit of behaving in a cavalier manner with other
states,
of acting in the international
arena in a way as though eveiything
is permitted them.

It has been clear for some time already that the leading circles of the
United States and of some other NATO countries
have embarked on a course hostile to the cause of detente,
a course of spiralling
the arms race and leading to
a growth of the war danger.
The beginning of this was laid already in 1978,
at the May session
of the NATO Council
in v'lashington
where the automatic
growth of the military budgets of NATO member-countries
till the end of the 20th
century was approved.
Lately,
militaristic
tendencies
in the policy of the
United States find their expression
also in the acceleration
of new long-term
arms programmes,
in the creation
of new military bases
far beyond
the United

- 2States,including
m the Middle East and in the India!} Ocean area, in the forming of the so-called
"quick reaction
corps 11 , this instrument
of the policy
of IJ1ilitary interference.
Now take such an important document as the SALT-2 Treaty.
Its implementation would have opened the way to big steps in the field of disarmament.
As is known, this Treaty received support ·in the whole world, including the
NATO allies of the United States,
in broad circles of the international
public.
And what did the Carter administration
do with it? Hardly was the Treaty signed
when peop~e in the United States began discrediting- it. As to the process of
ratification,
the opponents
of the Treaty -- not without the connivance
of government circles in the United States -:--:-:
_actually
began using it to complicate the
Treaty's ratification
to the utmost.
By his recent decision
to freeze indefinitely the debate on the SALT-2 Treaty in the Senate president Carter added one
more touch to this unseemly
process.
It was the United States that in December I979 forced on 1.ts NATC
allies the decision
to deploy in a number of Vifest European countries new
medium-range
nuclear-missile
arms,
this leading to a new spiral of the arms
race. Vlashington
virtually
muzzled those of its allies who were inclined to
positively
respond to the Soviet Union 1 s constructive
proposals
to hold talks
on this matter.
Today the opponents
of peace and detente are trying to speculate
on the
events in Afghanistan
• Mountains of lies are being built up around these
events and a shameless
anti-Soviet
campaign is being mounted. ¥!hat has
really happened in Afghanistan?
A revolution
took place there in April !978. The Afghan people took its
destiny into its hands and embarked on the road of independence
and freedom.
As it has·always
been in htstory,
the forces of the past ganged up against the
revolution.
The people of Afghanistan,
of course,
could have coped with them
itself.
But from the very first days of the revolution
it encountered
an externa 1
aggression:,
rude interference
from outside into its internal affairs.
Thousands and tens· of thousands of ·insurgents,
armed and trained abroad, whole armed units were sent into the tenitory
of Afghanistan.
In effect,
imperialis!Jl together with its accomplices
launched an undeclared
war against
revolutionary
Afghanistan.
Afghanistan
persistently
demanded an end to the aggression,
that it
be allowed to build its new life in peace.
Resisting the external
aggression,
the Afghan leadership,
alrecdy during the lifetime of President Taraki and then
later, had repeatedly
asked the Soviet Union for n.ssist-ance.
On our part we
warned those concerned
that if the aggression
would not be stopped we would
not abandon the Afghan people at a time of trial. As is known, we stand by
what we say.

- 3 -

The actions of the aggressors
against Afghanistan
v..1ere assisted
by Amin
who, on seizing pov.rer, launched cruel repressions
against broad segments of
the Afghan society,
against party and military cadres I against reµres~ntntives
of the intelligentsia
and the moslem clergy,
that is exactly
against those segments on which the April revolution
relied.
And the people under the leadership of the People's
Democratic
Party headed by Babrak
Karma! rose against
this Amin tyranny and put an er.d to it. Now in 'Washington
and some other
capitals
they are mourning over Amin. And this e}~poses their :hypocricy with
particular
clarity.
V.There were these weepers when Amin was conducting
his
mass repressions,
when he forcibly
removed
and unlawfully
physically
exterminated Taraki,
the founder of the new Afghan state?
The unceasing
armed intervention,
the well advanced
plot by external
forces of reaction
created a real threat that Afghanistan
would lose its independence and be turned into an imperialist
military bridgehead
on our country's
southern border.
In other words,
the time came when ·we no longer could not
but respond to the request of the Government of friendly
Afghanistan.
To have
acted othervvise '1.1\TOUld
have meant leaving Afghanistan
a prey to imperialism,
allowing the aggressive
forces to repeat in that country what they had succeeded in doing, for instance,
in Chile where the people's
freedom was drowned i1
blood. To act othenuise
would have meant to watch passively
the origination
o
our southern border of a seat of serious danger to the security
of the Soviet
state •
When making the request to us, Afghanistan
proceeded
from clear-cut
provisions
of the Treaty of Friendship,
Goodneighbourhood
and Cooperation,
concluded by Afghanistan
with the USSR in December !978, on the right of
each state,
in accordance
with the United Nations Charter,
to individual
or
collective
self-defence,
a right that other states have exercised
more than
once.
It was· no simple decision
for us to send Soviet military contingents
Afghanistan.
But the PartyJ s Central
Committee and the Soviet Government
in full awareness
of their responsibility
and took into account the entire
total of circumstances.
The only task set to the Soviet contingents
is to
the Afghans in repulsing
the aggression
from outside.
They will be fully
drawn from Afghanistan
once the causes e-,at made i:'be Afghan leadership
their introduction
disappear.

to
acted
sum
a ssisi
withreques

It is deliberately
and unscrupuJ.ously that the imperialist
and also
Peking propaganda
distort the Soviet Union's
role in the Afghan affairs.

the

It goes without saying that there has been no Soviet "intervention"
or
aggression"
at all. There is another thing '. we are helping the new Afghanistan
on the request of its government
to defend the na tiona 1 independence,
freedom
and honour of its country from armed aggressive
actions from outside.
11

-4The nationa_l
other states are not
attempts to portray
being made with ill
their own imperialist

interests or security of the United States of America and
affected in any way by the events in Afghanistan.
All
matters otherwise are sheer nonsense.
These attempts are
intent, with the aim of making easier the fulfilment of
plans.

Also absolutely
false are the allegations
that the Soviet Union has some
expansionist
plans in respect of Pakistan,
Iran or other countries of that area.
The policy and psychology
of colonialists
is alien to us. Vile are not coveting
the lands or wealth of others.
It is the colonialists
who are attracted by the
smell of oil.
Outright hypocritical
are the attempts to talk at length about the
"Soviet threat to peace" and to pose as observers of international
morals by
those whose record includes the "dirty war" against Vietnam, who did not
move a finger when the Chinese aggressors
made their armed intrusion into
Socialist Vietnam, who for decades are keeping a military base on the soil
of Cuba contrary to the will of its people and government,
who are engaged
in sabre-rattling,
who are threatening to impose a blockade and are exerting
open military pressure on the revolutionary
Iranian people by sending to the
shores of Iran a naval armada armed with atomic weapons and including a
considerable
part of the US carrier force.
And the last point that must be made in this connection.
Interference
in the internal affairs of Afghanistan is really taking place, and even such
an august and respected
institution
as the United Nations Organization,
is
11
being used for this. Indeed, can the discussion
of the so-called
Afghan
question"
at the United Nations contrary to objections
by the Govem 11ent of
Afghanistan be described otherwise than a rude flouting of the sovereign rights
of the Afghan state?
1

For the
United Nations
Soviet military
with the Soviet

Afghan Government a~d its responsible
representative
in the
Organization
are sta~i.n0 for -::ll to hear: leave us alone,
the
contingents
were bro-:1;:rhtin at our request and in accordance
-Afghan Treaty and article 5 I of the United Nations Charter.

Meantime under the cover of the clamour assistance
is being increased
to those elements that are intruding_ into Afghanistan,
are perpetrating
aggressive actions agafost the legitimate government.
The Vlhite House recently
openly announced its decision
to expand the supply to these elements of
military equipment and everything necessary
for hostile activities.
The VIestern
press reports that during his talks in Peking the US Defense Secretary colluded
with the Chinese leadership
on the coordination
of such actions.

- 5 Concluding. the Afghan the-~1e it must be said tbat there is
nothing surprising
in the hostile
reaction
of imperialist
forces
to the events in Afghanistan.
The crux of the matter is that thG
card on which the i~perialists
and their
accomplices
had counted
was trumped there.

_ In short,

the events in Afghanistan
are not the true cause
situation.
If
of' the present
complication
of' th~ international
there were no Afghanistan
certain
circles
in the United States,
to aggravat.e
in NATO, would have surely found another pretext
the situation
in the world.

""

Finally,
the entire
sum total
of the American administr.ation' s steps in connection
with the events in Afghanistan
- '..the
freezing
of tbe SALT-2 treaty,
refusal
to deliver
to the USSR
a ~hole number of commodities,
including
grain,
in ac~ordance with
some already concluded contracts,
the termination
cif talks
with
the Soviet Union on a number of questions
of bilateral
relations,
and so on, shows tbat Washington again, like decades ago, is
trying to· speak with us in the language of' the cold war. In this
the Carter administration
is displaying
csntempt for important
inter-state
documents, is disrupting
established
ties in the
field of science,
culture
and human contaets.
It is difficult
even to enumerate the number of treaties,
inter-Governmental
agreements,
accords and understandings
reached between our two countries
on questi'ons
of mutual relations- in various
fields
that have been arbitrarily
and unil~terally
violated
lately
by the Government of President
Carter.
Of course, we will manage without these or those ties with tµe
United States.
In fact,
we never sought these ties as some sort
of a favour to us,believing
that this is a mutually advantageous
matter meeting the mutual interest.s
of the peoples of our countries,
and first
of all in the context
of strengthening
peace.
But the

arrogation
by Washington of scme sort o:f a aright"
or npunishn independent
sovereign
states
raises
a
question of a principled
character.
In effect,
by such astions
the
U.S. Government deals a blow at the orderlr
international
law
system of relations
among states.
tc- r:reward;,

. ·As a result
of the Carter Administration's
actions
thg
impression
is increasingly
forming in the world of tha United
States as of' an absolutely
unreliable
partner
in interstate
ties,
as a state whose leadership,
prompted by somQ whim, capri'ce or
emotional outbursts,.·
or by -considerations
of' narrowly understood
immediate advantage,· is capable at any moment of violating
its
international
obligations,
and canceling
treaties
and agreements
signed by it. There is hardly
any need t~ · e:?[I)lain what a dan.gerous destabilising
impact this has. on the entire
international
situation,
the more so that this is the behaviour
of the
leadership
of• a big, influential
power from which the peoples
have the right
to expect a well-considered
and r.·0sponsible
policy

<.
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But, of course,
these actions
of the U.S. Administration
will not inflict
to us the dam.age obviously hoped for by their
ini ti at ors. The cynical estimates
concerning
the "worsening"
o:f
the food situation
in the Soviet Union as a result
of the U.S.
refusal
to sell us grain are based on nonsensical
notions about our
economic potential.
The Soviet people has sufficient
possibilities
to live and work calmly, to fulfil
its plans,
to raise
its
living standards.
In particular,
I can assure that the plans of
providing
Soviet people with ;read and bakery products will not
be lessened by a single kilogramme.
We can regard the actions
of the Am.ericrua. administration
only as a poorly weighed attempt to use the events in Afghanistan
f~r blocking international
efforts
to lessen the military
danger,
t• strengthen
peace, to restriat
the arms race, in short f•r.
b':locking the attainment
of aims in which mankind is vi tally
·
interested.
The unilateral
measures taken by the United
tantamount to serious miscalculations
in politics.
boomerru,_g, they will hit back at their initiators,
then tomorrow.

States are
Like a ·
if not today
·

Now if all these sallies
against
our policy are intended
to check our mettle,
this means that the experience
of history
is totally
ignored.
When the world's
first
Socialist
state was
born in 1917 our people did not ask .anybody's permission.
~d nowt
toe, it decides itself
what its way of life is to be. Imperialism tried to put us to test already at the dawn of Soviet
U.vernm.ent and everybody remem"aers what came out of this.
The
· fascist
aggressors
tried to break us in the bloodiest
war ever
experienced
by mankind. But they suffered
a defeat.
We were
subjected
to trials
in the years of the cold war when the world
was being pushed to the brink of the precipice,
when one international
crisis
was_ engineered
after another.
But then, too,
nobody succeeded in making us waver. It is very useful to remind
about this today.
.
Question: What ,in your opinion,
are the prospects
of the
development of the situation
in Europe?
Answer: The si t_uation in Europe today is much better
than
it was, sa:y, in the early 1970 1 s- But of course Washingt.on's.
latest.
irresponsible
actions
are making themselves
felt here as
well.The
United States is not content with doing almost everything to poison Soviet-American
relations.
It would like to spoil
also the relatipns
West European countries
with the Soviet
Union, relations
in which, as is known, many useful things were
achieved during the p~st decade. The United States is trying to
undermine the spirit
and essence of the Helsinki
Final Act which
has become a recognised
milestone
in strengthening
security
and
developing peaceful
cooperation
in tbe continent.
Last but not
least,
by its steps directed
at aggravating
tbe int€rnational
situation
Washington pursues the aim of putting
under the European
states,
first
of all its own allies.

of
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- 7 Eut tbe cardinal
interests
of the European peoples are
unbreakably
connected with detente.
The Europeans have already
come to know its beneficial
fruits
from their
own experience.
They are inhabitants
of a continent
that has been signed more
than once by devastating
wars and they are by no means prepared,
and we are convinced
of this,
to embark on a road of ventures
at
the bidding of politicians
from across the ocean. It is
impossible
to believe
that there can -be states
in Europe that
would wish to throw
the fruit
of detente
under the feet of
those who are ready to trample them. WQstern st at.es, and tho
United States
as well, need detente
in Europe ~y no means to a
lesser
extent than the socialist
countries,
than the SoViQt
Union.
Much of a construe ti ve nature can be ace omplished in Europe
for the good of peace in the near future 1 in particular,
in
Gonne~tion with the forthcoming
meeting in Mafu:id and th~ ~roposal by Warsaw Treaty countries
to hold a conference
0n IDJ.litary
detente
and disarmament.
vVe resolutely
are for consolidating
and
multiplying
everything
positive
that has been created
over the
years in the Europeancontinent
through the collective
efforts
of
states,
big and smalle We will further
pursue a policy
of peace
and friendship
between peoples.
In stark contrast
to \ivashington 1 s present
extremist
position
our position
is to continue
the talks
started
in recent years
along many directions
with the aim of stopping
the arms race.
This, naturally,
also applies
to problems of lessening
military
confrontation
in Europe.
I repeat:
we are for talks,
but for honest and equal talks,
for observance
of the principle
of equal security.
It is exactly
such talks that we recently
proposed to start
on the question
of
medium-range nuclear
arms. Nobody can eArpect the Soviet Union to
accept NATO's terms designed for conducting
talks from
positions
of strength.
The present
position
of NATO countries
makes talks on this problem impossible.
We formally
told. the U..S.
Government about all this a number of days ago.
We look into the future with optimismo It is a well-founded.
optimisma We understand
that the deliberate
aggravation
of the
international
situation
by American imperialism
expresses
its
displeasure
at the consolidation
of the positions
of socialism,·
the Upsurge of the nationAl-liberation
movement, the strengthening of forces coming out for detente
and peace. We knoVJ that
the vJill of the peoples bas cleared
thro11~h all obstacles
a
road for the positive
direction
in vwrld afl'airs
that is well
eArpressed by the vvord ndetenten.
'l'his policy has deep roots.
Jt;
is supported by mighty :forces and this poli~y has every cbAnce
to remain the leading
tendency in relal~ions
11,::;Lw,,,<::n ::;l.3tes.

.
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Our people,
our country are firmly advancing along the
road of communist construction,
fulfilling
the assignments
of
the Tenth five-year
plan, the tasks set by the Party.
Soviet
people,
our friends
abroad can rest assured that the Leninist
foreign policy course is unflagging.
It was defined by the
decisiOns of CPSU Congresses and is being embodied in our entire
foreign policy activities.
This c9urse combines consistent
peaceableness
with firm rebuff to aggression.
It bas justified
itself
in the past decades and we will adhere to it further.
Nm
one will push us off this course.
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His Excellency Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York

I thank you, Sir, for your congratulations
completion by Soviet cosmonauts of the longest
of space.

on the occasion of the successful
flight in the history of the conquest

For my own part, I wish to express my conviction that the successes of Soviet
cosmonautics,
which have made an important contribution
to the cause of mankind's
conquest of outer space, will help to achieve scientific,
economic and social progress
in all countries and promote the cause of bringing peoples closer together
in pursuit
of the noble goal of strengthening
peace and international
co-operation.

L. BREZHNEV
Kremlin, Moscow
11 September 1979
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HIS EXCELLENCY

MR. LEONID BREZHNEV
GENERAL

SECRETARY

OP 'I'HE COMMUNIST

CHAIRl-1.t'\N OF THE PRESIDIUM

PJ\RTY OF '.i"'P..ESOVIET

OF THE SuPREHE

UNION

SOVIET OF THE USSR

THE KREHLIN
MOSCO~

(UBSR)

I WJB'H TO COHGIU'-..TULATE. YOU,. HR. C!IAitwiA.N, AS }.'!ELL AS THE
GOVERNMENT AND PEOPLE OF THE SOVIET tJNION, ON THE SUCCESSFUL
CO!.{CLUSION OF 'l'HE MISSION OF LIEU'l'.
COL. VLADIEIR
LY;..KHOV i\.ND
VP..LCRY RYUM!N.
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PROVIDED THE OPPORTUNI':i'Y FOR VA..•lIOUS SCIENTIFIC
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STEP IN THE PEACFUL EXPLORATION
OF OUTI:R SPACE.
T'IIE UHITED NATIONS .H])..S ALWAYS SHOWN A SPECIF-..L
IN'l'ER:fr;ST IN THE PEACEFCTL USES OF OUTER SPliCE Al."\JDHAS CONSTAN'l'LY
E1-.lCOtJR1"\GEOEFFORTS TOWARDS THAT PURPOSE.
I l->..!~l
THEREFORE PLEASED
'11 0 COi:NEY TO YOU N:Y SINCERE CONGRA'l7ULA.TIONS ON THIS IHPORTAUT
.l:>.:.CHIEVE.MENT.
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F. Mayrhofer-Grunbuhel,
Director
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The years that have passed since the previous elections
to the Supreme
Soviet of the USSR were a period of great and complex events in the world arena.
Those were years of the further successful
development
of the countries of
socialism,
of new victories
by the peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America
in their struggle for national
and social liberation 1 of c::onsiderable intensification of the class battles of ·working people in the capitalist
countries,
and of
the growing influence of the communist and workers'
parties there.
At the same time it was a period when the most reactionary
forces of
imperialism,
arms manufacturers
and militarists,
cold war advocates
and their
hired or voluntary
yes men joined in a broad campaign against the relaxation
of international
tension and disarmament,
against the liberation
struggle.
Referring to the "Soviet threat" vvhich they themselves
invented,
they de manded the allocation
of ever more billions for military aims, the creation
of ever
more destructive
and barbarous types of weapons.
They are trying by force of
arms to crush the liberation
movement of the peoples,
they are interfering
in
the internal affairs of other countries.
The position
of China's leaders is increc:.
singly merging with the policy of imperialism.
By their unprecedentedly
brazen bandit attack on
a small neighbouring country - Socialist Vietnam - the present Peking rulers revealed fully to
the whole world the perfidious
aggressive
essence
of the great-power
policy pu:
sued by them.
Now everybody
sees that it is this policy that represents
the most
serious threat to peace in the whole world. The entire danger of any forms of
connivance at that policy is more evident now than ever before.

I
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The Soviet people together with the peace-loving
peoples of the whole
world demands an immediate end to the Chinese aggression
against Vietnam,
withdrawal
of all the troops of the interventionists
to the last soldier from the
land of Vietnam. Our friensship with fraternal
Vietnam has been tested in
practice over many years. And today, at this difficult
hour for the Vietnamese
people, we fully and entirely solidarize
with it. And nobody should have any
doubts: the Soviet Union is true to the Treaty of Friendship
and Cooperation
binding together our countries.
The Socialist
Republic of Vietnam is conducting
a just, noble struggle.
All upright and .peace-loving
people
all over the
world are on its side. Therefore Vietnam's cause is invincible and the aggressor'
plans are doomed to failure. In this situation,
Comrades,
the Central Committee of our Party, the
Soviet Government are making maximum efforts to develop cooperatio:11 with the
forces of peace,
freedom and progress,
to frustrate the plans of the aggressive
circles,
to uphold and deepen the relaxation
of international
tension,
to reliab-ly ensure for the Soviet people,
our allies and friends the possibility
to live
and work in conditions
of peace.
Evaluating the results of the past years we can say with satisfaction:
we have managed to achieve serious successes
practically
along all directions
of the foreign policy activities
determined
by the historic documents of the 24th
and 25th Party Congresses.
One of the principled features of our epoch is the confident,
dynamic
development of the world of socialism
and the steady growth of its beneficial
influence on the international
situation.
The unification
of Vietnam,
the socialist revolution
in -;:..aos, the victory of the forces of socialism
and democracy in
Kampuchea have made this world even bigger,
stronger and more diverse.
V,·e devote prime attention
to ties with
becoming ever more deeper and diversified.

fraternal

countries.

They are

Studying and drawing on _each other's experience
countries of the socialist community have made these years new big strides in state development,
in the development
of socialist
democracy.

The role of the CM EA has grown noticeably
in the field of economic ties.
It has become an important instrument of solving the national
economic tasks
of socialist countries.
The
CMEA is marking its 30th anniversary
in a businesslike manner: the signing of a number of new joint economic projects is being
prepared,
the drafting of two more long-term
special
programs is nearing completion.
The best ',,Nay of celebrating
an anniversary
is by good accomplishments
But another thing is also evident: far from all forms of cooperation
have been
tried out, and there is need of a creative and active quest.
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The ending of the arms race, the prevention
of the danger of a world
nuclear war has now become the most pressing,
the most burning task for
mankind. The Soviet Union, just as the other countries
of socialism,
do not
stint efforts in the struggle for these aims.
A tremendous
importance in contemporary
internatio@l
life has been
acquired by the collective
initiatives
of our countries
directed at strengthening
peace.
This applies,
in particular 1 also to the declaration
adopted at the
recent meeting of the Political
Consultative
Committee of the v,,;arsaw Treaty
Organization
in Moscow.
It contains a number of new major ideas directed at
improving the international
climate,
at disarmament.
·
One of the biggest
tasks in this respect is undoubtedly
the drafting
of the new Soviet-American
agreement on the limitation
of strategic
offensive
arms. It appears that the work of more than six years is now close to completion. Of course,
in some things the treary,
from our point of view, could have
been better.
Not everything
in it fully accords with our wishes.
But that is a
reasonable
compromise,
which takes into consideration
the interests
of both
sides.
On the whole,
however,
this is an important and good endeavour.
Firstly,
the new agreement,
if it is signed,
ratified and enters into
force, will create for severa 1 years - concerning
a number of important points
till 1985 - a definite barrier in the way of the further stockpiling
of the most de--:tructive and costly types of arms. The principle of the equality
and equa 1 security of the sides will find expression
in this agreement.
It can be said definitely that its implementation
will not inflict any damage to the security
of the
Soviet Union or to the security
of the United States,
for that matter.
On the
whole, I would say, it will be advantageous
to both countries.
Secondly,
the entry of the agreement into force will mean that the
process of curbing the arms race,
started on the initiative
of the USSR, is
continuing.
The SALT-:-Iagreement was followed by SALT-2. After the latter's
entry into force work will begin on the SALT-3 agreement.
It should go still
further,
put a brake on the creation
of new types of weapons,
provide this
time not only for a limitation
of the growth of arms but also for th_eir reduction
by both sides.
The present agreement will probably help revive also the other currently
conducted talks,
for instance,
on the full prohibition
of nuclear weapon
tests,
on restricting
the sale of conventional
arms and, we hope, also the
talks on the reduction
of armed forces and armaments in Central Europe.
Then, thirdly,
the conclusion
of the
have a beneficial
effect on the international
drafting is completed the new agreement will
meeting v,ith President Carter,
hopefully
in

SALT-2 agreement will undoubtedly
climate in general.
if-Then its
probably be signed during my
the near future. Vie intend to

-4discuss also
can relations,
strengthening

a number of questions of the further development
of consolidating
the relaxation
of international
universal
peace.

of Soviet-Ameritension and

There are also other changes in the field of restricting
the arms race.
Conventions
prohibiting bacteriological
weapons and banning the modification
of the natural environment for military purposes
have entered into force.
There is taking place a certain strengthening
of the regime of nuclear
non-proliferation.
This is facilitated
also by the creation of the world's first
nuclear-free
zone which enco mpa s se s most countries of la tin America. The
United Nations General Assembly approved our proposals on guarantees
of the
security of non-nuclear
.states,
on the non-deployment-of
nuclear weapons on
the territory of-countries
where there are rio nuclear arms at present and, what
is especially
important,
called on the nuclear powers to start talks on fully
stopping the production
of nuclear weapons and reducing their stockpiles.
,Ne
regard this as an exceptionally
important matter and are prepared to start such
talks.
The political
climate in Europe has changed noticeably
in the past
years,
and again,
to a great extent, under the influence of the policy of the
USSR and other countries of socialism.
The European conference and its Final
Act, signed during the meeting in Helsinki,
became an important landmark.
The main routes of advance toward detente were correctly
defined there.
"The changes in Eutope can be seen in many things.
There is a new
aspect to the political
inter-relationships
between the countries of Ea stem
and Vvestem Europe. Contacts and consultations
between governments,
mutual
visits by leaders
- missions of goodwill - have become a matter of routine.
The geography
of peaceful cooperation
has expanded.
For the Soviet Union it
now includes also
Portugal and Spain. Our relations with Turkey are developing quite we 11.
·
"The economic ties between European countries are becoming more
stable.
For example,
we concluded lately long-term
economic agreements
with
Finland,
France,
the FRG and a number of other countries.
Our relations with
Italy can also well be placed on a similar basis.
Such agreements
are a sort
of joint East-i.lVest capital investment
in a very necessary
and mutually advantageous business
- the preservation
and consolidation
of international
peace.
Of course,
we are not playing down the difficulties
standing in the way
of strengthening
peace and the security
of peoples.
To spread detente to the
military sphere is today's priority task. This is particularly
necessary
because
the NATO bloc is feverishly
building up its armaments,
complicating
the situation in Europe. On our part, we are striving for agreement on real measures
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to lessen the level of military confrontation
on the continent,
strengthen
the foundations
of European peace.
Unfortunately,
no changes in this respect.

which would
there are so far

"Take the negotiations
in Vienna. At present they have bogged down in
the quagmire of dispute over the methods of counting the personnel
of the
sides' armed forces - right to the la st cook or medical orderly.
Frankly speaking, this is simply the Vle stern countries I tactics,
an · attempt
to evade
agreement right at the time when the positions
of the sides on the substance
of
the matter ca me considerably
closer. After all, it is a fact that a general military equilibrium
does exist in Europe, even if there are differences
in the
struggle of the armed forces of each side. And it is from this fact that one
should proceed.
"The proposals of the socialist
countries are known. I shall remind
you that within the framework of these proposals the Soviet Union is prepared,
to start with , to withdraw from Central Europe within a year 30,000 servicemen and a considerable
a mount of military equipment,
including one thousand
tanks, on condition
that the United States reduces,
and on a lesser scale at
that, its armed forces in this area. 1./'✓-e are still waiting for a constructive
reply to these proposals.
"Reports are appearing ever more frequently
lately,
that the Pentagon
is pressuring
the FRG in order to secure its consent to the stationing
in that
country in addition
to the American forward based weapons already present
there, also of medium-range nuclear missile weapons aimed at the Soviet Union.
It appears that voices of protest against this can be heard in the FRG.
"This is quite understandable:
for the implementation
of these plans,
just as of the plans of the American military in respect of neutron weapons
would result only in a · new growth of tension in Europe, in a new upsurge
the arms race and also_ in a drastic growth of the danger to the FRG itself.

1

of

"As to the Soviet Union, it has already stated more than once that it
stands not for building up, but for reducing
nuclear-missile
or other weapons
through agreement of the sides on the basis of complete reciprocity.
This
concerns also medium-range weapons in Europe, buth with due account,
of
course 1 for the existence
there of American
military bases as well. Our common
stand with the fraternal · socialist
states on this matter again found recently
reflection
in the Moscow Declaration
of the Vlarsaw Treaty member-countries.
"Another question.
\t.1ith the aim of strengthening
mutual trust, participants in the .-..European conference have started to inform one another about
military exercises
conducted in the respective
area, and to invite foreign
observers to them.
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"Perhaps,
we could now expand this practice and give advance notice not
only about exercises,
but also about all considerable
troop movements in the
framework of the area
concerned,
and also about major naval exercises
when
held near the waters of other participating
countries of the European conference,
"Vle are preapred,
of course,
at strengthening
mutual trust.
·

to study

also

other proposals

directed

"In 1976 Viarsaw Treaty member-states
proposed that all participating
countries of the European conference
undertake not to be the first to use nuclear
weapons against one another. In response,
the V/est began to maintain that
this would allegedly
increase
the probability
of wars with the use of conventional weapons.
If so, let us then reach agreement
on not being the first
to use either nuclear or conventional
weapons.
In other words,
let us conclude something like a non-aggression
pact betvveen the participants
in the
European conference.
This, I believe,
would fully conform to the spirit of
Helsinki.
·
"In recent years our relations with
from colonial or semi-colonial
oppression

many countries
have become

that freed themselves
still closer.

"Support for the struggles of the peoples for national
liberation
and
social progress is a principle of our foreign policy recorded in the Constitution of the USSR. This principle is being consistently
implemented.
Vle are
proud of the unselfish
aid which the Soviet Union and other countries of the
socialist
community have given, for instance,
to the peoples of Angola and
Ethiopia in their struggle against aggression,
for the right to independently
shape their future.
The progressive
transformations
in revolutionary
Afghanistan
evoke in Soviet people feelings of solidarity
and sincere sympathy.
"Our treaties of friendship
and cooperation
with Angola, Ethiopia,
Mozambique and Afghanistan
are an important feature of our time. These are
not military alliances-or
coalitions
spearheaded
against somebody,
but precisely documents of friendship
and cooperation
with those who have embarked
on the road of building a society without oppression
and exploitation."
There is no sphere of v10rld politics in which our Party and the Soviet
State would not be coming out for the cause of justice,
progress and peace.
It
is from those positions
that we also approach the struggle for freedom and
democracy in distant Nicaragua and in neighbouring
Iran, the struggle by the
peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia for liberation
from racist oppression,
the
struggle for eliminating
the system of apartheid in the Republic of South Africa.
This also determines
our attitude to the problems of a Middle-East
settlement.
Here, just as in other areas of the world, vve are neither
seeking selfish advantages, nor claiming the natural wealth of other countries.
Vie are for lasting
peace and stand firmly on the side of the lawful rights of the Arab peoples,
of

I

•t"
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their struggle for eliminating
the aftermaths
of the Israeli
aggression,
against
imperialist
diktat,
against capitulatory
deals,
against bartering away the
Arabs' _vital interests.
Special
menti_on should be made of the people's,
anti-imperialist,
national-liberation
revolution
in Iran.
Like all sincere champions
of peace,
progress and independence
of the
peoples,
we welcome the victory
of this revolution
which put an end to a
despotic regime of oppression,
that had turned the country into an object of
exploitation
and a base of support for foreign imperialism.
•f~e wish the new
revolutionary
Iran successes
and prosperity
and hope that relations
of good
neighbourliness
between
the peoples of the Soviet Union and. Iran will fruitfully
develop in the ne\•.r conditions
on the firm foundation
of mutual respect,
goo:lwill and non-interference
in each other's internal
affairs.
V!e will further strengthen
friendship
and cooperation
with the emergent
countries,
with member states of the non-aligned
movement,
with the peoples
struggling for their freedom and independence.
Comrades,
we are pursuing and will further pursue our entire foreign
policy in close alliance
with the fraternal
socialist
states,
relying on the support of independent
freedom-loving
countries
of African, Asia and Latin America
and in cooperation
with all peace-loving
states and public forces in the capitalist part of the world.
Our aim is a lasting peace and security
for the Soviet
people,
a lasting peace and peaceful
cooperation
among all states of the world.
And for the attainment
of this aim we shall struggle tirelessly,
stinting no
efforts and energy.
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Please
Secretary

find enclosed for your approval

-f

~

a dra:f't cable to the General

of the CPSUof the USSR, Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme

Soviet of the USSR L. Brezhnev,on the occasion
of the Soviet international

of the successful.

space experiments.
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DRAFT

TO: L. BREZHNEV
GENERAL
SECRETARY
OF THECPSU
.
CHAIRMAN
OF THEPRESIDIUM
OF THESUPREME
SOVIETOF THEUSSR
KREMLDfMOSCCM
(USSR)
I WISHTO CONGRATULATE
YOU, MRCHAIRMAN,
ANDTHEGOVERNMENT
ANDTHE
PEOPLEOF THESOVIETUNIONONTHEGREATACHIEVEMENTS
ANDTHESUCCESSFUL
COMPLETION
TODAY
OF THEUSSRSPACEEXPERIMENTS
SERIES•
THELONGDURATION
EXPERIMENTS
ONBOARD
SALYUT
6 WITHREPEATED
EXCHANGE
OF INTERNATIONAL
CREWS
ARECONSIDERABLE
CONTRIBUTION
TO THESTRENGTHENING
OF COOPERATION
AMONG
NATIONSIN THEPEACEFUL
EXPLORATION
.ANDUSES OF OOTER
SPACE,THEFURTHERANCE
OF WHICHIS ONEOF THEPRIMARY
OBJECTIVES
OF THE
UNITEDNATIONS
STOP IT GIVESMEGREATPLEASURE
TO EXPRESSTO YOOTHE
.ADMIRATION
OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNITY
ONTHIS OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENT
ANDTO EXTEND
MYBESTWISHESFORTHE SUCCESSOF THEMISSIONUNDERTAKEN
BY
THECOSMONAUTS
FROMTHESOCIALISTCOONTRIES
HIGHESTCONSIDERATION

KURTWALDHEIM
SECRETARY-GENERAL
UNI'rED NATIONS

